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Abstrakt: V t�eto diserta�cn�� pr�aci zkoum�ame strojov�y p�reklad mezi �ce�stinou

a ru�stinou z hlediska lingvisty. Pracujeme s n�ekolika pravidlov�ymi a stati-

stick�ymi p�rekladov�ymi syst�emy a pomoc�� zm�en v jej��ch nastaven�� se sn�a�z��me

dos�ahnout co nejlep�s��ch v�ysledk�u p�rekladu. Jedna z ot�azek, kter�e �re�s��me v na�s��

pr�aci, je nakolik p�r��buznost obou jazyk�u pom�ah�a strojov�emu p�rekladu.

Hlavn��m c��lem pr�ace je lingvistick�y rozbor chyb ve v�ystupu �cty�r syst�em�u

strojov�eho p�rekladu, dvou experiment�aln��ch � TectoMT, Moses � a dvou komer�cn��ch

� PC Translator a Google Translate. Analyzujeme ka�zd�y typ chyb a �re�s��me, zda

dan�a chyba souvis�� s rozd��lem mezi �ce�stinou a ru�stinou nebo zda je zap�r���cin�en�a

architecturou jednotliv�ych syst�em�u. Pro n�ekter�e chyby nab��z��me cesty, jak je

opravit.

Ve zvl�a�stn�� kapitole se zam�e�rujeme na chyby v povrchov�e valenci sloves. Zk-

oum�ame rozd��ly v �cesk�e a rusk�e povrchov�e valenci, popisujeme extrakci slovn��ku

povrchov�ych forem a tento slovn��k integrujeme do syst�emu TectoMT. D�ale

nab��z��me souhrn lingvistick�ych pozorov�an�� o povaze rozd��l�u v �cesk�e a rusk�e

valenci.
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Abstract:

In this thesis we analyze machine translation between Czech and Russian

languages from the perspective of a linguist. We work with two types of Ma-

chine Translation systems � rule-based (TectoMT) and statistical (Moses). We

experiment with di�erent setups of these two systems in order to achieve the

best possible quality. One of the questions we address in our work is whether

relatedness of the discussed languages has some impact on machine translation.

We explore the output of our two experimental systems and two commer-

cial systems: PC Translator and Google Translate. We make a linguistically-

motivated classi�cation of errors for the language pair and describe each type

of error in detail, analyzing whether it occurred due to some di�erence between

Czech and Russian or is it caused by the system architecture. We then compare

the usage of some speci�c linguistic phenomena in the two languages and state

how the individual systems cope with mismatches. For some errors, we suggest

ways to improve them and in several cases we implement those suggestions.

In particular, we focus on one speci�c error type � surface valency. We

research the mismatches between Czech and Russian valency, extract a lexicon

of surface valency frames, incorporate the lexicon into the TectoMT translation

pipeline and present observations on which verbs tend to have di�erent valency

frames.
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Introduction

Machine translation (MT) is a popular branch of Natural Language Processing.

The work on MT systems is traditionally presented as a collaboration between

linguists and computer scientists: linguists prepare data (e.g. dictionaries and

transfer rules), and computer scientists implement the baseline of the system.

Linguists analyze the output translations and on the basis of these translations

suggest further improvements and then the cycle is repeated.

The interplay between linguistics and computer science as described above

was true for rule-based machine translation (RBMT) systems only before the

data-driven (statistical, SMT) approach was largely adopted in the beginning of

1990's. There was no longer a need for a linguist with the knowledge of the source

and the target languages: all the necessary information was acquired from data,

the evaluation was done either automatically or manually by native speakers

rather than by experts in linguistics.

In our work, we combine observations and �ndings from both theoretical lin-

guistics and computer science, exploring the performance of several MT systems

� RBMT and SMT � through the prism of a linguist.

1.1 Objectives

When our research started in 2006, the primary goal was to make an experi-

mental implementation of a Czech-to-Russian MT system within the available

frameworks.

Our work was initially supposed to answer a range of questions. The �rst one

is which system architecture � rule-based or statistical - is more appropriate for

the translation between related languages. Another goal was to spot errors that

are typical for each strategy.

Our initial hypothesis was that for related languages such as Czech and Rus-

sian there is no need to train statistical models to achieve good quality. The

second hypothesis was that under a similar setup, a translation system for re-

lated languages is easier to build than for those unrelated.

1



1 INTRODUCTION

We aimed to specify a classi�cation of errors for the MT between Czech and

Russian and link those errors with certain linguistic discrepancies between the

two languages; then to compare how SMT and RBMT systems cope with certain

linguistic phenomena. As it was virtually impossible to describe all the errors

and all the points of di�erences that can cause problems, we concentrated on one

of the issues � surface valency in the Czech and Russian languages.

1.2 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is structured in 6 Chapters.

In Chapter 2, we give a brief overview of machine translation � the basic

concepts, history of MT, methods and strategies; then we present data and tools

that will be used in our experiments and name the MT systems that exist for

the pair Czech-Russian. Then, in Chapter 3, we focus on two systems of those

systems that we will evaluate: a statistical one (Moses) and a rule-based one

(TectoMT). We set a baseline for those systems, propose some improvements

and take the output of the best experiment to be evaluated further. Also, we

describe two commercial systems � PC Translator and Google.

Next, in Chapter 4, we explore the output of the four MT systems. Exploring

errors in the MT output, we try to answer the question which types of discrep-

ancies between Czech and Russian are successfully processed by the MT system

and which pose a problem. We propose a classi�cation of errors suitable for our

language pair. Each error type is analyzed and illustrated with examples. Then,

we contrast the linguistic phenomenon underlying the error for the two languages

and suggest possible reasons why they occurred in the system. In several cases,

we did some experiments to �x the error.

Out of all the errors, we focus on surface valency, especially on a theoretical

description of surface valency discrepancies between the two languages (Chapter

5). We conduct some experiments designed to spot the cases of di�erences and

present some observations on when the surface valency in Czech and Russian

tends to be di�erent.

The summary of our main results and the discussion is presented in the con-

cluding Chapter 6.

Collaboration remarks. Because of the author's linguistic background,

some of the experiments described here were carried out with the help of col-

leagues from Institute of Formal and Applied Linguistics (�UFAL). Implementa-

tion of the Moses statistical machine translation system was done in collaboration

with Ond�rej Bojar, Karel B��lek and David Kolovratn��k. Zden�ek �Zabokrtsk�y and

Martin Popel helped to set a baseline for a rule-based system TectoMT between

2



1.2 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

Czech and Russian. Some of the results presented in Chapter 2.3 partially in-

tersect with a Master Thesis (B��lek, 2014), done under the same project (GAUK

639012), but in the latter work the stress is put mainly on technical aspects of

the implementation of the MT systems without a deeper linguistic analysis.
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2

Machine Translation systems between
Czech and Russian

2.1 An overview of Machine Translation

In the �rst part of the thesis, we discuss the �eld of machine translation. We

review MT architectures and describe historical and state-of-the-art MT systems

available for the Czech-Russian language pair.

MT is a process of converting a text coded in one language into another

language by a computer. MT is considered to be one of the most popular branches

of Natural Language Processing: publications on the topic cover a vast range of

problems, such as technical issues of system development, theoretical research on

linguistic aspects, quality evaluation etc. The most renowned web collection of

articles about MT1 counts more than 11,400 items (as of April 2015).

A detailed overview of many aspects of machine translation is provided by

(Hutchins, 1986), and facts presented in this introduction are partially based on

this survey. Here, we will concentrate only on those approaches and MT systems

relevant to our language pair.

2.1.1 History

The �rst attempts to build a system to substitute human translators started

shortly after the �rst ascendants of computers appeared. Perhaps the most fa-

mous quote which has inspired many MT researchers comes from Warren Weaver

(in 1949):

I have a text in front of me which is written in Russian but I am going to

pretend that it is really written in English and that it has been coded in some

strange symbols. All I need to do is strip o� the code in order to retrieve the

information contained in the text.

1 http://www.mt-archive.info/
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2 MT SYSTEMS BETWEEN CZECH AND RUSSIAN

Russian and English were the �rst languages for which an MT system was

developed by teams in the US and in the former USSR. That was obviously due

to the political reasons, as both countries needed to translate huge amounts of

texts between the two languages. The �rst MT system was Russian-to-English,

developed by the IBM research team. Afterwards, many other researchers all over

the world started to develop their own systems for various languages. METEO2

and Systran3 were among the �rst and most successful MT systems.

The �rst systems were rule-based. They used dictionaries and implemented

linguistic rules (detailed description follows). In 1990's an enormous increase in

processing and memory capacity led to possibility of statistical MT development.

The IBM team was the �rst to introduce the �rst prototype, see the Section 2.1.4.

The choice of languages for machine translation projects had often been politi-

cally or geopolitically motivated. For example, in former Czechoslovakia, Ruslan,

a Czech-to-Russian MT project (Hajic, 1987), (Oliva, 1989) started in 1980's, as

Russia had a strong in�uence in this region, and it was a high-priority pair in

those days. At the same time, experiments on MT from English into Czech

(APAC) had taken place (Kirschner and Rosen, 1989). Ruslan and APAC were

both implemented in Q systems (Colmerauer, 1970).

Nowadays the majority of MT systems, both in industry and in research, are

developed for English (as an international language) and some other languages.

Still, there are some MT projects aiming directly at the translation between

languages other than English (especially translation between related languages)

which will be our focus in this chapter.

2.1.2 Approaches to MT

Generally, two main approaches to building MT systems can be distinguished:

rule-based and statistical, though some other types related to the two main

ones can be considered as well (e.g. example-based MT or hybrid MT). In our

work we will stick to the dichotomy rule-based vs. statistical, mentioning further

in the texts how they intersect with Hybrid method.4 There is an extensive pool

2 An MT system between English and French for the domain of weather forecast (Chandioux,

1988).
3 http://www.systran.co.uk/

4 We should add a disclaimer that RBMT systems can be regarded as Hybrid, whenever they

exploit statistical modules in a rule-based architecture. The same is true of SMT, which

can be considered to be Hybrid as soon as some linguistic knowledge is being introduced,

e.g., additional morphological information in the form of morphological dictionaries. In

this thesis when we use RBMT, we actually mean MOSTLY rule-based that might contain

6
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2.1 AN OVERVIEW OF MACHINE TRANSLATION

of work concerning comparison of the two approaches, such as (Thurmair, 2004)

for English and German or (Bojar, 2012) for English and Czech.

Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages that are well-described

in the literature. On the one hand, statistical approach is language-independent,

there is no need for a linguistic description, hence it is cheap and quick to deploy.

In comparison, in RBMT, compiling rules and electronic dictionaries can take

years in order to reach a su�cient quality of translation. On the other hand,

statistical systems require parallel corpora, which are not so easy to obtain for

under-resourced languages.

A big advantage of RBMT systems over SMT is that the former are more

controllable and predictable. The errors produced by RBMT are easy to spot

and it is often obvious how to �x them (but not always easy) � by only some

additional rules. In contrast, SMT works like a black box. Although some issues

can be predicted and some errors can be �xed, it is generally not known what

output it will produce.

As for linguistic issues, di�erent systems have their own weak and strong

points. When speaking about syntax, rule-based systems with proper syntactic

rules generate sentences with better structure, than statistical systems. On the

other hand, statistical systems are much better at resolving the problem of word

sense disambiguation (WSD) than rule-based systems.

One of the main points that we address in our research is the question which

of the approaches � statistical or rule-based is more suitable for our language pair

� Czech and Russian. Secondly, we want to �nd out how MT systems cope with

mismatches between the languages.

2.1.3 Rule-based MT systems

As mentioned above, the �rst systems that appeared were rule-based MT sys-

tems. They use bilingual dictionaries and manually written rules of transfer.

They are labor-intensive and involve extensive linguistic knowledge. It often

takes years to build such a system.

Researchers de�ne three main architectures of RBMT: direct, transfer and in-

terlingua.5 They are usually represented within the machine translation triangle,

or Vauquois triangle (Vauquois, 1968), see Figure 5.1.2:

some statistical modules, and under SMT we mean MOSTLY statistical that might involve

some linguistic knowledge.
5 In the scienti�c literature the notions of MT architectures and MT approaches are

sometimes confused, for instance, some researchers may refer to Direct, Transfer and In-

terlingua MTs as approaches.

7



2 MT SYSTEMS BETWEEN CZECH AND RUSSIAN

Figure 2.1: Machine translation triangle

It should be noted that this distinction, though started initially for the RBMT,

is also applicable to SMT as it indicates the level of linguistic annotation inte-

grated into a system.

Direct systems

Direct systems provide a word by word translation from a source to a target

language. �Pure� RBMT direct systems were used in the early days of the research

on MT (1950 � 1960's) and were rather primitive in comparison with the modern

ones.

In the end of 1990's it was believed that for the related languages this ar-

chitecture might be the best option, as it avoids mistakes originating from the

analysis and synthesis modules. Method for �pure� direct RBMT translations

is not really used nowadays,6 as even for very related languages some linguistic

analysis should be introduced. Almost direct architecture was used in �Ces��lko

(Haji�c et al., 2000b), a translation system between Czech and Slovak languages,

using only a morphological dictionary.

6 However, statistical phrase-based MT systems can be considered as `direct'.

8



2.1 AN OVERVIEW OF MACHINE TRANSLATION

Transfer translation

Transfer systems rely on the collection of rules aiming to cover morphological,

syntactic or semantic mismatches between the languages. When the system is

declared to be rule-based, it is almost always a transfer system, such as the already

mentioned Systran, METEO, Ruslan (to be described in detail in Section 2.3.1),
�Ces��lko (to be described in detail in Section 2.3.2 ), Apertium (Forcada et al.,

2011) and many others developed all over the world for various languages. The

process of translation generally consists of three phases: text analysis, transfer

and text generation (synthesis). Analysis can proceed up to di�erent language

levels � morphological, shallow syntactic, deep syntactic or shallow semantic. The

borders between the levels are often quite vague and depend on the formalism

under which the system is developed.

One of the types of RBMT systems that we will use in our work is a dependency-

based machine translation system. It was �rst developed for the Czech-English

pair (�Cmejrek et al., 2003) and was based on the Functional Generative Descrip-

tion (FGD) theory (Sgall et al., 1986) as its theoretical platform. It exploited

analytical and tectogrammatical parsers for the analysis of Czech; the transfer

was made on the tectogrammatical layer using a bilingual dictionary and a par-

allel dependency Czech-English treebank; the synthesis of the target English text

from the tectogrammatical representation was provided by a number of rules.

Since then, the system has changed, so we use a more recent version of this sys-

tem � TectoMT (Popel, 2010) on a platform called Treex, to be described in

Section 3.1.

A similar research was conducted in Russia: the machine translation sys-

tem ETAP (Boguslavsky, 1995) supports several language pairs with a focus on

Russian-English. It is based on another dependency formalism �Meaning-Text

Theory� (Mel'�cuk, 1988).

As for �Ces��lko, the system adopted the transfer architecture for less closely

related language pairs � Czech-Polish, Czech-Lithuanian and Czech-Russian. The

Czech-Russian pair within �Ces��lko will be discussed in the Section 2.3.2.

A very popular RBMT platform involving many language pairs � Apertium �

is based on a shallow syntactic analysis. It exploits the same idea as �Ces��lko, which

states that the simple architecture is more suitable for the related languages.

However, Apertium supports MT between unrelated languages as well.

Interlingua

Machine translation systems that account for the level of deep semantics are

called Interlingua systems. The core of Interlingua MT is a universal language

that encodes all possible meanings � semantic primitives � for every natural lan-

9
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guage. The most renowned project of Interlingua nowadays is UNL � Universal

Networking Language.7 It is based on a single formal representation, where each

language has analysis from plain text to the UNL and the synthesis from the UNL

. The Interlingua architecture is quite complex to build, as it is very demanding

to specify the required language information that can be language-independent

� all possible universal semantic primitives.

True Interlingua is still considered to be rather a dream than a reality, and

the majority of existing RBMTs exploits a transfer architecture.

2.1.4 Statistical Machine Translation

Statistical machine translation has become one of the easiest MT paradigm to

deploy. Researchers can now use various toolkits to experiment with di�erent lan-

guage pairs provided the appropriate data exist. It was the IBM research team

that pioneered SMT �eld introducing IBM models in the early 1990's (Brown

et al., 1990) and the �rst SMT Candide system (Berger et al., 1994). The cen-

tral idea of statistical MT can be roughly described as follows: we introduce

hypothetical translations8 � e � of linguistic units (these can be words, phrases,

sentences), and de�ne the probability

p(e|f) (2.1)

� the probability that the unit e is a translation of f. Then the best translation

ê is a hypothesis that receives a maximum probability:

ê = argmax
e

p(e|f) (2.2)

The latter formula presents the ideal conditions of the hypothesis. As an

approximation on data, the score of a hypothesis ê is calculated from two com-

ponents: the language model (LM) and the translation model (TM), which are

introduced by the transformation according to the Bayes theorem9 into:

7 http://www.unlweb.net/

8 As the �rst statistical MT system was constructed for French to English pair, the source

is traditionally denoted as f and target e.
9

P(A|B) =
P(B|A)P(A)

P(B)
(2.3)

This equation follows the noisy-channel model, used also in speech recognition, spell check-

ing and other NLP tasks.

10
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ê = argmax
e

p(e) · p(f|e)
p(f)

= argmax
e

p(e) · p(f|e) (2.4)

The above formula, representing a combination of a language model and a

translation model, is used in phrase-based models.

The language model p(e) gives the probability of how likely a unit e is

present in an English text. In order to estimate parameters of the translation

model p(e|f), alignment models from a parallel text are extracted. Given the

two models, we can �nd the best-scoring hypothesis.

While the �rst IBM model was based on simple word alignment, modern

statistical models used more sophisticated techniques bringing better translation

results.

Phrase-Based SMT

Currently, the most widely-used statistical models are phrase-based translation

models.10 Nowadays, anyone can implement an MT system for any pair of lan-

guages, using toolkits such as Moses SMT (Koehn et al., 2007) provided that

parallel data are available. Our implementation of Moses for the Czech-Russian

language pair will be presented in the Section 3.2. The most important property

of phrase-based systems is the ability to translate sequences of words (phrases or

n-grams) rather than single words.

Phrase-based MT systems support many-to-many alignments, so that they

can cover cases when more words in the source language correspond to several

target ones.

The equation 2.4 adapted to the phrase-based models combines three compo-

nents: the phrase translation probability, the language model and the distortion

cost:11

ê = argmax
e

I∏
i=1

φ(f̄i|ēi) ∗ pLM(e) ∗ d(starti, endi−1) (2.5)

• Phrase Table Phrase translation probability is stored in a so-called phrase

table together with the phrases (n-grams, or combination of words of various

length) in both languages. Those probabilities are extracted from a parallel

corpus. The translation probability then presents the relative frequency of

10 In this work, we experiment with phrase-based models only, and further in the text, we

will refer to them as statistical.
11 The formulas from this section are taken from (Koehn, 2010b).

11
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a phrase:

φ(f̄|ē) =
count(ē, f̄)∑
f̄ count(ē, f̄)

(2.6)

Following is an example of a Czech-Russian phrase table entry12 indicating

a phrase to believe in:

(2.7) doufat v ||| íàäåÿòüñÿ íà ||| 0.25 ...

The score 0.25 denotes the probability that the Czech phrase doufat v will

be translated into Russian as íàäåÿòüñÿ íà.

• Language model indicates the probability of how good (�uent) a phrase

is. It is estimated from the corpus using n-gram modeling which uses the

probability of the previous (n-1)-word history to predict the next word n:

p(w1, w2, ..., wn) = p(w1)∗p(w2|w1)∗p(w3|w1w2)...∗p(wn|w1, w2, ..., wn−1)
(2.8)

The most widely used model is a trigram language model. It estimates

the probability of a phrase in the target language, based on the history of

previous two words. Following is an example of phrases from a generated

language model with calculated probabilities:13

(2.9) -4.584007 íàäåÿòüñÿ -0.6977018 (believe)

-2.196512 íà -0.7243898 (in)

-0.4852926 íàäåÿòüñÿ íà -0.2465586 (believe in)

-3.703978 íàäåÿòüñÿ íà çàêîí (believe in law)

• Distortion parameterDistortion parameter, or penalty, penalizes a phrase

in which a reordering limit is exceeded. Reordering limit indicates how

phrases neighboring in the source sentence stay far from each other in the

target. If we set the reordering limit to 2, it will allow phrases with 2 re-

orderings. This limit reduces the space of hypothesis and does not allow

sentences with the phrases that are far from the respective source ones.

Decoding

The various combinations of phrases that constitute a sentence are therefore being

scored using the above formulas and the search algorithm constructs the output

sentence (hypothesis). The best scoring hypothesis forms an n-best list, and the

�nal translation is chosen from this list.

12 We hide some other probability parameters, such as lexical probability or word alignment

numbers.
13 The negative numbers are log-probabilities.
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2.1.5 Hybrid MT systems

Each of the approaches � statistical and rule-based � has its drawbacks that we

have mentioned above. At present, more experiments are focused on a combina-

tion of these two approaches, exploiting the advantages of each. Hybrid MT is

a rather �fuzzy� and broad term. We can distinguish two main types: originally

rule-based with some statistical build-ups (like disambiguation module), or orig-

inally a statistical platform with some rules. The borders are not quite de�ned,

so many existing systems can be considered as �slightly� Hybrid.

Let us take an example of some systems developed at �UFAL. �Ces��lko and

TectoMT are considered to be rule-based systems, even though they have some

statistical components as parsers, morphological analyzers or WSD modules. Fac-

tored model within the Moses system can exploit morphological data, which can

be also seen as a kind of brute force learning of language rules. The two examples

above are actually not Hybrid. Hybrid MT presupposes some substantial e�ort

to tune the system into a more �rule-based or �statistical� direction, to prune the

two architectures so as to harvest the advantages of both. Several publications

on the Hybrid MT were presented within the �Workshop on Hybrid Approaches

to Translation (HyTra)�.14 Commercial systems also showed rather promising

results (Systran,15 AppTek16 etc.)

2.1.6 Pivoting in MT

Pivoting is a popular technique in MT that exploits the idea of an intermediate

language, and it is used in both RBMT and SMT. This idea is justi�ed by the

fact that some languages have very few linguistic resources, and that the human

translation from English into �resource rich� Czech and then the automatic trans-

lation from Czech into some other Slavic language could bring good results in a

relatively short amount of time.

Nowadays, with almost each language in the Slavic group having many re-

sources like lexicons, morphological dictionaries, and even treebanks, the idea

of a pivot as presented in �Ces��lko,17 is not so widespread. It might still bring

14 http://hytra.barcelonamedia.org/hytra2013/

15 http://www.systran.co.uk/systran/corporate-profile/translation-technology/

systran-hybrid-technology

16 http://www.speechtechmag.com/Articles/News/News-Feature/

AppTek-Launches-Hybrid-Machine-Translation-Software-52871.aspx

17 Originally, �Ces��lko's idea was that the �rst translation � from source into the pivot, e.g.,

from English into Czech � should be a human translation and translation from the pivot

language into other (related) languages should be automatized.
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some fruit in the case of very under-resourced languages, such as Upper or Lower

Sorbian (Lusatian).

The pivot approach is successfully exploited within the statistical MT systems,

for Slavic, see (Hartley et al., 2007) and (Galu�s�c�akov�a and Bojar, 2012), where

the pivot languages serve as the source of additional data (phrase tables).

2.1.7 MT Evaluation

The problem of evaluation goes hand in hand with the notion of machine trans-

lation. Developers generally set a baseline system, evaluate it and on the basis

of this evaluation introduce respective improvements. Evaluation component is

very crucial in this �MT circle� as it provides the feedback to the developer in

which direction the research should go.

Manual evaluation

One of the earlier techniques to estimate translation quality was edit distance

technique. A translated sentence (target sentence) was compared against its

gold standard translation (reference) in terms of how many insertions/deletions

must be introduced to make it �uent and adequate. This reference translation

is created manually from a source as close to the target sentence as possible.

Manual evaluation tells us a lot about the system, but it takes a lot of time and

human resources to construct an ideal reference set.

Another type of human evaluation � �uency/adequacy test � is simply

to say if the sentence is �uent (forms a correct sentence) or adequate (re�ects

the sense of the source text). This predicts which system is better, but does

not answer the question which steps should we take to improve the performance.

Moreover, human evaluators sometimes mix the concepts of �uency and adequacy.

In WMT evaluation campaign,18 the ranking of systems on a scale is used.

During the evaluation, the annotators are asked to rank several translations from

best to worst.

Another technique which considers multiple types of errors from a linguistic

point of view � error �agging � will be discussed in the next chapter.

Automatic metrics

Automatic metrics are cheap and fast. They are used mostly by researchers

to monitor the progress of system development, even though they su�er from

18 WMT (Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation) is held each year - http://www.

statmt.org/wmt15/ and earlier. It aims at evaluating the state-of-the-art MT systems,

both statistical and rule-based.
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several drawbacks that we show later. The automatic evaluation techniques gen-

erally exploit reference translations which are human translations of the test set.

Generally, they come from a parallel corpus, not intersecting with development

and training data. Those translations are produced regardless of the fact that

they should be used for the machine translation, so the source can be translated

by human and by the MT system in di�erent ways.

The test set used for evaluation between Czech and Russian demonstrates

the same problem as the training set: such translations are generally not di-

rect. They present translations from English into Russian and from English into

Czech. Thus, Czech and Russian sides of a test set quite often contain signi�cant

structural and semantic discrepancies.

When SMT became popular, some new evaluation metrics suitable especially

for this type of MT had been created, e.g. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), TER

(Snover et al., 2006), WER (Tillmann et al., 1997),19 NIST (Doddington, 2002),

Meteor (Lavie and Denkowski, 2009). These techniques measure the performance

automatically based on a reference corpus. In this work, we will not use most

of the metrics though, it might be an interesting idea. We will stick to manual

linguistic evaluation and BLEU.

BLEU

In our work, we will provide the most widely-used evaluation metric � BLEU

score, which is generally used to track the progress while developing the MT.

BLEU is calculated based on the number of correspondences between translated

and reference n-grams according to the formula:

BLEU = BP × {

4∏
i=1

P(i)}1/4 (2.10)

where i is a length of an n-gram hypothesis in words and P(i) is the percentage

of n-grams that are present both in the hypothesis and in the reference. This

value is generally presented as a number between 0 and 1, or it can be also

indicated in percentage (range from 0 to 100). BP � brevity penalty � is applied

when a hypothesis is shorter than a reference.

For morphologically rich languages with free word order the automatic eval-

uation method BLEU can not be trustworthy. We will show the BLEU scores

in the next chapter for several MT systems, but they actually say very little to

19 TER and WER resemble edit distance metric as they also measure the discrepancies be-

tween a hypothesis and a reference in terms of Levenshtein distance, but references come

generally from a parallel corpus
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us about the translation quality. We can only say that the margin of the SMT

( 16%) over RBMT ( 4-6 %) systems in our case is huge and it really indicates

that the quality of the �Ces��lko and TectoMT systems is poor. That is why the

BLEU score will not be the main criteria of quality in this work.

(Koehn, 2011) has outlined major drawbacks of BLEU: this metrics does not

say anything about MT really, it underrates RBMTs in favour of SMTs and is

not very suitable when translating into free word order languages as it counts the

precision of exact n-grams. Also, it is not suitable to evaluate minor improve-

ments of speci�c language phenomena as the di�erence in terms of BLEU will

be really insigni�cant (see Section 5.2.3). Still, as it is the mostly used metric

now, we will mention this score when describing the concrete MT systems, but

our main evaluation technique20 will be of a manual nature.

In this section, we have brie�y presented several types of MT that we will

use in our work and outlined several problematic issues. In the following chapter

we will describe the data and the tools used to create the MT systems for the

pair Czech and Russian: dictionaries, parallel corpora, treebanks, morphological

taggers.

2.2 Data and Tools for MT

In this section we will describe the data and tools both external or those we have

created. We use them not only in MT experiments, but also in a theoretical part

where we conducted a contrastive linguistic analysis between Czech and Russian.

2.2.1 Parallel and monolingual data

Here we overview the corpora used as training data for SMT and for some other

experimental comparative studies. We describe the process of compilation of a

parallel Czech-Russian corpus UMC in more detail.

UMC

For the needs of our experiments we built UMC 0.1 (�UFAL Multilingual Cor-

pus) � a multilingual parallel corpus of texts in Czech, Russian and English with

20 Described in detail in Section 4.1
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automatic pairwise sentence alignments (Klyueva and Bojar, 2008).21 UMC is

closely related to CzEng,22 a Czech-English corpus which has been successfully

employed in SMT experiments. The primary goal of compiling UMC was sta-

tistical machine translation, but it also served as data source for the dictionary

extraction and some other experiments with valency (see Section 5.3).

We have chosen only one web source (see below) to download our texts and so

far we were able to obtain over 1.7 million words in each of the three languages.23

We included also the English part of the parallel texts into the corpus on purpose,

as this served as a platform to compare how SMT works for related languages in

comparison to those unrelated.

Collecting parallel texts meets challenges such as copyright, translation qual-

ity and representativeness of the language. The problem of copyright is solved by

contacting the site editor, asking for a license agreement for educational purposes.

It is more complicated with translation quality, because when downloading au-

tomatically huge amount of texts, they cannot all be checked, so we look only at

the extralinguistic factors. Let us inspect the texts in both Czech and Russian

that we can come across in the Internet.

Many of them belong to the tourism industry as many hotels, restaurants,

tourist sites are advertising their services both in Czech and Russian. The texts

are generally short and the translation quality is doubtful.

Technical texts present the second, more reliable and broad group, but their

representativeness is low, as they contain a substantial share of technical ter-

minology and the use of general language is limited. On the other hand, those

types of text are most suitable for MT in restricted domains, as the language is

formal and the metaphorical use of language is rare. In most cases the original

language is English, and the texts are translations from English into Czech and

from English into Russian.

Text of another genre � news and commentaries � are written in a language

rich with metaphors, sometimes with tricky constructions, which can be trans-

lated di�erently in di�erent languages. However, the language of the news covers

the most essential part of standard language usage, so we have chosen to use the

news articles in the baseline experiment.

As mentioned already, all these texts were downloaded from a single source

� Project Syndicate site,24 which contains a large collection of high-quality news

21 The scripts to automatically download the corpus were written by Ond�rej Bojar
22 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/czeng/

23 Since the corpus was �rst compiled in 2008, we have not downloaded new data from the

web. Should we do an update now, we would obtain much more data.
24 http://www.project-syndicate.org/
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articles and commentaries. We were given the permission to use the texts for

research and non-commercial purposes. Texts were downloaded with the help of

tools developed under the project CzEng. The total amount of the downloaded

documents is 2,186 in each of the three languages. Table 2.1 summarizes the

statistics of the corpus.

Czech Russian English

Words 1,747,997 1,815,550 1,920,164

Tokens 2,002,990 2,152,326 2,255,901

Sentences 96,335 101,528 97,250

Table 2.1: Summary of corpus size

Corpus processing

The following steps were applied to the downloaded data:

• Converting formats. HTML �les are converted into text documents by

extracting text paragraphs from the web pages. The original pages do not

include pictures, tables or mathematical formulas, so the process is rather

straightforward. Unlike the CzEng project, where the preference was given

to the XML storage format, in UMC we use plain text format as this will

be enough for the purposes of training our models.

• Segmentation and Tokenization. In order to segment and tokenize

our texts we used a trainable tokenizer described in (Klyueva and Bojar,

2008). 160 automatically segmented and tokenized sentences were manually

annotated with respect to the correctness of segmentation and tokenization.

The tokenizer was retrained on this data.

• Sentence alignment. In CzEng and in UMC, the texts are aligned only on

the sentence level using the hunalign tool.25 We did not use any additional

dictionary for the alignment, the dictionary was extracted automatically by

the tool.

Subtitles

The subtitles data were downloaded from the web (http://opensubtitles.org) by

Karel B��lek (B��lek, 2014). Texts coming from subtitles are considered to be very

25 http://mokk.bme.hu/resources/hunalign
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unreliable as training data for SMT and for comparative linguistic purposes as

well. The chunks are generally not aligned to each other very well, often they do

not form a complete sentence, and they are translated from English into some

other languages, and not directly (from Czech into Russian). The main advantage

of the data is that they can be obtained easily, and they are quite large.

Intercorp

Intercorp (�Cerm�ak and Rosen, 2012) is a collection of parallel corpora in various

languages created at the Institute of Theoretical and Computational Linguis-

tics, Faculty of Arts, Charles University in Prague mainly for linguists to search

for speci�c language phenomena.26 We obtained a Czech-Russian corpus with

sentences shu�ed in a random order for the purposes of this experiment. The

collection contains �ction in Czech and in Russian. The advantage of the data

is that they mostly present the direct translation from Russian into Czech or

the other way round and that the sentence alignment was checked by linguists

making this corpus a very reliable resource.

Parallel data summary

Table 2.2 summarizes the size (number of sentences) of the three corpora:

corpus sentences
Words Tokens

Czech Russian Czech Russian

UMC 93,395 1,762,325 1,773,616 2,019,683 2,073,102

Subtitles 2,324,373 12,035,512 11,927,075 15,631,855 16,019,077

Intercorp 148,847 1,595,524 1,509,817 2,030,920 1,956,916

Total 2,584,300 15,393,361 15,210,508 19,682,458 20,049,095

Table 2.2: Statistics of Czech-Russian parallel corpora

These corpora will be involved in our experiment with statistical machine

translation and in the other experiments concerning corpus-based comparative

studies.

26 After our experiments were �nished, the data from Project Syndicate and the Subtitles

were included into the Intercorp as well.
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Monolingual data

As we experimented with translation from Czech into Russian, we also needed to

create a large monolingual Russian corpus to train a language model (LM). The

Russian part of the parallel corpus was included into the LM data alongside with

other resources in Russian:

• Russian side of the parallel corpora described above,

• NewsCrawl,27

• Russian side of a parallel English-Russian corpus from Yandex,28

• CommonCrawl.29

Totally, those data include around 11,665,247 lines of texts. (The texts are not

segmented or tokenized). The data comming from CommonCrawl and NewsCrawl

are not very reliable as they can contain chunks of text in a foreign language and

automatically translated texts, see (B��lek, 2014) for details.

2.2.2 Czech-Russian dictionary

In the experiment with machine translation between Czech and Russian we used

a dictionary automatically extracted from a parallel corpus as there is no Czech-

Russian dictionary in a plain-text format available online. We will now brie�y

describe the process of dictionary extraction.

A very similar work on extracting dictionary entries was done for Chinese

and English (Baobao et al., 2002), for Czech and English (Bojar and Prokopov�a,

2006), and for English and Romanian (Tu�s, 2002). The tool we used for word

alignment process is GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003), which is widely used by

many researchers while generating bilingual dictionaries. Our rule-based MT

system was supposed to have a morphological analyzer and generator, so the

dictionary should include lemmas instead of word forms. For this purpose we

used the taggers: Haji�c's tagger for Czech � the same as for the analysis of Czech

text and TreeTagger30 for Russian.

Next, we describe how the dictionary was created. We took the Czech-Russian

part of the UMC parallel corpus (Section 2.2.1), with only 1-to-1 aligned sentences

27 NewsCrawl and CommonCrawl are data that were gathered during WMT competitions

and available on the web http://www.statmt.org/wmt14/

28 https://translate.yandex.ru/corpus?lang=en.
29 http://commoncrawl.org/

30 http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/tools/TreeTagger/
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in order to prevent noise during the alignment process that can be introduced by

many-to-many sentence alignment. Then, GIZA++ was run on the lemmatized

data. It provided over 406,973 candidate translation word pairs, and we have

sorted them according to the frequency of occurrences. The example below shows

a few entries from the extracted dictionary. The list is taken from the top of the

dictionary, so those are the most frequent word pairs. The �rst column gives the

number of occurrences of the alignment pair, the second column shows a Czech

word, the third column the Russian word:

37,188 a è

25,490 v â

12,269 �ze ÷òî

8,834 b�yt áûòü

8,303 na íà

5,345 tento ýòîò

Most of generated the translation pairs are obviously wrong. For example, there

are 509 di�erent translation pairs for the Czech word aby � `to, in order to'. Only

the �rst two with the highest pair frequency are correct:

2266 aby ÷òîáû

517 aby äëÿ

while the others are wrong, e.g.:

5 aby âîññòàíîâëåíèå

5 aby âîññòàíàâëèâàòü

5 aby ñòàðàòüñÿ

5 aby ñïîñîáñòâîâàòü

In order to select the pairs that are most probably correct, we used the infor-

mation on the frequency of the pair occurrence from UMC and selected the most

frequent translation equivalents.

This dictionary was used while constructing rule-based MT systems. As
�Ces��lko or TectoMT (MT systems described later in Sections 2.3.2 and 3.1) were

not supposed to have any word sense disambiguation module, we took those top

frequent translation pair. The dictionary size was reduced by over 91%, so that

the cleaned dictionary contained 19,861 translation pairs with the most frequent

translation equivalent used.
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2.2.3 Tools for Morphosyntactic Analysis

A morphological tagger analyzes a sentence and assigns morphological tags and

sometimes lemmas to each word. In our research we used taggers for Czech and

Russian both for RBMT and SMT. The output of the taggers is written in a

form|lemma|tag pattern.

Tagger for Czech

Morphological tagging has a long tradition at the Charles University. Firstly, a

unique system of a Czech positional tag has been developed.31 Secondly, due to

the existence of morphologically annotated corpora, researchers have trained a

number of taggers for Czech, see e.g. (Haji�c, 2001), (Raab, 2007), (Spoustov�a

et al., 2009) and, more recently, Featurama32 or MorphoDiTa.33

In our work, we used the state-of-art tagger MorphoDiTa incorporated into a

Czech analysis pipeline. Following is an example of an annotated chunk of text

(in English, `Culture of UNO is the following'):

Kultura|kultura|NNFS1-----A----

OSN|OSN-1_:B_;K_^(Organizace_spojen�ych_n�arod�u)|NNFXX-----A---8

je|b�yt|VB-S---3P-AA---

n�asleduj��c��|n�asleduj��c��_^(*5ovat)|AGNS1-----A----

For example, the tag `NNFS1-----A-----' denotes a part of speech (Noun), the

second position is a speci�cation of a part of speech (N for general noun), the

third is a position for gender (Feminine), the fourth is a number (Singular) and

the �fth is a case (�rst case - Nominative), the eleventh is a feature of negation

(non-negated in this case), the rest positions are not de�ned for a noun.

A tagger for Russian

For the Russian language, the only available open-source tagger TreeTagger34 was

used. Following is an example of a tagged phrase (lit. `In this relies culture'):

Â|â|Sp-l

ýòîì|ýòî|P--nsln

è|è|C

31 https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt/Morphology_and_Tagging/Doc/hmptagqr.html

32 http://sourceforge.net/projects/featurama/

33 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/morphodita/

34 http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/tools/TreeTagger/
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çàêëþ÷àåòñÿ|çàêëþ÷àòüñÿ|Vmip3s-m-e

êóëüòóðà|êóëüòóðà|Ncfsnn

ÎÎÍ|ÎÎÍ|Ncfsgn

The Russian tag is positional with respect to the part of speech and it does not

have a �xed number of positions. Unlike the fully positional Czech tag where each

position always stands for a distinct category, positions in TreeTagger's tag can

be �lled by di�erent features for di�erent part-of-speech categories. E.g., the tag

`Ncfsnn' codes the following features: noun, feminine gender, singular number,

Nominative case and non-animated, which is more or less the same information

as for a Czech word.

SynTagRus

In our work, we will also use another resource of morphological information,

coming from the Russian Dependency Treebank SynTagRus (Boguslavsky et al.,

2000).35 This is a valuable resource, as the annotated data are manually hand-

checked, so the tagging information is highly reliable. The tag is also semi-

positional � a part-of-speech category denotes the sequence of morphological fea-

tures. For example, a word øîôåðà � `driver.Gen' has a tag "S ÅÄ ÌÓÆ ÐÎÄ

ÎÄ" (noun, singular, masculine, genitive case and animated). Information on

form, lemma and tag from SynTagRus were used in the text generation process

in the Czech-Russian implementation of TectoMT.

2.3 Pioneering MT systems between Czech and

Russian

There exist at least six MT system between Czech and Russian that we are

aware about. Rule-based are: Ruslan, �Ces��lko, TectoMT, PC Translator. The

statistical systems are Moses and Google. In this section, we present MT systems

developed at our department � Ruslan and �Ces��lko. We could not use them in

our linguistic evaluation due to the reasons explained further. The other systems

will be described in Chapter 3 as we will use the output of these systems in the

linguistic evaluation.

35 SynTagRus is not an open-source, but one of the corpus creators � Leonid Iomdin � was

kind to provide us some annotated data for our experiments.
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2.3.1 Ruslan

Experiments in MT between Czech and Russian started in mid. 1980's. The MT

system Ruslan (Hajic, 1987), (Oliva, 1989) between the two languages was sup-

ported because of extensive cooperation between Russia and the Czech Republic

(the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia that time). It was intended especially for

the domain of manuals for mainframe computers originally written in Czech that

were to be translated into Russian.

The implementation of Ruslan required huge amount of manual linguistic

work. The core of the system was a dictionary, its entries were enhanced with

morphosyntactic and semantic information.

In 1988 the dictionary contained about 10,000 entries, and the system trans-

lated mainframe manuals at a su�cient quality that was worth post-editing.

However, due to the political changes after 1989, there was no need for such MT

between Czech and Russian anymore and the project was terminated.

Since then, the resources created under the project served for other stand-

alone experiments, for example, in (Bojar et al., 2005) authors re-use the module

of syntactic analysis of Czech for the Czech-English machine translation, the

paper (Klyueva and Kubo�n, 2010) describes the extraction of morphosyntactic

information from the Ruslan dictionary for Czech and Russian valency dictio-

naries; (B��lek et al., 2013) show the experiments with automatic extraction of

semantic features based on those from Ruslan.

Despite the high quality of human annotation of the words in the dictionary,

Ruslan also has one drawback � a relatively limited domain of mainframes manual.

The computer terminology has changed during the past 25 years, so some of

the words contained in the dictionary are slightly outdated. Moreover, while

processing the dictionary we have spotted some mistakes both in the translation

of individual words and in linguistic information.

We will not go into a detailed description of all the modules and just show

an example of two Ruslan dictionary entries to give some idea of how the system

worked:

LE2KAR3==MZ(@(*H),!,MA0111,VRAC2).

• The left-hand side of a dictionary item � LE2KAR3 � represents the stem of

the Czech noun l�eka�r � a doctor; the diacritics is encoded in a `letter + a

digit symbol' as the time when the dictionary was created the encoding of

national characters constituted a challenge.

• MZ represents the declension pattern mu�z (it also determines the part of

speech information because this particular declension pattern is used for

masculine animate nouns in Czech).
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• @(*H) represents the semantic category `human'.

• MA0111,VRAC2 represents the declension pattern of the Russian equivalent

and the translation equivalent itself.

VLASTNI==R(5,PRM,?(N(N),A(I)),04,OBLADAT6).

• VLASTNI represents the stem of the Czech verb vlastnit � `to possess';

• R � a root of a tree;

• 5 stands for a verb, PRM is the conjugation pattern of the verb;

• (N(N),A(I)) represents a surface valency pattern: N(N) � an actor (agent)

is expressed by a surface Nominative case in Czech and in Russian (in

brackets), A(I) � the patient argument is coded with the (A)ccusative case

in Czech and with the (I)nstrumental in Russian;

• 04,OBLADAT6 represents the pattern according to which the proper mor-

phological form is generated and the lemma of the respective Russian verb.

The major problem in running Ruslan on the standard test set is that of

a dictionary: a single unknown word can crash the process of analysis, so the

two distinct paths (trees) � preceding and following the unknown word � are

generated. The out-of-vocabulary words are rather hard to include as new entries.

They have to be transfered into a Ruslan format so that the analysis and synthesis

processes can be carried out.

Unfortunately, it was impossible to translate a standard WMT test set36 that

we used for other systems, so Ruslan translation output is not included into the

linguistic analysis.

2.3.2 �Ces��lko

System description

�Ces��lko (Haji�c et al., 2000a) is a rule-based MT system for closely related lan-

guages. The underlying idea of this project was to exploit the relatedness of

languages in the MT. It was believed that for close languages there was no need

to build large linguistic resources with a high number of rules. This idea worked

36 The coverage of the Ruslan dictionary � that is domain-speci�c and outdated � is rather

low, so it would have been necessary to include many new translation pairs in a Ruslan

format, which is very labor-intensive task.
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well for the very closely related Czech and Slovak, but for more distant languages

a deeper and more sophisticated linguistic analysis was needed.

In further experiments with Czech-Polish and Czech-Lithuanian pairs a new

module of shallow syntactic analysis was introduced (Haji�c et al., 2003). It cov-

ered some discrepancies between Czech and the other languages, such as adjec-

tival postpositions in Polish noun phrases or in�ective past tense formation in

Lithuanian. When a Czech-Russian pair was introduced into �Ces��lko, the shallow

syntactic rules were written to cover the most frequent syntactic mismatches be-

tween Czech and Russian. The process of translation consisted of the following

modules:

• morphological tagging and lemmatization of Czech;

• partial parsing of Czech;

• lexical and structural transfer, syntactic synthesis;

• morphological synthesis of Russian.

Rules of analysis and synthesis

The tagger (Haji�c, 2001) provides the morphological information � a lemma and

a tag, the partial parser (Homola, 2009) lowers the morphological ambiguity and

ensures that some of the sentences or sentence structures (like noun phrases) are

passed to the transfer module in an appropriate form. The transfer module was

joined with the module of syntactic synthesis of Russian. Following are some

transfer rules which were implemented in the experiment:

• a rule for the copula `to be', which is omitted in Russian and is used in

Czech.

• the usage of re�exives (part of a word in Russian and separate in Czech,

though considered to be a part of a lemma after morphological analysis)

• negation pre�x `ne', which is a part of the word form in Czech and is written

separately in Russian

• some cases of prepositional mismatches

The following code illustrates the transfer rule for the copula verb b�yt � `to be'.

It re�ects the rule to transfer the Czech copulative construction like Jsem student

� `I am a student' into the Russian ß ñòóäåíò � `I am a student' which is done

by substituting the Czech auxiliary verb with the respective Russian pronoun:37

37 More on linguistic aspects of this problem see Section 4.2.9.
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if ([lemma isEqual: @"áûòü"]) { // adapting aux `b�yt'

if (![dict objectForKey: @"subj"]) {

NSString* person = [dict objectForKey: @"person"];

NSString* number = [dict objectForKey: @"number"];

NSString* lemma;

if ([number isEqual: @"sg"]) {

if ([person isEqual: @"1"]) lemma = @"ÿ";

if ([person isEqual: @"2"]) lemma = @"òû";

if ([person isEqual: @"3"]) lemma = @"îí";

} else {

if ([person isEqual: @"1"]) lemma = @"ìû";

if ([person isEqual: @"2"]) lemma = @"âû";

if ([person isEqual: @"3"]) lemma = @"îíè";

}

}

}

Evaluation

The overall quality of the system was evaluated in terms of the BLEU score,

and it was far from ideal. (Homola, 2009) tested the system on a test set that

contained 1000 sentences and the BLEU reached only 5%.

Unfortunately, due to some technical reasons, it became impossible to re-use

this system on other data or to introduce some other improvements, as the Czech-

Russian modi�ed version of �Ces��lko cannot be compiled on more modern systems

and, moreover, the original morphological module was missing. So this system is

not subjected to the linguistic analysis, similarly to Ruslan.

2.4 Discussion

In this introductory chapter we made an overview of MT systems and system

architectures, concentrating only on those that are relevant to our language pair

(either rule-based or statistical MT systems). We then presented the data and

tools that we will use while implementing our MT systems. The author of the

thesis contributed to the data collection (the parallel corpus for Czech-Russian,

Section 2.2.1 and the automatically extracted Czech-Russian dictionary, Section

2.2.2.). In the next chapter, we will present the four MT systems between Czech

and Russian that we will use in a linguistic evaluation in Chapter 4.
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MT systems under study

In this chapter, we present the four MT systems between Czech and Russian

that we will use in our linguistic evaluation � TectoMT, Moses, Google and PC

Translator. The author of this thesis has a major contribution to the following

experiments that will be described in detail in respective sections:

• TectoMT:

� data for a transfer block - an automatically extracted dictionary

� adopting data from SynTagRus (see Section 2.2.3) to the morpholog-

ical synthesis of Russian

� blocks for handling prepositions, verbal valency and some other minor

mismatches in Czech and Russian

• Moses

� collecting the training data (corpus UMC)

� major ideas in experiments in reducing OOV rate

� investigating impact of text genre on the SMT performance

� investigating impact of adding a resource with Named Entities

� comparing SMT performance between related and unrelated languages

In the last section, we brie�y describe the two commercial MT systems � Google

and PC Translator � that we will also use in our comparative linguistic evaluation.

3.1 TectoMT

3.1.1 System description

The TectoMT system between Czech and Russian was implemented within the

framework Treex (Popel and �Zabokrtsk�y, 2009). Treex is a modular system of
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NLP tools, such as tokenizers, taggers and parsers that were created to process

corpora and treebanks in multiple languages.

One of the main projects under Treex is the English-Czech machine trans-

lation system (Popel, 2010). As modules of the system are easily reusable for

other languages, the idea emerged to build an experimental machine translation

system from Czech into Russian, investing least possible e�ort. Provided that

the analysis of Czech already existed, it took only one day for two persons (M.

Popel and Z. �Zabokrtsk�y) to adjust TectoMT for the Czech-Russian pair. The

process of gathering data (dictionary, morphological data) was not that quick,

though.

Next, we provide a brief description of the system. Each experiment is pre-

sented as a scenario consisting of a sequence of blocks,1 each of which performs

some NLP subtask. The blocks ensure the transformation between the four lan-

guage layers: word (w-layer), morphological (m-layer), analytical (a-layer) and

tectogrammatical (t-layer) layers.

This division has its roots in the Functional Grammar Description theory �

FGD (Sgall et al., 1986), but its implementation in Treex is slightly di�erent from

original FGD concepts. The PDT dependency treebank (Haji�c et al., 2006) is

based on this theory, the annotation in the PDT is done on the four mentioned

language layers while FGD distinguished more layers. Below, we will provide a

description of layers how they are used in Treex/TectoMT.

• The Word and Morphological Layer. The word layer is a sentence

represented as a sequence of tokens. On the morphological layer, each

token in the sequence is represented as a word form with a lemma and a

tag assigned.

• The Analytical Layer. Syntactic annotation is presented in the form of

a dependency tree, where each morphologically annotated token from the

previous level becomes a node with an assigned analytical function (afun).

Analytical function re�ects the syntactic relation between a parent and a

child node and is stored as an attribute of the child. Examples of analytical

functions: Subject (Sub), Predicate (Pred), Object (Obj) etc.

• The Tectogrammatical Layer. The annotation on the tectogrammatical

layer (t-layer) goes deeper towards the level of meaning. Function words

(prepositions, auxiliary verbs etc.) are removed from the corresponding

analytical tree; they are stored as attributes of autosemantic words, leaving

only content words as the nodes on the t-layer.

1 Blocks in TectoMT are Perl modules.
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On the t-layer, nodes are labeled with tectogrammatical functors - at-

tributes which represent deep syntactic relation of a word to its parent.

The notion `functor' is very close to the notion `semantic role', but is not

yet the same. Some examples of functors: �Actor�, �Patient�, �Addressee�,

�E�ect� etc. In experiments with TectoMT we do not make use of functors,

only in Section 5.4 we will exploit functors in valency comparison.

3.1.2 Translation scenario

Now we will describe the translation scenario of the Czech-Russian MT itself.

M-layer

On the input we get a text in Czech and apply the following sequence of blocks

which provide tokenization, lemmatization and tagging.

A-layer

The morphological layer presents only a �at structure of a sentence. Then, we

make a step from the morphological to the analytical layer ensured by a sequence

of blocksM2A (morphological to analytical). The sentence is parsed by the MST

parser (McDonald et al., 2006) which generates an analytical (surface syntactic)

tree. The nodes are marked with analytical functions re�ecting dependency re-

lations between nodes of the tree.

Figure 3.1 illustrates a parsed Czech sentence Jak prodat jedn�an�� o glob�aln��m

obchodu � `How to sell negotiations on the global market', the �rst tree (a-tree)

presents the analysis of the sentence up to the analytical layer.

The head of the sentence is the verb prodat � `to sell' that has an afun Pred �

Predicate. It has two dependent words � the node with afun Adverbial and the

node with afun Object, the latter has child nodes as well.

T-layer

Analysis up to tectogrammatical layer is made by blocks A2T (analytical to

tectogrammatical). On the tectogrammatical layer, nodes representing auxil-

iaries, prepositions, re�exives are collapsed, formemes and grammatemes2 are

introduced.

In particular, we should mention formemes (Du�sek et al., 2012) � morphosyn-

tactic properties of the node which were created especially for the MT purposes

as a simpli�cation of the tectogrammatical attributes. They provide a quick

2 Grammatemes are tectogrammatical counterparts of the morphological categories.
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Figure 3.1: Analytical representation of the sentence Jak prodat jedn�an�� o

glob�aln��m obchodu � `How to sell negotiations on the global market'.

and transparent connection between a tectogrammatical functor and a surface

morphological form of a word. Here are few examples of formemes:

(3.1) existovat [v:inf] � The in�nitive form of a verb

rozd��ly [n:1] � Noun in the Nominative case.

The second tree (t-tree) in Figure 3.1 illustrates how analytical functions

are converted to tectogrammatical functors; the node receives a deeper semantic

interpretation � e.g., from afun Object � to functor Patient for the word jedn�an��

� `negotiations'. The preposition "o" (about) was transformed into an attribute

of a governing word "jedn�an��".

Transfer and Generation

In the phase of transfer (T2T blocks), Czech lemmas in the tree nodes are sub-

stituted with their Russian equivalents. Again, we made use of the automatically

generated dictionary that we exploited in �Ces��lko (Section 3.1). The preliminary

transfer of Czech formemes into Russian is made: it covers the most frequent
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formemes in Czech and Russian. The following example illustrates the transfer

of formemes containing a preposition in Czech and in Russian:

(3.2) qw(n:o+6) => qw(n:î+6) � `about+6'

qw(n:v z�avislosti na+6) => qw(n:â çàâèñèìîñòè îò+2) � `depending

on+X'

In the �rst case the same preposition (o) is used in Czech and in Russian, and

a noun (n) after the preposition requires the Locative (6 ) case in both languages.

The second example demonstrates a discrepancy: a noun after this multiword

preposition requires di�erent case morphemes in Czech and Russian. Valency

formemes coincide in the two languages in most cases, the detailed research on

di�erences in surface valency will be presented in the next two chapters.

Introducing a list of formemes resulted in a minor improvement of the trans-

lation quality, see Table 3.1.

As for the T2A blocks, they ensure proper generation of a Russian sentence,

including blocks that �x future tense, negation, Russian copula constructions

and formemes in both languages. The list of discrepancies between Czech and

Russian is rather big, even though the languages are related, and we were not

able to cover the majority of them, just the most frequent ones.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the Russian tectogrammatical and analytical trees.

The nodes mostly do not have any afuns (except for the ones that are rele-

vant under some transfer rule), they only carry the equivalents of source Czech

morphological tags. This means that almost no transfer is made on the tec-

togrammatical layer and very little on the analytical.

All in all, we can say that the translation is made word-by-word handling

some discrepancies between the languages. So this experiment can be considered

to be very close to �Ces��lko. The advantage was that it could be adjusted, reused

and tuned more easily than �Ces��lko.

Another issue for TectoMT (as well as �Ces��lko) is that the disambiguation

module cannot be introduced for our language pair as in English-Czech TectoMT3

because we do not have a parser for the Russian language. So, in Example 3.2,

a word obchod � `trade' was mistranslated into Russian with the word ìàãàçèí

� `shop'; more on lexical issues will be discussed in the next chapter in Sections

4.2.13 and 4.2.14.

After words are generated from Russian lemmas and respective morphological

tags, the resulting word forms are jointed to form a sentence.

3 For English-Czech TectoMT, maximum entropy classi�ers were trained to distinguish dif-

ferent senses of lemmas (Mare�cek et al., 2010).
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Figure 3.2: Russian tectogrammatical and analytical trees: Êàê ïðîäàòü

ïåðåãîâîðû î ãëîáàëüíîì ìàãàçèíå. � `How to sell negotiations about global

shop.'

3.1.3 Evaluation and improvements

Initially, the baseline system was established with a minimum number of rules

handling the most obvious di�erences between the languages, such as copula drop

or negation particle handling.

The BLEU score of the baseline experiment was poor, almost as �Ces��lko �

4.44%. The lexical transfer used the same automatically generated dictionary,

and the similar lower scores are partially due to the dictionary quality. Some of

the errors were introduced by the tagger and the module of word forms generation,

multiplied by the error rate due to the incompatibility of the tools and data

formats (the tag format) for the two languages.

After adding some linguistic information in the form of blocks, the score in-

creased only a little bit. Some of the new blocks and changes are described in
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(B��lek, 2014), some of them are related to the modi�ed analysis of Czech. Fol-

lowing are some points where the rules/changes were introduced:4

• Fixing verbal aspect. Word forms extracted from SynTagRus have only one

aspectual type � imperfect, and the generation of the perfective counterpart

is ensured by tools unavailable to us. We bypassed the problem by adding

in�nitive forms of verbs, where the imperfective lemma was substituted

with the word form.

• Enlarging the dictionary. The experiment where new entries were extracted

from a parallel corpus was described in (B��lek, 2014).

• The list of formemes with prepositional complements like in Example 3.1

was enlarged.5

• Surface valency frames from Ruslan dictionary were added as formemes.

The experiment is described in detail in Section 5.2.3.

• Some blocks to �x certain linguistic phenomena were added/improved: cop-

ula drop (more analysis see Section 4.2.9),6 modal verbs,7 �xing year8 con-

struction in Russian (Section 4.2.8).

Table 3.1 summarizes the performance changes in terms of the BLEU score

as the speci�c rules/data were introduced.

Fixes in the Czech analysis (punctuation handling) were made for the Czech-

English pair, but our system bene�ted from those improvements as well. The

last line � `Fixes in rules and valency' concerns mainly improvements of existing

rules (see the above list) and introduction of a module handling verbal valency.

Those issues will be discussed in more detail when we will be describing speci�c

linguistic phenomena, see Sections 4.2.8, 4.2.9, and 5.2.3. The improvement of

speci�c issues in terms of BLEU was very little, but the analysis always showed

some improvement in an issue that we aimed for.

4 The last three blocks from the list were either written or su�ciently improved by the author

of this thesis, the links to the respective blocks in TectoMT are provided in footnotes.
5 https://github.com/ufal/treex/blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/T2T/CS2RU/

RuleBasedFormemes.pm

6 https://github.com/ufal/treex/blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/T2A/RU/

DropCopula.pm

7 https://github.com/ufal/treex/blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/T2A/RU/

AddAuxVerbModal.pm

8 https://github.com/ufal/treex/blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/T2T/CS2RU/

FixDateTime.pm
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Experiment and improvements BLEU score

Baseline 4.44%

Fixing verb tenses and aspect 5.09%

Adding preposition formemes 6.62%

Larger dictionary 7.04%

Fixes in Czech analysis (punctuation) 9.04%

Fixes in rules and valency 9.38%

Table 3.1: Baseline and improvements

The process of creating a baseline system was not that hard, but introduc-

ing improvements that capture problematic issues due to cross-lingual di�erences

between the source and the target languages is a long-lasting and laborious pro-

cess. Detecting errors which often re�ect this or that discrepancy between the

languages or some bug in a system architecture or data can last years. and it

is by no means easier than for Czech and English language pair, no matter how

related the languages are.

3.2 Moses toolkit and experiment manager

Eman

In this section we will look at experiments with Moses, an open-source imple-

mentation of a phrase-based statistical translation system. The main principles

of phrase-based MT systems were described in Section 2.1.4. Moses is very much

language independent since it uses purely data driven methods.

The Moses toolkit9 relies on and also includes several components for data

preprocessing and MT evaluation10 which we will further describe in detail.

9 http://www.statmt.org/moses/

10 For example, GIZA++ (http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html) involved in �nding word

alignment, the SRI Language Modeling or SRILM Toolkit (http://www.speech.sri.com/

projects/srilm/), implementation of model optimization (Minimum Error Rate Training,

MERT) on a given development set of sentences.
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3.2 MOSES TOOLKIT AND EXPERIMENT MANAGER EMAN

3.2.1 Experiment manager Eman

As the development under Moses is a very dynamic and interactive process where

dozens of experiments are carried out, it is always useful to exploit an experiment

manager in order not to get lost in the experiments. For this purpose several man-

agement systems have been created, as, for example, EMS (Koehn, 2010a). In

our work, we will use a system developed at the Institute of Formal and Applied

Linguistics � eman (Bojar and Tamchyna, 2013). An eman experiment consists

of a sequence of steps, each of which executes some speci�c task:

s.corpus... � ensures that test, development and training corpora are provided

with all necessary annotation and in an appropriate format.

s.mosesgiza... � compiles a speci�c version of Moses and GIZA++.

s.align... � aligns two parallel corpora with GIZA++.

s.srilm... � a step for training a language model.

s.tm... � generation of the translation model (phrase table).

s.mert... � minimum error rate training, the tuning of the model.

s.translate... � translation of a test set.

s.evaluator... � automatic evaluation in terms of BLEU and other scores.

In our experiment, we have trained two types of models � a simple phrase-

based system and a factored model. While the former is based on plain text

data from a parallel corpus, the latter uses linguistic knowledge � morphology.

The latter is especially crucial while translating between morphologically rich

languages, as many morphological forms will not be present in the training data.

In addition to this, we used the so-called stemming technique (to be described

later), which is frequently used to reduce the out-of-vocabulary rate caused by a

large number of word forms in morphologically rich languages.

As we have stated, the goal of our work was not to compete with other sys-

tems, but to manually explore MT output so as to �nd links between language

relatedness, peculiarities of Slavic languages and system characteristics. For this

purpose, we have chosen the following experiments that will be described in the

next sections:

• Setting a baseline: simple models

• Factored Translation and out-of-vocabulary issues

• Data issues: impact of genre of training data on MT quality.

• Enhancing training data with Named Entities.

• Language relatedness in SMT: comparing English-to-Russian and Czech-

to-Russian translation.
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3 MT SYSTEMS UNDER STUDY

First baseline: simple model

The �rst experiments we made concerned the basic settings of the system � run-

ning a baseline experiment for Czech-to-Russian and choosing the best translation

model. We trained and tuned the system on the UMC data (see Section 2.2.1)

from news commentary as these data are often used within the WMT competi-

tion. After �nding the optimal setup we trained a system on the whole data that

we managed to obtain. As a baseline we take an experiment carried out on the

UMC test set without introducing more complex (factored) models.

The two phrase tables were generated, the language model was built from the

Russian side of a parallel corpus only and did not contain additional data. The

data for training were lowercased, as it is standardly done in Moses. We used a

specially created development and test set (Kolovratn�ik et al., 2009) for training

the models. The BLEU score reached 10.71%.

The preliminary analysis11 has shown that the most frequently occurring er-

rors concern morphological endings. Besides this, we have encountered a large

amount of untranslated words (out-of-vocabulary, OOV) in the output text.

These errors mostly originate from data sparseness which is especially severe

in the morphologically rich languages. There are not enough data as the same

lemma (basic form of a word) can occur in many various forms (with di�erent

a�xes), which causes many surface forms not to appear in the training data.

Even the language relatedness (both Czech and Russian have very similar word

forms and almost the same number of morphological features) do not help in this

case.

Next, we will present the general extension of simple models that take into

consideration linguistic information - like lemmas and tags � to handle the OOV

words and morphology.

3.2.2 Factored models and OOV rate

Generally, researchers improve the OOV rate and morphology using several tech-

niques. The �rst one is domain adaptation. A large percentage of unknown

words comes from a domain di�erent than training data so the ways to handle

out-of-domain words by adding in-domain data are often exploited. The second

option is to use factored models (Koehn and Hoang, 2007) that are trained on

a corpus with linguistic annotation. E.g. (Turchi and Ehrmann, 2011), (Bojar

and Tamchyna, 2011) address the problem of how to reduce the OOV rate by

introducing morphological information or using additional dictionary resources.

11 The detailed linguistic evaluation of Moses output will be given in the next chapter
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3.2 MOSES TOOLKIT AND EXPERIMENT MANAGER EMAN

In order to include syntactic information, researchers exploit syntax-based ap-

proaches such as treelet translation (Quirk et al., 2005), dependency-base trans-

lation (Bojar and Haji�c, 2008), decoding-as-parsing (Yamada and Knight, 2002)

approaches and some others, but neither of them has any signi�cant impact on

the translation performance. Also, they presuppose the existence of parsers for

source and target languages, and as we do not have one for Russian we will neglect

those approaches and include only more morphologically-oriented ones.

Exploiting the surface form of a word � such as division into morphemes, stem-

ming � brought positive results in terms of increasing the percentage of translated

words especially when building a translation model from/to morphologically rich

languages, see (Popovic and Burchardt, 2011), (Gispert et al., 2005).

Our approach mainly follows the line of the research described above � making

use of morphological resources and exploiting simple stemming technique within

the factored translation models. Factors can represent virtually any piece of in-

formation one needs to take into consideration in MT. Generally, factors include

information on the part of speech and the morphological tag; syntactic or se-

mantic components may be also used. We exploit factors as they were initially

suggested in (Koehn and Hoang, 2007). In addition to baseline settings, we add

models that exploit standard techniques � stemming12 and lemmatization. Those

models are introduced as backo�: if a word or a phrase is not found in a main

phrase table, then it is searched in a backo� one. We can schematically depict

our experiments as follows:

BASELINE:

form->form

LEMMA:

main: form->form+tag

backoff: lemma->form+tag

STEM:

main: form->form+tag

backoff: stem-6->form+tag

Let us take an example of one entry from the phrase table13 and examine it

within several models.

• The Baseline setup is based on a simple translation model from a word

form to a word form. Following is an example entry from a phrase table,

12 As we will explain further, our stemming is not linguistically motivated, it is just stripping

o� the last characters of a word.
13 We will leave aside the probabilities, just showing the data structure.
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the �rst n-gram before the delimiter ||| is in Czech, the second respective

n-gram is in Russian. The n-gram includes a female surname Bhutto that

receives an ending `ov�a' in Czech and is declined according to a feminine

adjective paradigm, whereas female surnames are indeclinable in Russian.

(3.3) dohod�e s bhuttovou14 ||| ñäåëêå ñ áõóòòî

agreement.Dat with Bhutto

• Factored model � main. In the improved setup we used two models �

the �rst one with a form on the source side and a form and a morphological

tag on the target side of the phrase table:

(3.4) dohod�e s bhuttovou ||| ñäåëêå|Ncfsdn ñ|Sp-i áõóòòî|Npmsiy

If a word/or a phrase is not found in this main model, an additional back-

o� model is applied. The back-o� model has the same parameters on the

target side, but the source side is di�erent: it is either a lemma or a stem:

• Lemmatized model � backo�. Lemmatization of the source side relies

on the information coming from a MorphoDiTa tagger (described in Sec-

tion 2.2.3). The back-o� phrase table thus contains mapping from foreign

lemmas into target form+lemma phrases:

(3.5) dohoda s bhuttovou ||| ñäåëêå|Ncfsdn ñ|Sp-i áõóòòî|Npmsiy

Note, that 'bhuttovou' was not in the dictionary of lemmas, so it was left

as the form.

• Stemmed model � backo�. We de�ne stemming as stripping o� a word

ending � which often bears some morphological feature. As we have men-

tioned, the notion `stem' here is not used in its linguistic sense, it is rather

a technical term. We did not exploit any existent stemmer in our work.

The problem of how much a word should be cut o� a word was not that

trivial. Several experiments have shown that leaving six characters in a stem

brings better results in terms of BLEU. So, the back-o� table provides a

mapping between Czech words with up to six characters on the source side

(note, that only 6 characters were left from the word form `bhuttovou') and

a respective Russian form+tag sequences:

(3.6) dohod�e s bhutto ||| ñäåëêå|Ncfsdn ñ|Sp-i áõóòòî|Npmsiy

14 As we have mentioned, words in phrase tables are lowercased.
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Though very simple at the �rst sight and not as sophisticated as lemmatiza-

tion, stemming brought a slightly bigger improvement in terms of the BLEU

score, but the number of out-of-vocabulary words decreased three times in

comparison with the baseline setup (see Table 3.2). The lead of stemming

experiments over lemmatization can be possibly explained by the fact that

the morphological dictionary of TreeTagger does not include lemmas for

unknown words (which are rather infrequent) whereas the stemming model

guesses the closest translation variant and sometimes even correctly.

Let us demonstrate on the imaginary example how this works. Suppose, we

have to translate a word Bhuttov�e � `Bhutto's' and suppose we do not have a

word form bhuttov�e (Genitive case) in our training data,15 but there are words

bhuttov�a, bhuttovou. Neither Simple, Factored-main and not even Lemmatized

model can provide a translation because the word form bhuttov�e was not seen in

the phrase tables, so it will be an OOV word. In the stemmed back-o� model,

however, the stem bhutto is present and aligned with the respective Russian word

áõóòòî. As foreign surnames in Russian are not declined, this word will be

translated properly.16

All in all, we can say that introducing back-o� models helped to make texts

in Czech or Russian less morphologically rich, reducing to some degree the data

sparseness problem.

experiment BLEU OOV

simple model 10.71% 6%

factored model + lemmatization 12.80 3%

factored model + stemming 13.73% 1.8%

Table 3.2: Simple and factored models

As the settings with stemming yielded better results, we use the second �

factored � setup with a stemmed back-o� model as the best one when providing

linguistic analysis in Chapter 4.

15 We will not go into a technical details with uppercase/lowercase tricks in Moses, they are

described in detail in (B��lek, 2014).
16 We admit that it is only an arti�cial example, because transliteration can be also applied

in this case.
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3.2.3 Data issues: genre

Here we will describe experiments involving di�erent types of training data (gen-

res) and various test sets, comparing the results of the Moses translation for the

two genres � news (UMC) and �ction (Intercorp). The table below shows the

results for our experiments.

data BLEU

train, test, dev:umc 10.71%

train, test, dev:�ction 7.06%

train: umc+�ction, dev, test � umc 12.90%

Table 3.3: BLEU score for simple model trained on di�erent genres

It can be seen from the table that under similar experimental setup, a model

trained on news data scored better than that trained on �ne literature. This

can only prove the theory that belletristic texts are less suitable as training data

for MT than news, even though some of them are the direct translation between

Czech and Russian. Combination of the two corpora resulted in the increase of

the BLEU score by almost two points. We have not trained a model on subtitles

only, as the data are very speci�c and unreliable, but the data were exploited in

the overall experiment.

Adding more data. Apart from parallel data it is also important to gather

monolingual data for the language model, which can improve translation per-

formance signi�cantly. In Table 3.4, we compare three experiments with several

data and setups. In the �rst baseline system, we just used the Russian side of the

respective parallel corpus that served as training data for the translation model

- UMC. The second row presents the experiment with factored setup using the

same corpus. The third one is an overall experiment involving all the parallel and

monolingual data under the best setup with a back-o� model.

If we compare the experiments with factored models from the previous sub-

section with the experiments that involve data increase, we can say that adding

the bigger language model and larger training data helped the translation more

than introducing factor models. These results are in line with the main statistical

principle that the bigger the data the better the results.
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translation model language model experiments setup BLEU

UMC: 92,233 sent UMC: 92,233 sent simple 10.71%

UMC: 92,233 sent UMC: 92,233 sent factored 13.73%

mixed: 2,566,615 sent mixed: 24,261,517 sent factored 17.23%

Table 3.4: The best experiment: factored setup + more data

3.2.4 OOV: Named Entities

It is not straightforward to introduce linguistic information into the SMT systems

as it is for the RBMT systems. Unlike in the rule-based MT systems, we cannot

in�uence the MT system directly by writing a rule and monitor the speci�c

change.

Another way of introducing linguistic information is adding training data that

contain the speci�c phenomenon. We made one experiment of this kind: adding

information about named entities (NE). This choice was motivated by the fact

that there were quite a few unrecognized named entities, including multiword

NEs.17 Our approach below was quite standard, it was very similar to the one

employed by (Tan and Pal, 2014).

We used a list of names and phrases extracted from Wikipedia headlines18 as

this was the only parallel Czech-Russian resource of NEs we managed to obtain.

Using the factored con�guration of Moses, we ran two experiments:

• the baseline with models trained on data without the Wikipedia headlines

• model trained on data including the headlines

In addition to BLEU, we calculated the number of OOV words with the same

method as described in 3.2.2 � searching for non-Latin characters. In the �rst

experiment, the BLEU score was 17.23% with 1216 OOV words. The BLEU score

in the second experiment was slightly better � 17.90% with 1011 OOV words.

17 For a detailed linguistic evaluation refer to Sections 4.2.16 and 4.2.1.
18 The extraction of the headlines is described in (B��lek, 2014). In the latter work, these

data were used as additional parallel data and it was not measured how adding this corpus

a�ected the translation. We thought it might be an interesting experiment because the

headlines present di�erent type of data than the text.
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We examined the list of OOV words in the output from the two experiments.

Among those 205 words/MWEs that were not translated in the �rst setup and

were translated correctly in the second experiment, there were NEs from the

added resource, such as Higgs�uv boson � `Higgs boson', pran�� �spinav�ych pen�ez �

`money laundering', paliativn�� p�e�ce � `palliative care' etc.

3.2.5 Impact of language relatedness on SMT

One of our goals was to compare machine translation output across the languages,

focusing on the dichotomy of the related Czech-Russian vs. the unrelated English-

Russian pair. We are aware that it is not quite correct to compare results of

MT across di�erent language pairs, especially if the languages are typologically

di�erent. In this section, we determine if the relatedness has some positive e�ect

when using phrase-based statistical models.

Intuitively, we assume that translation between related languages should bring

better results than translation between those non-related. In our case (translation

between Czech and Russian) this did note hold. The morphological richness of

these two languages implies more severe problem of data sparseness than for the

pair English � other language. Translation from/into English scored better than

into any morphologically rich language. In order to make the comparison more

fair and meaningful, we have trained the two systems on the equally big data

from the UMC parallel corpus.

Table 3.5 demonstrates that the BLEU score for the two language pairs under

the same � improved system setup (factored models, with back-o� stem-6 model)

is signi�cantly higher for unrelated English and Russian, than for the related

Czech and Russian. As for the untranslated words, their number decreased more

for the morphologically rich language pair.

language pair + setup BLEU OOV

Czech → Russian � simple model 10.71 6.65 %

Czech → Russian � factored model 13.73 1.88 %

English → Russian � simple model 20.43 4.81%

English → Russian � factored model 23.49 1.52 %

Table 3.5: MT between related and unrelated languages

We can suggest two reasons for such a gap between the translation quality for

the related vs. unrelated language pairs. The �rst one was already mentioned
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� the morphological richness of the two languages spreads the number of word

forms leading to data sparseness. The second reason has also been mentioned with

respect to other problem: the parallel corpus is better parallel for the English-

Russian pair than for the Russian-Czech pair, because both Czech and Russian

texts are translations from English.

However, we should also note that introducing morphological elements into

SMT decreases the number of unrecognized words especially for the Czech and

Russian pair. This can be explained by the fact that stemming makes a language

less morphologically rich reducing the number of distinct words. It should be

stressed that the �gures re�ecting the percentage of OOV can not be taken as an

absolute value because some of the �improved� out-of-vocabulary words may be

guessed incorrectly.

3.2.6 Discussion

We have described the implementation of phrase-based MT Moses for the pair

Czech-Russian: the baseline model, the factored model with morphological infor-

mation and the various experiments with data. While comparing the output of

several MT systems in the next chapter, we will use the experiment with the best

factored model trained on all data we managed to obtain, that reached 17.90%

BLEU.

3.3 Commercial MT systems

Let us now brie�y describe two external MT systems that we will use in our work

just for the sake of comparison � Google Translate19 and PC Translator. As we

have already mentioned, this study is of a theoretical nature, and we do not aim

to compete with either of the two systems, but rather explore their performance

and compare to the research ones described in the previous sections. These

commercial systems have been developed for a number of years using extensive

human resources (PC Translator in the case of the RBMT) or all the virtually

available data (Google Translate in the case of the SMT).

3.3.1 Google Translate

Google Translate is currently one of the most popular online MT applications in

the world. The system, based on statistical models, is developed and extended by

new language pairs since 2002. As for all SMT systems, the main principle "The

19 We will sometimes use just `Google' for short.
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more data the better" applies, and that is why the system is one of today's best,

as it exploits tremendous amount of data indexed by the Google search engine.

Parallel data for some under-resourced language pairs are not that easy to

obtain, so it is possible that some sort of pivoting is used sometimes. We should

say that the system is being constantly developed and improved in a way unknown

to us (some system settings can change or new training data added), so the output

of Google Translate we use here might have changed. So all the linguistic issues

that we describe for Google Translate might be outdated in some time. One of

the observations we made while analysing the output of Google Translate is that

some translations are not made directly from Czech into Russian, but via English

(Czech->English, English->Russian).20 In this work, we use the sentences from

our test set that were translated using Google Translate in May 2014.

3.3.2 PC Translator

PC Translator is a commercial MT system with a rule-based architecture. We

are not aware of methods and modules that PC Translator uses in the translation

process, we can only make suggestions analyzing the MT output. In general, the

quality of a rule-based MT is, by far and large, determined by the quality of its

dictionary. The English-Czech dictionary contains almost million entries,21 and

the Czech-Russian pair 650,000. Dictionary entries are not only single words,

they can also represent multiword expressions, covering above all many idioms.

The PC Translator output for the Czech-English pair took part in the WMT-

2012 competition, and although the BLEU score was relatively low (10% at the

15th position, compared to 16.8% of the winner), the manual evaluation showed

that the system achieved the third position (following Google and a Moses imple-

mentation exploiting Dep�x).22 We can only assume that for the English-Czech

pair many manually written rules were implemented. It is obvious that as in

the case of TectoMT, the less perspective Czech-Russian pair received much less

attention and the relative score was lower. To translate our test set, we use PC

Translator version 2010.

20 The examples demonstrating this fact will be given in the next chapter, the most evident

one is Example 4.61.
21 according to http://www.langsoft.cz/translator.htm

22 https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/depfix
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3.4 Conclusions and discussion

In this chapter we have described basic properties of several MT systems, and

showed the development procedure and preliminary evaluation. Table 3.6 sum-

marizes di�erent information on the systems involved in our comparison. The

BLEU scores are computed on 3000 test sentences from WMT2013 test set.23

System BLEU

rb
m
t TectoMT 9.38 %

PC Translator 4.73 %
sm

t Moses 18.57 %

Google 14.44 %

Table 3.6: MT systems and the BLEU score

Table 3.6 indicates that SMT systems, in general, received considerably higher

score in terms of BLEU than RBMT. As we have mentioned in other sections,

we do not consider the BLEU score to be the absolute indicator of quality, nor

is it suitable for the RBMT systems involved. We take it as a relative measure

that can indicate the progress within some system. However, it is still the most

popular metric of automatic evaluation and the WMT competitions showed the

score correlates with human judgments.

In (Bojar, 2011), a very similar comparison is made for English-Czech machine

translation. The author described commercial and research systems that are the

same as we use. The conclusions are slightly di�erent, because the language pair

is very frequent, and all the English-Czech systems have been developed for years,

involving many people. The main conclusion of the work was that commercial

systems generally outperform research ones.24 It should be noted that there is not

such a big gap in quality between RBMT and SMT for Czech-English because this

language pair received a lot of attention within PC Translator. On the contrary,

if RBMT systems for Czech and Russian would have been tuned for years, we

can expect that the quality might be also comparable to the SMT.

While comparing MT systems of di�erent types, researchers always point out

the relativity of such a comparison. In our case, it is not fair to compare the sys-

23 http://statmt.org/wmt13/

24 The situation has changed since the time this article was written, and research systems

beat the commercial systems in the WMT competition, e.g. the Hybrid English-Czech

system developed at �UFAL (Bojar et al., 2013).
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tem developed twenty years ago on old machines, based on a formalism not used

nowadays with state-of-the-art systems that involve new methods, tremendous

amount of data and highly modern and e�cient machines.

In this Chapter, we discussed mainly the BLEU score, the metrics designed

for SMT under which the RBMT systems are stated to be underscored. Our

main goal that we will approach in the next Chapter will be linguistic analysis

of the MT output of the presented systems.
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Linguistic evaluation of MT systems
between Czech and Russian

It is our task to �gure out how

to make use of the insights of

linguists.

Frederick Jelinek

In this chapter we provide a detailed evaluation of the machine translation

systems described in the previous chapter. We will examine the output of these

systems from the perspective of a linguist, focusing on speci�c language issues

that pose challenge to MT. The chapter aims at answering the central questions

of this thesis:

• What kinds of mistakes Czech-Russian MTs of various architectures tend

to make?

• Which of these mistakes are caused by the system settings and which origi-

nate from the discrepancies between the two languages, and how the latter

two correlate with each other?

4.1 Evaluation scheme: Error Flagging

The majority of research articles on machine translation includes some kind of

evaluation, discussing ways of improving various weak points of the systems,

presenting the improvements and showing some gain (or sometimes loss) in the

quality of translation. There are also many papers oriented solely on the evalu-

ation strategies � these are mainly about automatic evaluation techniques that

allow researchers to estimate their progress without excessive human annotation

e�ort.

Evaluation of MT implies four points that should be taken into account:
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• Evaluation of the output of MT systems;

• Evaluation of the system architecture, comparing RBMT and SMT;

• Evaluation of data used in the experiment (e.g., dictionary/corpus quality

and size);

• Evaluation of tools that ensure proper grammar construction (e.g. transfer

rules for RBMT, factoring techniques in SMT).

Our setting of MT evaluation is therefore quite challenging because we com-

pare several MT systems of di�erent origin and of completely di�erent nature

(industrial vs. experimental). In the introductory chapter, we have described

several commonly used evaluation metrics (BLEU, NIST, edit distance). As this

work is of a linguistic nature, we have adopted a `linguistic-oriented' annotation

scheme called Error Flagging (Vilar et al., 2006), which is based on attaching la-

bels (or �ags) to mistranslated words. This annotation scheme allows to reveal

speci�c weak points of the system and yield statistics of the most frequent errors.

We believe that this framework is more adequate for our evaluation task from

the point of view of a linguist.

This scheme (or a similar one) was exploited by other researchers when a

detailed linguistic analysis of MT output was needed, e.g. (Bojar, 2011) for

Czech-English MT. Automatic error detecting tools were proposed recently, e.g.

Hjerson (Popovic and Burchardt, 2011) or Addicter (Zeman et al., 2011), exploit-

ing the reference translation in order to spot troublesome places of MT outputs.

(Zhou et al., 2008) proposed a system of pre-de�ned linguistic checkpoints to test

if systems translate those linguistic phenomena correctly.

4.1.1 Error Taxonomy

Labels specify which type of error is involved, ex. lexical, unknown word,

missing word, word order, word form. Those errors will be explained in

more detail further. Following is an example of annotated sentences translated

by the four MT systems:1

(4.1)

1 Here we just show an example of how the annotation looks like without glossing, but mostly

we will gloss and translate the source (src) and the MT output sentences to demonstrate

concrete linguistic phenomena. We ignore most of those labels in the examples, as there are

generally many error tags and we want to concentrate only on one phenomenon at a time.

Also, in most examples, we will show only the relevant chunks, not the whole sentence.
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(ref) Bïåðâûå ïîäîáíîå òðåáîâàíèå áûëî ââåäåíî â Aðèçîíå.

(src) prvn�� takov�y po�zadavek zavedla Arizona.

(goo) form::ïåðâûé òàêîå òðåáîâàíèå missAux-byt:: ââåäåíî

form::Àðèçîíà.

(tmt) form::Ïåðâîå òàêîå òðåáîâàíèå extra::îíà verbform::ââåñòè

val::Àðèçîíå.

Our classi�cation of errors follows the scheme as it was suggested by Vilar,

but more speci�cations are introduced taking into consideration the language

speci�c features and the purpose of our work. We have de�ned several general

error classes:2

• `surface' word issues: missing word, extra word, unknown word;

• morphosyntactic issues: agreement, surface valency, Genitive of negation

constructions, incorrect part-of-speech, other errors in endings, word order,

negation, re�exives, other syntactic constructions;

• lexical issues: wrong lexical choice, wrong disambiguation, totally bad word

sense, wrong usage of multi-word expressions.

Unlike Vilar's general scheme, we do not classify the word order errors into

`short range' errors or `long range' errors as this is hardly relevant to the free

word order languages. On the other hand, as we want to describe better some

linguistic phenomena, we have made our own more �ne-grained classi�cation

inspired partially by (Bojar, 2011). The di�erence from the classi�cation in the

latter work is in that we sort errors more according to language layers. We set

the category `surface' word issues for errors that we can spot relatively easy in a

sentence. Morphological errors in the latter work were marked as form:: mistake,

and there ere no subtypes of those errors; syntactic errors were not de�ned at

all, there was only a category `word order' mistakes. Because the languages that

we deal with are both morphologically rich, we decided that a more �ne-grained

classi�cation was needed.

The whole scheme is shown in Figure 4.1.1.

During the annotation process we added a few additional speci�cations, in-

dicating more linguistic information, e.g. when a wrong form of a word is used

we include its part of speech (verbform::ââåñòè); when another POS should be

2 We admit that the classi�cation can be arguable and misleading as some errors can be

related to more layers.
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Figure 4.1: Error taxonomy adopted for Czech-Russian language pair

used, we speci�ed both the wrong and the potentially correct versions (n-iof-

v::ïîääåðæêå - a noun instead of a verb), or in the cases when a word is missing,

we specify the POS as well, as in the above example: missAux-byt::. Those tags

will therefore help to identify various reasons that might have caused an error.

4.1.2 Some challenges of the annotation scheme

Before showing the resulting �gures, we note some weak points and uncertainties

of the presented approach and list some challenges we faced during the annotation

process.

Annotation `one tag per one word'

Firstly, we believe that in some cases it is more appropriate to use a single error

tag for a string of words. The latter matters, for instance, when annotating errors

in multiword expressions, when two or more words were translated incorrectly. It

is not quite clear how to mark a mistranslated multiword expression. For instance,
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a multi-word expression �volby v p�redstihu� (elections in advance) should be

translated into Russian as `äîñðî÷íîå ãîëîñîâàíèå' (pre-term election), but all

the systems made some error � either leaving out some component or translating

the expression literally:

(4.2) (src) volby
elections.Pl

v
in.Prep

p�redstihu
advance.Loc

`elections in advance'

(mos) mwe::âûáîðîâ
elections.Pl.Gen

`elections'

(tmt) âûáîð
election.Sg

mwe1::â
in.Prep

mwe2::óïðåæäåíèå
advance.Acc

`election in advance'

We have decided to mark each word with the respective tag even if this tag

can get attached to more words to preserve annotation consistency.

Linearity of the approach

Secondly, we believe that the approach is somewhat �linear� as it is focused on

a single word at a time without considering the interconnection between errors.

For instance, if some error occurred, it could cause, in turn, incorrectness or

mistranslation of another word.

This can be vividly demonstrated on an example when a translation misses a

verb. As the verb determines morphological properties of the dependent words,

we could not exactly answer the question whether the ending of a noun (depending

on the missing verb) is correct or not. It is not relevant for English, because if the

dependent words are translated properly, there is no need to think about their

morphological forms.

This problem also occurs when a verb is mistranslated: either it has a totally

di�erent word sense or it is disambiguated wrongly, or a di�erent lexical sense is

selected. Let us illustrate the problem using the following example:

(4.3) (src) vystaven�y
issued.Participle.Masc.Sg

svou
its.Pron.Ins

�skolou
school.Ins.

`issued by its school'

(mos) tbws::ïîä
under.Prep

ñâîþ
its.Acc

øêîëó
school.Acc

`under its school'
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In the Moses translation, the participle is mistranslated as a preposition, but

there are some questions about the two dependencies � `its school'. With respect

to the translated preposition, the form of the NP (the preposition pod � `under'

takes a noun in the Accusative case) is correct, but if the word "issued" was

translated into Russian properly, it would need another case (Instrumental, as in

the source).

Subjectivity of the evaluation

When �agging errors, the annotator processes a sentence with some "right" trans-

lation in mind (we can denote this translation 'target acceptable output'). How-

ever, when some new evidence (a word) comes, this ideal translation can change.

It should be also noted that researchers claim a very low inter-annotator agree-

ment when two people �ag the same errors (less than 50% average for Czech-

English (Bojar, 2011)). So it can be said that judging MT errors is a very

subjective matter and all such analysis (including ours) should be treated with

caution.

4.2 Error types in Czech-Russian MT output

As mentioned above, we have �rst classi�ed errors according to the language

layers � morphological, syntactic and semantic. It became evident that such a

classi�cation would not be relevant as many errors can be related to more than

one layer at the same time.3 So we have decided to de�ne speci�c error types not

relating them to any general class precisely. However, the order in which we will

describe the mistakes will go from the surface language level to the deeper levels.

First we describe a group of `surface' errors that are quite easy and unam-

biguous to annotate and generally do not have a deeper linguistic motivation.4

They are more or less related to word issues: unknown words, missing words and

extra words.

The next larger group of mistakes belongs to morphological mistakes: word

form, incorrect part of speech, agreement and valency. Though these mistakes can

be related also to �syntactic� ones as they often originate in improper handling

(or, rather, ignoring) of syntactic rules. These are mostly su�xes of words that

3 Further in the text, when we say morphological error or syntactic error we mean that

it relates rather to morphology or syntax respectively, and it can have some connections

to other language layers as well.
4 In spite of being surface, those mistakes can be considered as `serious' because they a�ect

dramatically the general perception of a sentence.
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we take into consideration. When a wrong pre�x of a word is encountered, we

relate those mistranslations to lexical (dictionary) issues.

Syntactic mistakes are mostly those in word order, and we also describe some

speci�c syntactic issues that present a challenge to machine translation.

Finally, we de�ne `deep level' mistakes in lexical semantics: disambiguation

errors (disam), wrong synonym choice (lex), totally bad word sense (tbws) and

multiword expression translation (like idioms etc.).

In the following Table 4.1, the statistics of errors found in 100 sentences for

all the four systems is presented.

Error/System MOS GOO PCT TMT

untranslated word 3 0 118 40

missing word 13 13 3 3

extra word 20 15 21 20

`surface errors' in total 36 28 142 63

word form 10 26 33 44

incorrect pos 8 10 14 0

valency 9 19 21 16

agreement 7 6 27 21

word order 7 13 10 7

pronoun usage 1 2 3 6

`to have' 1 3 3 0

`to be' 3 3 8 5

other syntactic errors 7 7 4 3

morphosyntactic errors in total 53 89 123 102

lexical choice 20 14 60 39

disambiguation 15 13 37 18

multi-word expression 1 2 7 11

totally bad word sense 7 6 41 8

lexical errors in total 43 35 145 76

errors in total 132 152 410 241

Table 4.1: Error types in Czech-Russian machine translation systems

In the next subsections, we describe those errors in more detail. This includes

the speci�cation of the error type and a short comparative analysis of the phe-

nomena in the two languages if relevant. In the examples, we do not mark every
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error, because generally there are many of them, we only de�ne one error at a

time that we focus on and accentuate it if needed.

Therefore we demonstrate examples of errors and discuss possible reasons why

this very mistake may have occurred. We suggest if an error is a result of some

discrepancy between the two languages, whether it is a merely a technical issue

of the MT system or a mixture of both.

We should also note that all the conclusions and assumption made in this

chapter are tightly linked with speci�c data samples. The translation output

may change for all the systems, because PC Translator is presumably under the

development; new training data are constantly added within Google Translate.

The Moses output is even trickier to evaluate, because the output may be di�erent

each time the system is trained and tuned.

4.2.1 Unknown words � OOV

The most evident MT errors that impede understanding of a text are untranslated

words (unknown words, out-of-vocabulary � OOV). Some other mistakes � such

as wrong form of a word or syntactic errors � make a text inconvenient to read,

but one can still get a sense out of it, whereas unknown words in another language

give us no information at all. The source of those mistakes is di�erent for SMT

and RBMT systems, we will now discuss both of them in turn.

For SMT, we have already described this problem in Section 3.2.2 where we

explained in detail why the OOV words occur in SMT Moses and introduced some

obvious improvements to the baseline experiment that helped us to signi�cantly

reduce the number of OOV. Another experiment in Section 3.2.4 concerned the

lexical part of OOV � true OOV that were not present in the dictionary in any

form. Introducing additional data with Named Entities to the translation model

did not bring any signi�cant result in terms of the BLEU score, but whenever a

word was present in the additional data, the translation improved.

Altogether, the reason for the OOV occurrence is that the word has not been

seen in the training data. It may be either completely out-of-domain or the word

was not found in the training data, although it could have occurred in some other

morphemic form. Google and Moses coped with this problem better: in the test-

ing sample of 100 sentences, Google did not have a single untranslated word ( due

to the excellent coverage of the news domain which are often translated into more

languages)5 and there were only 3 errors in the Moses output. We also calculated

a number of OOV words in the whole WMT test set just by searching in the

5 It is possible, that our test set is included into the Google's training data as well.
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translation for words including a Latin character.6 Google has 315 untranslated

words (which is only 0,006% of all words) and Moses 250 (0,004%). So the OOV

errors, when addressed properly (and in-domain), are not really a big challenge

for the statistical systems.

As it is evident from Table 4.1, the RBMT systems produced many more

OOV words than the statistical ones. We could not give an exact percentage of

OOV words on the whole test set as unknown words were transliterated by both

systems. PC Translator exploits a human-made high-quality dictionary which

(according to the PC Translator pages) contains quite a large amount of entries

(around 650,000 for the Czech-Russian pair).

TectoMT dictionary is based on the automatically extracted lexicon (see Sec-

tion 2.2.2) from the in-domain parallel corpus, so the coverage of the test data

should be su�cient. We can only suggest that for the commercial system it might

not be a matter of a bad dictionary, but rather some problem in the system ar-

chitecture � most probably in the analysis of the source sentence, and we can

not really say which because we can not look inside the system. Words unknown

to TectoMT were mainly named entities, and some of them were re�exive verbs

that were not properly handled within the system.

4.2.2 Missing word

Another serious error that a�ects the whole perception of an output phrase is

that of a missing word, especially of a verb. A verb determines the structure of a

sentence. In the dependency tradition it is being viewed as the center of a sentence

as it determines the arguments, their semantic class and morphological form.

The sentence can be more understandable without one of the verb arguments

or some other auxiliary part of speech than without a verb. When a verb is

missing in a sentence, the problem that was shown previously arises: how to

evaluate the arguments of a non-existing verb (e.g., whether they have the proper

morphological ending required by a verb).

The SMT systems showed more missing words than RBMT, which is natural,

since the RBMTs translate mostly word-for-word and only under some circum-

stances (see further) can they miss some element of a sentence. Whereas SMT

systems are leaving out words on a regular basis because of the nature of the

phrase-based translation: source and target phrases can have di�erent number of

elements.

In the SMT, a verb is omitted quite often which a�ects the perception of

the whole sentence and sometimes makes it impossible to further evaluate the

6 Excluding web addresses which should not be translated.
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sentence. It is not evident how to process arguments of the missing verb as it

determines morphological features of its dependencies. In the following example

all the dependencies stayed `orphaned' without a verb and they remain only a

meaningless set of words:

(4.4)

(SRC) p�rijalo
adopt.Past.3Pl.Neut

asi
about

dvan�act
twelve

st�at�u
states

z�akony
laws.Pl.Acc

`about twelve states have adopted laws `

(GOO) missverb::
law.Sg.Acc

çàêîí
state.Sg.Gen

øòàòà
dozens.Pl.Gen

äåñÿòêîâ

*`law of a state of dozens'

We have found much less omitted words in the RBMT than in SMT systems.

In the RBMT systems, those mistakes are all missing prepositions which are not

that serious and do not a�ect the perception of the sentence. Still, these are

grammatical errors and they can be justi�ed by the di�erence between Czech

and Russian surface valency.7 So, this error can also belong to the section `verbal

valency' as well.

In the following example, a Czech verb `to in�uence' is governed by a noun

in the Accusative case, and the system translated a respective noun with the

Accusative case as well. However, the surface realization of the argument is

di�erent in Russian � the Russian verb requires a prepositional phrase, so the two

RBMT produced an error because neither had a rule covering this discrepancy:

(4.5)

(src) ovlivnit
in�uence.inf

v�ysledky
outcome.Acc.Pl

`to in�uence the outcome'

(ref) ïîâëèÿòü
in�uence.Inf

íà

on.Prep
ðåçóëüòàòû
outcome.Acc.Pl

`to in�uence the outcome'

(pct) ïîâëèÿòü
in�uence

missprep::
missingPreposition

èñõîä
outcome.Sg.Acc

*`to in�uence the outcome'

7 The notion of valency and how we understand it will be introduced in the next Chapter.
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(tmt) ïîâëèÿòü
in�uence

missprep::
missingPreposition

ðåçóëüòàòû
outcome.Pl.Acc

*`to in�uence the outcome'

We can conclude that missing words in the SMT output come from the system

architecture, whereas unknown words are merely data issues. As for RBMT, a

missing word generally indicates some discrepancy between the source and the

target languages that is not covered by rules. Again, we should note that the

notion of a `missing' element can be rather a subjective judgment.

4.2.3 Extra words

Extra words also represent a substantial number of errors for all the systems, but

again the reasons for this are di�erent.

For SMT they can be justi�ed in the same way as in the case with missing

words: within the n-gram based translation model words in phrase tables are not

aligned one-to-one. It should be noted that extra words are mostly auxiliaries, not

content ones, and most of them are prepositions. It is quite tricky to tag `extra

word' errors in the SMT systems because often the whole phrase is mistranslated

and more errors are involved. For instance, the preposition was redundant in the

following example:

(4.6)

(src) legislativci
legislators-N.Pl

v
in

roce
year

2011
2011

podpo�rili

supported-Verb.3Pl.Past
z�akony
law-Pl.Acc

`in 2011 legislators supported laws'

(goo) çàêîíîäàòåëè
legislator-N.Pl

â
in

2011
2011

ãîäó
year

extra::ïðè

by-prep
n-iof-v::ïîääåðæêå

support-Noun

çàêîíû
law-Pl.Acc

`*in 2011 legislators in support laws'

In the above example, for the Czech verb podpo�rit � `to support' a wrong

hypothesis ïðè ïîääåðæêå � `by support' was chosen. The latter nominal phrase

is used typically in other verbal constructions ('make smth in support of'). Ideally,

the preposition and the noun should be marked as one mistake, but under our

formalism they cannot, so the decision was to mark the preposition ïðè � `by' as

an extra token and the noun ïîääåðæêå � `support' as a `noun instead of verb'.8

8 This very error might have also occurred because of an embedded time adverbial `in year

2011' which interfered with the argument structure. We translated the phrase without the
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In several sentences extra punctuation marks were used, but we do not consider

those mistakes to be meaningful from the linguistic point of view.

As for RBMT, there can be several reasons for extra words. We can only

speculate what can generate so many extra words in PC Translator: they are

sometimes completely unrelated to the content of the sentence. The TectoMT

output does not have any extra content words or even prepositions, all the extra

words were personal pronouns, 3rd person. The roots of this mistake are not

that trivial. Those extra pronouns were generated by a rule which covers the

pro-drop phenomena9 in the Czech language. In short, whereas Russian (and

English) uses a pronoun in the subject position, it is in most cases left out in

the Czech sentence. So, in order to ensure a proper translation into Russian, a

module to cover this discrepancy was written. However, there are the cases where

the pronoun should not be used, like in the following sentence:

(4.7)

(src) je
is

t�reba
necessary

poznamenat
note.Inf

`It is necessary to note'

(tmt) extra::Îí
He.perspron.3Sg.Masc

íàäî
necessary

çàìåòèòü
note.inf

*`He necessary to note'

Such impersonal constructions with adverbs are rather a lexical issue and it

is virtually impossible to make an exception to the pro-drop rules for all such

troublesome cases.10

4.2.4 Agreement

A substantial number of morphological errors can be related to agreement.

Agreement re�ects the obligatory presence of a morphological feature in the form

of a word, agreeing, e.g. in gender or number, determined by another word.

Czech and Russian have the same types of agreement, but this fact does not

mean a trouble-free translation even for the rule-based systems. Although there

are many types of agreement, we will describe only the most typical cases that are

adverbial by Google Translate (Legislators supported laws), and it was translated properly

� with a verb. We will discuss the issue of embedded clauses in more detail later.
9 More on the pro-drop phenomenon can be found in Section 4.2.10.

10 This is an illustration of how one rule added to a system can improve translation in one

case, but can have a negative impact in other cases.
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relevant for the machine translation - predicate-subject agreement and attribute-

noun agreement.

Subject-verb agreement

The relation between a subject and a predicate is dual: on the one hand, the

noun determines the su�x of the verb (agreement), and on the other hand, the

predicate governs the speci�c case of the noun (surface valency). We will set

aside the valency issues and describe them in a separate section. In Czech and

Russian, a verb in the past form agrees with a subject in gender and number,

and in the present and future forms also in person (in case of pronouns), but not

in gender. The following example demonstrates verb agreement with a subject

in person:

(4.8) (cz) odejde�s
leave.Fut.2Sg

vs.
vs.

odejde
leave.Fut.3Sg

`You will leave' vs. `He/she/it will leave'

(ru) òû
you

óéäåøü
leave.Fut.2Sg

vs.
vs.

îí/îíà/îíî
you

óéäåò
leave.Fut.3Sg

`You will leave' vs. `He/she/it will leave'

Mistakes in agreement can be justi�ed di�erently for di�erent types of systems.

SMT can not consider the connection between a subject and a verb, but as soon

as the two words do not stand far from each other, the number/gender morpheme

has a better chance to be chosen properly because the respective n-gram is more

likely to occur in the phrase table. If this does not happen, an error in agreement

can occur. In the example below a verb (should be Plural) does not agree with

the subject in number in the output of both SMTs:

(4.9) (src) advok�ati
advocates-PL

za
for

posledn��ch
last

deset
ten

let
years

zaznamenali
noticed-PL

`advocates for last ten years noticed'

(goo/mos) þðèñòû
advocates-PL

çà
for

ïîñëåäíèå
last

äåñÿòü
ten

ëåò
years

çàïèñàë
noticed-SG

*`advocates for last ten years noticed'

In theory, RBMT systems have better chances to cope with agreement issues

as it is determined by rules. However, even if those rules are present in the

system, it can fail to determine which words should agree with each other (due

to errors in parsing). The second case is when a word with which a verb agrees is

not translated properly or is not translated at all. It is therefore not evident how
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to mark a mistake (see Example 4.10). There was nothing to agree with in the

PC Translator output and the wrong usage of in�nitive form made it impossible

to express an agreement in number for TectoMT.

(4.10) (src) napomohly
helped-Verb.Past.3Pl.Fem

kampan�e
campaigns-N.Pl.Fem

k
for.Prep

zaregistrov�an��
registration

`Campaigns helped for registration'

(pct) ïîñîäåéñòâîâàòü
help-Verb.Inf

êàìïàíñêèé
campaign-Adj

ê
to

ðååñòðîâûé
registered-Adj

*`help campaign to registered'

(tmt) ïîìî÷ü
help-Verb.Inf

êàìïàíèè
campaigns-N.Pl

ê
to

çàðåãèñòðîâàíè
unknown*registration

*`to help campaigns to register'

The possible reason for so many mistakes in the previous example is a non-

standard VSO (verb-subject-object) word order in a source sentence. It should

be noted that all the systems except for Moses translated this sentence with an

error in agreement.

Noun-attribute agreement

In Czech and Russian, an adjective agrees with a noun/pronoun in gender and

in number. An adjective in a text generally stands before (or not far from) the

governing noun,11 so the SMT systems generally produce the correct hypothesis.

From Table 4.1 it is evident that noun-adjective agreement errors in SMT are

really rare whereas they are very frequent in the RBMT output for the same rea-

son as verb-noun agreement: failure to �nd a connection between words possibly

due to errors in parsing.

For instance, PC Translator uses the original (Czech) gender morphemes for

nouns and pronouns, which results in an error when the gender of a Czech noun

is di�erent from the Russian one. In the example below, the possessive adjective

na�se � `ours' agrees with the noun obec � `village' in gender (Fem.) in the source

phrase. The respective Russian word íàñåëåííûé ïóíêò � `village' is masculine,

and the possessive adjective íàøà � `ours' has a feminine gender morpheme as

in the source.

11 In this work, we will not touch non-projective constructions (informally called crossing

dependencies). In the two languages, non-projectivity is allowed all the same, e.g. in Czech

V�ano�cn�� nade�sel �cas � `lit. Christmas came time - Christmas time has come'; in Russian

Tÿæåëûå íàñòàëè âðåìåíà � `lit. Di�cult came times - Di�cult time has come'.
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(4.11)

(src) na�se
our-Fem

obec
village-Fem

hlasovala
voted

proti
agains

`Our village voted against'

(pct) íàøà
our-Fem

íàñåëåííûé ïóíêò
village-Masc

ïðîãîëîñîâàëà
voted

ïðîòèâ
against

*`Our village voted against'

Moreover, in the following example (Example 4.12) it is evident that PC

Translator does not properly handle morphological ambiguity: the phrase tato

nov�a can be also analyzed as this.Sg.Fem new.Sg.Fem as those two forms - plural

neutrum and femininum singular are morphologically ambiguous in Czech, but

not in Russian. The system had chosen the wrong variant of a morpheme and

a wrong form � femininum singular � was generated in Russian. However, if the

system had taken into account the relation between the two attributes and a

noun, this morphological ambiguity would not have occurred.

(4.12) (src) tato
this-Pl.Neut

nov�a
new-Pl.Neut

ustanoven��
regulation-Pl.Neut

`these new regulations'

(pct) ýòà
this-Fem.Sg

íîâàÿ
new-Fem.Sg

óêàçàíèå
regulation-Sg.Neut

*`this new regulations'

4.2.5 Incorrect part of speech

We propose a special category for mistakes when the word sense is chosen appro-

priately, but the part of speech is wrong, e.g. a noun is used instead of a verb,

or an adjective instead of an adverb etc. As it can be seen from the table of

errors, those mistakes are typical rather of SMT than RBMT. The errors were

annotated specifying the two part of speech tags that got confused.

Statistical systems may produce this type of mistakes because the mistrans-

lated word occurred in the used part of speech in the respective context more

frequently than in the appropriate part of speech:

(4.13)

(src) �skody
damages-AccPl

se
re�.part

jim
they-Dat.Pl

z�c�asti
partly

poda�rilo
managed-3SgPast

omezit
limit-Verb.inf
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`They managed to partly limit damages'

(goo) óùåðá,
damage,

êîòîðûé
which

îíè
they-Nom.Pl

÷àñòè÷íî
partly

óäàëîñü
managed-3SgPast.re�

ïðåäåë
limit-Noun.Sg

`damage, which they partly managed a limit'

We have also noticed that it is often a participle or a transgressive that is

confused with some other part of speech:

(4.14)

(src) st�aty
states

p�redstavuj��
represent-verb-3PlPres

171
170

z
from

270
270

hlas�u
votes

`states represent 171 from 270 votes'

(goo) ãîñóäàðñòâà
states

ïðåäñòàâëÿþùèå
representing-participle

171
171

èç
from

270
270

ãîëîñîâ
votes

`states representing 171 from 270 votes'

4.2.6 Genitive of negation

Genitive of negation12 is a construction typical for some Slavic languages, where

a subject (otherwise Nominative in a�rmative constructions) or a direct object

(Accusative) are marked by Genitive case in phrases including negation. The

problem of Genitive of negation is a well-studied, e.g. (Mustajoki and Heino,

1991) made an extensive study of this phenomena and collected a large bibliogra-

phy on this subject. As for the contrastive work on this phenomenon, (Skwarska,

2002) made a comparative analysis of genitive of negation in four Slavic languages

� Czech, Russian, Polish and Slovenian.

Here, we will not go into a detailed description of this construction, but only

point the errors that are made in sentences containing genitive of negation. Ob-

ject marked as Accusative instead of Genitive case in the context of negation

(Example 4.15) can be considered as an error in a word form of a noun, but we

will treat this issue separately from other morphological mistakes.

(4.15)

12 Again we should note that the phenomenon is related to the syntactic and to the semantic

layer as well, but we put it here because the surface error is a morphological one � using a

wrong ending for a noun
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(src) evropan�e
Europeans

nemaj��
have-not.neg

koherentn��
coherent-Acc

a
and

jednotnou
consequent-Acc

politiku
politics-Acc

`Europeans does not have a coherent and united politics'

(goo) åâðîïåéöû
Europeans

íå
not

èìåþò
have

ñîãëàñîâàííóþ-Acc
coherent-Acc

è
and

ïîñëåäîâàòåëüíóþ-Acc
consequent-Acc

ïîëèòèêó-Acc
politcs-Acc

`*Europeans do not have a coherent and united politics'

(pct) åâðîïåéöû
Europeans

íå
not

èìåþò
have

êîãåðåíòíûé
coherent-Nom

è
and

åäèíûé
consequent-Nom

ïîëèòèêó
politcs-Acc

`*Europeans do not have a coherent and united politics'

(ref) åâðîïåéöû
Europeans

íå
not

èìåþò
have

ñîãëàñîâàííîé
coherent-Gen

è
and

ïîñëåäîâàòåëüíîé
consequent-Gen

ïîëèòèêè
politics-Gen

`Europeans do not have a coherent and united politics'

In the above example in the source sentence, the negated verb has dependents

in Accusative case, and in the output all the systems produced objects in Ac-

cusative (or other improper cases), whereas the proper variant was Genitive (see

ref example).

Though the most frequent morphological case used with negation is Genitive,

there are cases when Accusative is used in this context. The choice Genitive

vs. Accusative is determined by several properties of the object, e.g. the proper

names of animated objects are used mostly in Accusative case.

Negated possessive constructions pose challenge to all the MTs, both rule-

based and statistical, as modern Czech does not have this construction anymore13,

and Accusative is used in this case:

(4.16)

(1cz) Nem�am
Not-have-1.Sg

doklady.
documents-Acc

`I don't have documents'

13 It was used in Old Czech, remains of this construction are some phrases like nem�am ani

potuchy � `I don't have the slightest idea', see (Hausenblas, 1958) for a broader discussion.
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(1ru) Ó
For

ìåíÿ
me

íåò
not

äîêóìåíòîâ.
documents-Gen

`I don't have documents'

More syntax-oriented problems of the possessive constructions will be dis-

cussed further in the subsection 4.2.11.

Let us now demonstrate the di�erence between the two constructions in Rus-

sian, the one with Genitive of negation (Example 4.17(1ru)) and the one where

a Nominative case is used:

(4.17)

(1ru) Â
In

êèíî
cinema

íå
not

áûëî
was-Sg.Neut.Past

çðèòåëåé.
viewers-Gen.Pl

`There were no viewers in the cinema'

(2ru) çðèòåëè
viewers-Nom

íå
not

áûëè
were

â
in

êèíî
cinema

`Viewers were not in the cinema'

The syntactic construction (1ru) with Genitive of negation is not possible in

Czech or English, the one equivalent to (2ru) is used instead.14 (Partee et al.,

2011) and (Babby, 1980) showed that the two constructions can be distinguished

with respect to their semantic properties: the Genitive of negation case (1ru) are

claimed to be �existential� constructions whereas (2ru) are �predicative� (a�r-

mative). (1ru) means that the object did not exist in the prede�ned conditions,

whereas the second sentence (2ru) supposes their existence, but not in this speci�c

place (the viewers may be standing near the cinema).

Genitive of negation is an example of an obvious discrepancy between Czech

and Russian, and sometimes it can cause mistakes in nominal endings. At least

in our test data, this mistake is not very frequent in SMT as soon as a dependent

noun stay close to a verb. It can be properly handled by RBMT with the help of

a transfer rule (substituting Genitive in the context of negation), but to ensure

that this rule works a good analysis module (a syntactic parser) is needed.

4.2.7 Surface valency

In this thesis, we examine in detail one particular issue that we believe is crucial

from the point of view of machine translation and language comparison as well.

14 For now we will leave aside a problem of word order, as here we focus only on morphological

features.
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As in previous cases, valency errors can be related to both morphological,

syntactic and semantic errors. As we will show further, the notion of valency

itself is not very straightforward and can be understand di�erently by di�erent

researchers. Traditionally, in general linguistics, the notion is used to indicate

that the verb requires some number of complements of a certain semantic type.

Here, we will refer to valency with respect to its surface realization � morphemic

endings of nouns or preposition required by a verb15.

It was challenging to set distinct rules to distinguish surface valency errors

from mere errors in word forms. In short, we attach the label `valency' when

dependencies of a predicate are used in a wrong form. On the surface, these errors

look like morphological, but they result in syntactic and semantic unacceptability

as well. So, in the following, we use the word `valency' in the sense of surface

valency, and under the notion `valency frames' we will understand mainly surface

forms of frame elements.

The origin of these errors (actually, like any error) is di�erent for the SMTs

and RBMTs. The most evident case is when Russian and Czech valency have

some discrepancies, and the Czech structure is used in a Russian output. The

following example demonstrates a verb �to take something from someone�.

(4.18)

(src) odn��maj��
take-3PlPres

volebn��
vote

pr�avo
right

ob�can�um
citizens-Dat

`They detach voting rights from citizens'

(goo) îòíÿòü
take

ïðàâî
right

ãîëîñà
vote-gen

ëþäÿì
people-Dat

*`to detatch voting rights to people'

(ref) îòíèìàþò
take-3Pl

ïðàâî
right

ãîëîñà
vote-gen

ó
from

ãðàæäàí
citizens-Gen

`detach voting rights from citizens'

In Czech the verb odejmout � `to take away' requires an object in Dative

case, whereas in Russian the verb îòíèìàòü � `to take' with the preposition ó

� `from' plus Genitive case should be used instead. The systems often use the

Czech valency structure which sometimes results in a mistake like in the example

above. This very case � verbs with the semantics of `taking something from

15 More sophisticated and broad de�nition of valency, theoretical and practical aspects of this

linguistic phenomena will be given in Chapter 5. Here we will just present examples of

errors not going deep into the comparative analysis of valency in the two languages.
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somebody' is very tricky in Czech. We used Google Translate to translate from

Czech into English, and the same error was made: the sentence 4.18(src) was

translated wrongly as Take away the citizens right to vote.

Generally, when a dependent word stands directly near (or not far from) a

governing verb, the statistical systems cope with the discrepancies in valency

much better than the rule-based systems.16 Let us consider an example of a verb

�to in�uence�, which governs a noun in Accusative in Czech and a prepositional

phrase with Accusative in Russian � `to in�uence on smth.'

(4.19)

(src) ovlivnit
in�uence

v�ysledky
results-Acc.Pl

voleb
elections-Gen

`To in�uence results of the elections'

(goo/mos) ïîâëèÿòü
in�uence

íà

on
ðåçóëüòàòû
results-Acc.Pl

âûáîðîâ
elections-Gen

+`To in�uence results of the elections'

(pct) ïîâëèÿòü
in�uence

èñõîä
result-Acc.Pl

âûáîðîâ
elections-Gen

*`To in�uence results of the elections'

(tmt) ïîâëèÿòü
in�uence

ðåçóëüòàòû
results-Acc.Pl

âûáîðîâ
elections-Gen

*`To in�uence results elections'

In this case, the two rule-based systems failed to produce a proper surface form

of the argument because the translation was done directly without applying a rule

on this discrepancy. Both statistical systems produced the proper translation

like in the reference. However, for SMT systems, if some adverbial is introduced

between a verb and its argument, other mistakes may arise for the same verb. In

the following example the verb âëèÿòü � `to in�uence' in Google Translate does

not have an obligatory preposition íà � `on' probably because the verb dot�ykat

se � `concern' was separated from the depending noun by an adverbial hlavn�e �

`in general':

(4.20)

(src) nov�a
new

omezen��
restrictions

se
re�

dot�ykaj��
concerns

hlavn�e
mainly

mlad�ych
young

`Those restrictions concern mainly young people'

16 We will present an experiment with adding surface valency rules in Section 5.2.3.
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(goo) íîâûå
new

îãðàíè÷åíèÿ
restrictions

âëèÿþò
in�uence

â
in

îñíîâíîì
general

ìîëîäûõ
young

ëþäåé
people

*`New restrictions in�uence mainly young people'

We account for valency errors not only in cases when the Russian and Czech

valency frames di�er. Quite often the statistical systems produce those errors

when a clause is complex (e.g. with a non-standard word order or extended com-

plicated structure of the sentence), but the valency frames in the two languages

are the same. Another frequent error lies in confusing syntactic roles, like subject

and object in the following example:

(4.21)

(src) proti
against

schv�alen��
approval

z�akon�u,
laws-Gen,

je�z
which

...,

...,
se
re�

postavili
stand

demokrati�ct��
(against)-Verb

z�akonod�arci
democratic-Adj.Nom legislators-Noun.Nom

`Democratic legislators stand against the approval of laws, which ...'

(goo) ïðîòèâ
against

çàêîíîâ,
laws,

êîòîðûå
which

...,

...,
ïðîòèâ
against

äåìîêðàòè÷åñêèõ
democratic-Adj.Gen

çàêîíîäàòåëåé
legislators-Gen

*`against laws about passes, which ..., against democratic legislators'

The source sentence has Object-Verb-Subject structure, the object and the

verb are separated by an embedded clause. In the translation of Google, a verb

stood against is missing (or, it can be viewed as mistranslated because the

preposition ïðîòèâ � `against' is often used with this verb) and the subject of

the sentence has adopted a morphological marker of an object dependent on the

preposition � the Genitive case.

The SMT systems generally produce errors in valency when a verb is separated

from its argument by some other phrase or even one word. Otherwise, when a

respective n-gram without an embedded element is found in the phrase table, the

translation is generally correct. A similar observation on valency in SMT was

also made in (Rosa, 2013) for Czech-English MT.

RBMT errors in valency are only partially related to some discrepancy in

Czech and Russian. The systems also make errors in cases when the valency

structure of a verb in Czech and Russian was similar. Those errors might be the

result of an improper analysis of the source phrase or some error in the transfer

or generation phases.
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In Chapter 5, we investigate the de�nition of valency more deeply. We also

present some observations of discrepancies between Czech and Russian surface

verb frames.

4.2.8 Word order issues

Russian and Czech are both free word order languages, and we automatically

assume that this similarity may help a machine translation and a word order

should not be a problem when translating between them. Except for some syn-

tactic constructions that are di�erent in Czech and Russian, the order of sentence

units is quite similar.17 The tag `word order mistakes' does not indicate that if we

change the order of translated words, the error will disappear. So, word order

issues that we describe here indicate rather a cause of a mistake than

a mistake itself.

A marked word order

While analyzing the output, we have found a correlation between a non-standard

order18 of elements in the source sentence and the amount of mistakes in the

sentence.

The basic (non-marked) word order in Czech and Russian is `SVO' � (subject-

verb-object). However, especially in the Czech news texts (which is the genre of

our test set) the verb quite often occurs in the �rst position (VSO order). This

is not true of Russian which is more inclined to the standard SVO order, so this

di�erence might probably caused a kind of divergence in the phrase tables. This

sometimes results in mistakes of various types, see Example 4.22(goo) � the verb

is incorrect and its dependencies do not have proper morphological endings. The

RBMTs preserved the source order of elements and produced a relatively correct

output (Example 4.22(tmt), except for one error that is related to the Genitive

of negation, Section 4.2.6):

(4.22)

(src) nemaj��
not-have-3Plneg

ameri�ct��
american-adj

ob�can�e
citizens

pr�ukaz
id

17 Consider an example of French adjective postposition which seems to be an ideal candidate

for the word order discrepancy relevant for the MT. So, for instance, when some English-

to-French system produced an adjective-noun sequence following the source pattern, this

may indicate a mistake. For Czech and Russian no such evident order discrepancy exists,

but a lot of minor syntactic constructions connected more to lexical issues are di�erent.
18 Here, we will use the notion `marked', also non-standard word order for every word order

other than SVO.
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`American citizens do not have an ID'

(goo) íå
not

ÿâëÿþòñÿ
are

ãðàæäàíàìè
citizens-Pl

ÑØÀ
USA

óäîñòîâåðåíèå
ID

*`Are not the US citizens ID'

(tmt) íå
not

èìåþò
have

àìåðèêàíñêèå
american

ãðàæäàíå
citizens

óäîñòîâåðåíèå
*ID-Nom/Acc

`American citizens do not have an ID'

Long-distance dependencies

Another challenging issue is when a sentence contains long-distance depen-

dencies. In the example below, the main arguments of a verb � subject and

object � are separated by some adjuncts or embedded clauses and thus stand

relatively far from each other and a verb:19

(4.23)

(src) nevlastn��
not-possess

11%
11%

americk�ych
american

ob�can�u,
citizens,

tj.
resp.

21
21

mln
mln

osob
persons

ve
in

v�eku
age

umo�z�nuj��c��m
allowing

volit,
vote-inf,

�z�adn�y
no

pr�ukaz
id

toto�znosti
personality

s
with

fotogra���
photograph

lit. `11% of American citizens, or 21 mln people in a voting age, do not
possess an ID card with a photograph'

(goo) ïðèíàäëåæèò
belong

11%
11%

ãðàæäàí
citizens

ÑØÀ,
USA,

òî åñòü
resp.

21
21

ìëí
mln

÷åëîâåê
people

â
in

âîçðàñòå
age

íå
not

ìîæåò
can

áûòü
be

âûáðàí,
elected,

íåò
not-have

óäîñòîâåðåíèÿ
id

ëè÷íîñòè
personality

ñ
with

ôîòîãðàôèåé
photograph

*`belong to 11% US citizens, or 21 mln people in age that can not be
elected, not possess an ID with a photograph

In the example above, the label `word order mistake' can not be attached to

some distinct word, rather a whole sentence (phrase) should be marked as incor-

rect, as almost all the words are confused, and the output presents a meaningless

19 In this example we will hide the tags of other mistakes � like disambiguation or morpho-

logical errors, just to demonstrate what a mess can be caused be a complex word order.

We believe, though, that those mistakes resulted because of the too complex structure as

well.
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'bag of words'. In this very case, rule-based systems, though with its typical mis-

takes like disambiguation or unknown words, produced more meaningful output

as they preserved the source syntactic structure.

Embedded clauses

Embedded clauses � like relative clauses or transgressive constructions � present

a challenge to machine translation as they generally interfere into the predicate-

argument structure of a sentence. Embedded clauses are closely connected to the

previous point as they are generally the reason of long-distance dependencies.

We consider a clause to be embedded when it separates the main arguments

of the sentences or a verb, e.g. when it is situated between a subject of a sentence

and a predicate like in the Example 4.24(src) or when a clause separates the two

main arguments from one another.

(4.24)

(src) prvn��m
�rst-Ins

st�atem,
state-Ins

kter�y
,

tento
which

po�zadavek
this

zavedl,
demand

byla
introduced-�nite.Past,

Indiana
was Indiana

`Indiana was a �rst state to introduce this demand'

(mos) ïåðâûì
�rst-Ins

ãîñóäàðñòâîì,
country-Ins,

êîòîðûé
which

ïðèâåë
came

ê,
to,

áûëà
was

èíäèàíà
indiana

*`First state which came to was Indiana'

(goo) ïåðâûì
�rst-Ins

ãîñóäàðñòâîì,
state-Ins,

ââåñòè
introduce-inf

ýòî
this

òðåáîâàíèå
demand

áûëî
was-neut

Èíäèàíà
Indiana-fem

*`First state, to introduce this demand was Indiana'

(pct) ïåðâûì
�rst

ñòðàíîé,
country,

êàêîé
which

ýòîò
this

çàïðîñ
demand

ââåñòè,
introduce-inf,

áûëà
was

èíäèé
india

�
�

Äèàíà
Diana

*`First country which this demand to introduce was Indy-Diana'

(tmt) Ïåðâûì
�rst

ãîñóäàðñòâîì,
state,

êîòîðîå
which

ýòî
this

òðåáîâàíèå
demand

ââåñòè,
introduce-inf,

îíà
she

áûëà
was

èíäèàíà
Indiana

*`First country which this demand to introduce, she was Indiana'
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In this example, the �nite Czech verb zavedl � `introduced' from a relative

clause was translated in its in�nitive form in three systems (goo, tmt and pct),

but generally, the syntactic structure produced by the RBMT was more correct

than that from SMT. Note also that the structure of (goo) resembles an English

one, as Google translates via this pivot language.20

However, mistakes generally do not occur when a relative clause depends on

a last element of the main clause.

Adversative clauses

Adversative constructions containing words like `however', `but' etc. have ten-

dency to be mistranslated, which can be justi�ed by a discrepancy between Czech

and Russian. In Czech, the word ale � `but' as a connector is not �xed in a sen-

tence in the �rst position like in Russian or English, its function is to topicalize

a subsequent word/phrase.

Translation of adversative constructions depends on a sentence structure. If it

is not very extended, the conjunction stands not far from the beginning of a clause

and the surroundings of the conjunction are frequently used words, statistical

systems translate the phrase properly � with `but' in the �rst place, and the

RBMTs failed to do this as a respective rule was not present or properly applied:

(4.25)

(src) kdy�z
when

ale
but

vid��m
see-1Sg

n�eco
something

`But when I see something...'

(mos) íî
but

êîãäà
when

ÿ
I

âèæó
see

òî
this

+`But when I see this...'

(goo) íî
but

êîãäà
when

ÿ
I

âèæó
see

÷òî-òî
something

+`But when I see something..'

(pct) êîãäà
when

à
and

âèæó
see

÷òî
what

*`When and I see what'

20 Just to mention, all the systems failed to properly disambiguate the word `st�at' � state

which is ambiguous in Russian � for more information refer to Example 4.50.
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(tmt) Êîãäà
When

íî
but

ÿ
I

âèæó
see

íå÷òî
something

*`When but I see something'

If a sentence is extended and a conjunction is situated between a subject and

a predicate, or if it stands far from the beginning of the clause as in the Example

4.26, the statistical systems fail to translate a construction properly (as well as

the rule-based that do not have the speci�c rules) because the respective n-gram

with a conjunction ale zp�usobila � `but caused' was, evidently, not seen in the

training data.

(4.26)

(src) opat�ren��
measures

p�rijat�a
taken

po
after

roce
year

2009
2009

ale
but

zp�usobila
caused

pokles..
decrease..

`the measures taken after 2009 caused a decrease'

(mos/goo) ìåðû,
measures,

ïðèíÿòûå
taken

â
in

2009
2009

ãîäó,
year,

íî
but

âûçâàëî
caused

ïàäåíèå
decrease

*`Measures taken in 2009 but caused a decrease'

(pct) îñòîðîæíîå
*careful

ïðèéàòà
*unk

ñïóñòÿ
after

ãîä
*year

2009
2009

à
and

çïóñîáèëà
caused

îïóñêàíèå
lowering

*`Careful prijata after year 2009 and caused lowering'

(tmt) Ìåðû
measures

ïðèíÿòûé
*taken

ïî
after

ãîäó
*year

2009
2009

íî,
but,

ïðèâåñòè
*cause

ïàäåíèå
decrease

*`Measures taken after year 2009 but, to cause a decrease'

We have checked the whole test set for adversative clauses. In 13 test sentences

(out of 3000) a word ale � `but' is not �rst in the clause (sentence). While RBMTs

failed in all cases, Moses made only one mistake, and Google three mistakes �

putting `but' in other than the �rst position. The same mistakes occur in the

translations of the adversative conjunction v�sak � `however', but it has a bit

di�erent usage and behaves like a clitic in Czech, see the next Section.

Sentential clitics

We can say that word order in Russian is less strict than in Czech especially

because of the clitic21 position in a sentence: Czech obeys `a law of second posi-

tion', or Wackernagel's law which does not apply in Russian language. In Czech,

21 Here we will talk about sentential clitics only.
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clitics are required to move to the position after a �rst word/phrase in a sentence.

Following are the most frequent classes of clitics subjected to the law:

• Weak pronouns, e.g. mi (for me), ti (for you), mu (for him).

• Re�exives (pronouns or particles) se, si

• Auxiliary clitics Auxiliary verb `to be' (jsem, jsi, ... jsou), conditional

auxiliary (bych, bys, ..., by)

• -li

In (Hana, 2004), it is illustrated how clitics in Czech have a �xed position not

only in the sentence, but also in relation to each other. If more clitics occur in

the same cluster,22 they will have a prede�ned �xed ordering: 1. -li 2. auxiliary

3. re�exives 4. weak pronouns. This is even more complex, because there is also

a �xed order for weak pronouns in di�erent cases. Another complication may be

the attachment of an auxiliary `to be' in second person singular (jsi contracted

to s) to a verb (P�ri�sels pozd�e � `You came late'). Or, if a verb is re�exive, to a

re�exive particle Umyl sis ruce? � `Have you washed hands?' .

All of the four items presented in the list above demonstrate some di�erence

in Czech and Russian. Russian pronouns do not have a weak form like Czech

ones. Re�exive particles are incorporated into verbs in Russian, which makes

a really huge di�erence when translating sentences where the re�exive particle

stands far from the governing verb. The particle `-li' is presented in Russian as a

distinct lexeme � `åñëè'. Many forms of auxiliary verbs are not used in Russian,

and conditional auxiliary `to be' has only one form. If more than one clitic occurs

in a Czech sentence (such called clitic cluster), then the structure of a Russian

sentence often looks very di�erent. Following is an example from the training

data for Moses:

(4.27)

(cs) Poda�rilo
succeeded

by
would

se
re�

mu
him

odej��t
leave

`He would succeed to leave'

(ru) Åìó
him

óäàëîñü
succeeded-re�

áû
would

óéòè
leave

`He would have succeeded to leave'

22 Multiple clitic clusters can also occur in a sentence, but we are interested in second position

clitics.
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As the translation of clitics is done in a di�erent way, the Czech n-gram by se

mu � `would re� him' will be associated with various n-grams in Russian in the

training data for SMT.

In the example below, we show that the translation of the clitic cluster from

the above example was not satisfactory in any of the four systems:

(4.28)

(src) to
this

by
be-conditional

se
re�

mu
him

mohlo
could

vymst��t
back�re

`This could back�re on him.'

(mos) ýòî
this

ìîãëî
could

áû
be-conditional

åìó
him

òàáëî
board

*`This could him board'

(goo) ÷òî
that

îí
he

ìîæåò
can

èìåòü
have

íåïðèÿòíûå
unplesant

ïîñëåäñòâèÿ
consequences

?`That he can have unpleasant consequences'

(pct) òî
this

÷òîáû
that

ñ
with

åìó
him

ìîãëî
could

ïîïëàòèòüñÿ
pay

*`This in order to with him could payed'

(tmt) Òî
This

åìó
him

âûìñòèò
*unknown-word

*`This to him âûìñòèò'

Google Translate was the closest to the right variant, whereas Moses, PC

Translator and TectoMT generated completely inaccurate translations.

Translation of re�exive verbs alone without other clitics is also quite challeng-

ing and often results in an error:

(4.29)

(src) kter�e
which

se
se-re�

mohou
can

stav�et
build

`which can be built'

(mos) êîòîðûå
which

ìîãóò
can

ñòðîèòü
build

*`which can build'
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(goo) êîòîðûå
which

ìîãóò
can

ïîñòðîèòü
build

*`which can build'

(pct) êîòîðîé
which

ñ
with

ìîãóò
can

ñîîðóæåíèé
building

*`which with can bildings'

(tmt) êîòîðûå
which

ñòàâåò-ñå
*unknown-word

*`which stavet-se'

As the re�exive particle se and the verb are separated by another word in this

sentence, the SMT systems translated the re�exive predicate (re�exive passive

voice) as a non-re�exive (active voice) which changed the meaning of the sentence.

RBMT systems that we consider have rules to cope with some clitics, but they do

not work sometimes even for the single standing clitics, possibly due to problems

in analysis/parsing. In Example (4.29), PC Translator confused the re�exive

pronoun se with a preposition se � `with'23. TectoMT recognized the re�exive

verb properly, but failed to �nd a translation equivalent.

As with other mistakes, it is impossible to predict where an SMT will make a

mistake with clitics and when it will cope with it. Generally, the more frequent

the re�exive verb is (or if it is used in collocations), the more it has a chance to be

translated properly. RBMT systems should have deeper and more sophisticated

rules to handle clitics. We can also suppose that clitics will be more of a challenge

when translating into Czech because of these many rules that they are subjected

to.

Other mistakes related to word order

Actually, all the mistakes that were marked as `word order' in statistical systems

can be attributed to a wrong choice of an n-gram phrase, see Example 4.30. In

most cases, they are not connected to some real discrepancy in Czech and Russian

word order. Such illogical mistakes do not occur in the RBMT just because the

basic order of elements is preserved.

(4.30)

(src) tato
this

opat�ren��
measures

�c�aste�cn�e
partially

podkopou
undermine

americk�y
american democratic system

demokratick�y syst�em

23 This mistake occurs always!
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`This measures will partially undermine the US democratic system'

(mos) ýòè
this

ìåðû
measures

÷àñòè÷íî
partially

ñøà
USA

ïîäîðâàëè
undermined

äåìîêðàòè÷åñêóþ
democratic system

ñèñòåìó

*`This measures partially USA undermined democratic system'

As for the RBMT, all the word order errors that we came across re�ected one

very speci�c construction. In Russian language a phrase `year xxxx' is used in

a reversed order, e.g. äî 2004 ãîäà � `lit. up to 2004 year', in comparison to

the corresponding constructions in Czech or English (do roku 2004 � `up to year

2004'). This mismatch entails the following errors in RBMT systems:

(4.31)

(src) do
to

roku
2004

2004
year

`up to year 2004'

(pct/tmt) äî
*to

ãîäà
year

2004
2004

`up to year 2004'

Both statistical systems translated it properly. This discrepancy, however,

can be easily introduced as a rule as in the case with contrastive constructions.

We have �xed it in TectoMT system with a block FixDateTime.pm.24 The order

of the two words � 'year' and a digit was changed, so this temporal construction

is now translated correctly. Like always, the BLEU score was only a bit higher �

it increased from 9.4% to 9.55%.

4.2.9 Constructions with the verb `to be'

The verb `to be' has many meanings (copulative, existential, auxiliary, modal

etc.) and has many translation equivalents in the languages. It is not always

easy to distinguish between those meaning of the verb, so rule-based systems often

mistranslate the constructions because the type of `to be' verb is not recognized

during the analysis. Here, we will discuss those functions of the verb `to be'

which, according to our data, impact the MT output most.

24 https://github.com/ufal/treex/blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/T2T/CS2RU/

FixDateTime.pm
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Copulative meaning - zero copula in Russian

Zero copula is such a striking characteristic of Russian language in contrast to

Czech and many other languages, that it was the very �rst thing to write a rule

for when constructing the RBMT (�Ces��lko and TectoMT). Naturally, we want

to test how MT systems handle this construction. The so-called copula drop, or

zero copula, is a phenomenon when the verb `to be' in its copulative meaning25

is omitted. This phenomenon does not exist in Czech, English, and, actually, in

most European languages.

Copulative constructions can have several realizations in Czech and Russian,

the basic one is presented in Example 4.32 (cz-1) and (ru-1), but there are more

translation variants. The form with Instrumental case (cz-2) can sound more

formal than (cz-1) in Czech, and the construction with Instrumental (ru-2) is

de�nitely formal in Russian. This discrepancy is true only for copula in Present

Tense, in the Past Tense the verb byl(a,o) � `to be' is present in both languages

and is expressed in the same way with the same cases.

(4.32)

(cz-1) Jsem
be-1SgPres

student.
student-Nom.

`I am a student'

(cz-2) Jsem
be-1SgPres

studentem
student-Ins.

`I am a student'

(ru-1) ß (-)
I-1Sg

ñòóäåíò.
student-Nom.

`I am a student'

(ru-2) ß
I

ÿâëÿþñü
be

ñòóäåíòîì.
(very o�cial) student-Ins.

`I am a student' (very o�cially)

We will now make some diachronic remarks. Old Russian language (or, earlier,

Old Church Slavonic) had a copulative construction as well as other Slavic, but it

disappeared from the language. Some researchers (like (Clancy, 2010)) claim this

phenomena to be a structural calque from Finno-Ugric, especially Hungarian or

Hungarian-like. A tight contact with such di�erent non-Indo-European languages

25 'to be' in its auxiliary function is also dropped from the sentence, but not `to be' in its

existential meaning, see the discussion further in the text.
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can be the reason that Russian has too many grammatical discrepancies with

other Slavic languages.

Next, we will show several cases where MT systems made some mistakes

while translating a sentence with the copula `to be'. Statistical systems some-

times translate copula constructions properly and sometimes not. This can be

presumably attributed to the fact that there is no uni�ed translation pattern and

di�erent variants (see examples from 4.32) can occur in various combinations in

the training data. In the following sentence, one mistake in the case (Instrumental

instead of Nominative) occurred when the verb was not present:

(4.33)

(src) toto
this

higgsovo
higgs

pole
�eld

je
is

mnohem,
more,

mnohem
more

stabiln�ej�s��
stable-Nom

`This Higgs �eld is more more stable'

(goo) ïîëå
�eld

Õèããñà
Higgs-Gen

ãîðàçäî,
much,

ãîðàçäî
much

áîëåå
more

ñòàáèëüíûì
stable-Ins

*`Higgs �eld is much more stable'

In this example, the usage of Instrumental can be connected to a word ÿâëÿòüñÿ

� `to be � formal' (Example 4.32 (ru-2)) which is not used in the translation, but

its dependent (either noun or adjective) should be in the Instrumental case. The

same mistake in case was made by the TectoMT system. This can be justi�ed

only by the Instrumental case from the source Czech and the absence of a rule

to cope with this discrepancy. PC Translator, on the contrary, used the word

ÿâëÿòüñÿ with the proper Instrumental case, but the pronoun `they' is absent

(also a calque from the pro-drop Czech):

(4.34)

(src) �ze
that

jsou
are

americk�ymi
american

ob�cany
citizens

`that they are American citizens'

(pct) ÷òî
that

ÿâëÿþòñÿ
be-o�cial

àìåðèêàíñêèìè
american-Ins

*îáöàíû
citizens-Ins

*`That are american citizens'

(tmt) ÷òî
that

îíè
they

àìåðèêàíñêèìè
american-Ins

ãðàæäàíàìè
citizens-Ins

*`That they american citizens'
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Again, if the respective n-grams are frequent, SMT systems usually translate

copula properly whereas RBMT made comparatively more mistakes.

The negation of copula is also a big challenge for the MT systems that

have to deal with two discrepancies at once. First, several ways of translating

copulative constructions interferes with di�erent surface realization of negation

in Czech and Russian leading to rather frequent (according to our data) mistakes

in all the four systems:

(4.35)

(src) od
from

roku
year

2008
2008

aids
aids

nen��
not-be

rozsudkem
sentence-Ins

smrti
death-Noun.Gen

`Since 2008, AIDS is not a sentence of death'

(mos) ñ
from

2008
2008

ñïèäà
aids-Gen

íå
not

ñìåðòíûì
death-Adj.Ins

ïðèãîâîðîì
sentence-Noun.Ins

*`Since 2008 AIDS not a death sentence'

(goo) ñ
from

2008
2008

ãîäà,
year,

ÑÏÈÄ
AIDS

ÿâëÿåòñÿ
is-o�cial

íå
not

ñìåðòíûé
death-Adj.Nom

ïðèãîâîð
sentence-Noun.Nom

*`Since 2008, AIDS is not a death sentence'

(pct) îò
from

ãîäó
*year-Loc

2008
2008

àèäñ
aids

íåò
there-is-not

ñìåðòíûé
death

ïðèãîâîð
sentence

*`Since year 2008, AIDS there is not death sentence'

(tmt) îò
from

ãîäà
*year

2008
2008

àèäñ
aids

îí
*he

íå
not

ïðèãîâîð
death

ñìåðòè
sentence

*`Since year 2008 aids he is not death sentence'

In Example 4.35 all the systems made di�erent mistakes: Moses evidently

used the Instrumental case from the source sentence with the copula which will

be otherwise correct with the verb `ÿâëÿòüñÿ'.

Google has the opposite of Moses: the verb ÿâëÿòüñÿ was used, but the

Instrumental case of the dependent that is required with the verb was not. More-

over, the ordering of the verb ÿâëÿòüñÿ and the negation particle is reversed

(negation particle should come before a verb). This example is another proof

of a fact that Google uses English as the pivot language to translate between

Czech and Russian. The mistakes where a noun phrase is in its base form, the

negation particle stands after the verb `to be' (is not) and a comma comes after

an adjunct phrase proves this fact.
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PC Translator wrongly used a negative predicate construction with íåò �

`there is not' that is generally used in existential sentences, but not copular ones

where a negation particle `íå' should be used instead.

The TectoMT output included a proper negation particle because the respec-

tive rule was applied. On the other hand, it has an extra pronoun îí � `he' that

was inserted because the parser did not recognize and identify the subject of the

sentence and the sentence was treated like a pro-drop.

So, we can see that the discrepancy in copular constructions between the two

languages presents a challenge both for SMT and RBMT because several factors

are here at play. In a�rmative sentences, depending on a translation variant for

a copula (either zero copula or `ÿâëÿòüñÿ'), di�erent case should be chosen.

As for RBMT, the existing rules are not enough to cover this phenomenon,

so new, more complex ones should be implemented. The simplest decision would

be to stick to one `basic' copula-drop style in the target Russian and to translate

every copular construction, such as the sentence 4.32 (ru-1) while always changing

the case to the Nominative. Again, a parser should recognize `to be' as a copular

verb and not mix it up with the existential `to be' which will be described further.

So, to handle this mismatch properly, we we need to recognize the copula during

the analysis phase and write a proper rule of transfer and synthesis.

After this error analysis, we included the respective rule into the TectoMT sys-

tem, to the transfer stage. In the baseline system, the copula verb was dropped,

but the case of a predicative noun stayed the same as in the source � Instru-

mental (Example 4.34(tmt)). First, we tried to �x this error according to the

sentence from Example 4.32(ru-2) � substituting the Czech copula with the verb

ÿâëÿòüñÿ without changing the case.

The BLEU score was not changed, and the translation was grammatical, but

sometimes not �tting the language style (too o�cial). So we decided to �x it

according to the pattern 4.32(ru-1) � without a verb, just changing the case from

Instrumental to Nominative. Again, the BLEU score changed only a little bit - by

0.001%.26 However, the translation of the Czech sentence 4.34(src) into Russian

is now correct (÷òî îíè àìåðèêàíñêèå ãðàæäàíå � `that they are American

citizens'). As in the example with the year �x, and probably for the majority of

such minor linguistic issues, the BLEU score is not really an appropriate measure.

As for the SMT systems, such a variety of surface realization and exceptions

on both sides can in some cases lead to the improper handling of the phenomena.

One of the possible decisions to this speci�c problem can be the introduction of

a post-editing rule on the same principle as for the RBMT.

26 See the block https://github.com/ufal/treex/blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/T2A/

RU/DropCopula.pm
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Auxiliary `to be'

A similar problem concerns the Past Tense which is formed by the means of the

auxiliary `to be' plus the past participle of the main verb in Czech, but only

for the �rst and the second person. The copula for the third person subjects is

omitted. In Russian, it is omitted for all the persons (again, it was used in Old

Russian and Old Church Slavonic).

(4.36)

(cz) V�cera
Yesterday

jsem
be-1SgAux

byl
be-PastParticipleSg

doma
home

`I was at home yesterday'

(ru) Â÷åðà
Yesterday

ÿ
I-1Sg

áûë
be-SgPastParticiple

äîìà
home

`I was at home yeaterday'

Following is an example of how the Past Tense is translated:

(4.37)

(src) v�sichni
all

jsme
be-Verb.Aux.2Pl

bojovali
�ght-Past

pro
for

t�ym
team

`We have all fought as a team'

(mos) âñå
all

ìû
we

ñðàæàëèñü
fought-Past

äëÿ
for

êîìàíäû
team

?`We all fought for a team'

(goo) ìû
we

âñå
all

áîðåìñÿ
*�ght-Verb.Pres

çà
for

êîìàíäó
team

*`We all �ght for a team'

(pct) ìû
we

âñå
all

âîåâàëè
fought

äëÿ
for

êîìàíäà
*team-noun.Nom

*`We all fought for a team'

(tmt) Âñå
all

áîðîëèñü
fought

äëÿ
for

êîìàíäû
team

?`All fought for a team'

From the example, we can see that statistical systems can handle the Past

Tense properly (Moses), but not always (Google). Rule-based systems translated

the verb in a correct tense, but either the preposition or the case of the following

noun phrase was wrong.
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'to be' � existential meaning

'To be' in its existential function (like in the sentence There are bears on Red

Square) is often present in Russian sentences as well as in Czech. (Partee and

Borschev, 2002), argue that on the surface, the border between existential and

subject-predicate (copulative) sentences in Russian language is very vague. It is

connected to the Theme-Rheme structure which, to the best of our knowledge, is

not at all on the agenda of MT systems as a very non-trivial problem, especially

for free word order languages.

Let us have a look at the translation of an existential sentence 4.38 (There

are good consultants in Moscow today). It was translated as a subject-predicate

sentence (Today in Moscow are good consultants) by TectoMT, Google and Moses

and this translation can be viewed as grammatically acceptable.

That made more trouble for PC Translator that had chosen an autosemantic

verb ÿâëÿòüñÿ � `to be' (formal) as translation of constructions for the verb `to

be'. The latter verb has a very limited usage, and it does not have an existential

component in its meaning. So using this verb in this context is completely wrong.

On the contrary, just leaving out a verb - what was done in the TectoMT � brings

more good-looking results, see Example 4.38(tmt). Statistical systems produced

the same (almost proper) translation as TectoMT.

(4.38)

(src) v
in

Moskv�e
Moscow

jsou
are

dnes
today

dob�r��
good

konzultanti
consultants

`There are good consultants in Moscow today'

(mos/goo/tmt) Â
in

ìîñêâå
Moscow

ñåãîäíÿ
today

õîðîøèå
good

êîíñóëüòàíòû
consultants

`Today in Moscow are good consultants'

(pct) çàæå÷üñÿ
*�re

ìîñêâ¹
*Moscow

ÿâëÿþòñÿ
are-formal

ñåãîäíÿ
today

äîáðà
*good

êîíñóëüòàíòû
consultants

`Fire Moscow are today good consultants'

However, to properly transfer the sense of the source sentence, the verb åñòü

� `to be' should be used (Â ìîñêâå ñåãîäíÿ åñòü õîðîøèå êîíñóëüòàíòû �

`Today in Moscow there are good consultants').

4.2.10 Pronoun usage

Another discrepancy between Czech and Russian that has an e�ect on MT quality

concerns pronoun usage. It is closely connected to the copula drop phenomena
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described above: the morphological categories of gender and person should be

obligatorily expressed in both Czech and Russian,27 but the languages chose

di�erent means to encode it. Russian is inclined to use a pronoun, like in the

example 4.32(1-ru), whereas in Czech this information is encoded in the auxiliary

verb `to be', see ex. 4.32(1-cz)28.

To illustrate this discrepancy we have calculated statistics of pronoun usage

in the parallel Czech-Russian corpus (Klyueva and Bojar, 2008). In Table 4.2.10

we show that for the same sentences the usage of personal pronouns in Russian

is far more frequent than in Czech.

pronoun Russian Czech

ja (I) 5433 143

ty (you-singular) 24 8

on/ona/ono (they) 5102 264

my (we) 2368 462

vy (you-plural) 334 18

oni/ony (they) 4131 167

Table 4.2: Pronoun usage in Czech and Russian

Due to such a disproportion in pronoun usage, statistical systems often fail

to suggest a hypothesis with a pronoun, but it depends on the frequency of the

respective n-gram and the chosen translation paths. For example, the following

sentence 4.39 was translated by Moses properly, with a pronoun, but not by

Google. TectoMT has a special rule for it, so the translation is also proper with

respect to the pronoun. PC Translator's output does not include the pronoun at

all.

(4.39)

(src) tvo�rili
constituted-Past3Pl

pouh�ych
only

11%
11

ze
%

v�sech
from

voli�c�u
all electors

`They constituted only 11% of all the electors'

27 This information is applicable to copular sentences and to the sentences with a verb in the

Past Tense.
28 In the third person, an auxiliary is not used in Czech as it is not needed there � when in

the sentence the past form of a verb (past participle) is present without the `to be', this

signi�es the third person either singular or plural.
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(mos) îíè
they-3Pl

ñîñòàâëÿëè
constituted-PastPl

âñåãî
only

11
11

%
%

èç
from

âñåõ
all

èçáèðàòåëåé
electors

`They constituted only 11% of all the electors'

(goo) ïðèõîäèëîñü
constituted

ëèøü
only

11
11

%
%

âñåõ
all

èçáèðàòåëåé
electors

*`They constituted only 11 % of electors'

(pct) ñîçäàíèå
creation

îäèí
one

11
11

%
%

èç
of

âñåõ
all

âîëèöó
*unknown

*`Creation one 11 % of all *unknown'

(tmt) Îíè
They

ñîñòàâèëè
constituted

òîëüêî
only

11
11%

%
of

èç
all

âñåõ
electors.

èçáèðàòåëåé

`They constituted only 11% of all the electors'

It is evident that in this case, the best system to deal with this phenomena will

be TectoMT which has a rule for it. However, this rule produces `false positives'

and inserts pronouns when they are not necessary. This happens especially when

the sentence is not parsed correctly or the subject is not recognized at all. In the

following example, obviously due to the parsing error, the subject was confused

with the object, and the subject pronoun was wrongly inserted into the sentence.29

This error can also belong to the word order/valency or parsing issues.

(4.40)

(src) v
on

ned�eli
Sunday

r�ano
morning

za�c��n�a
starts

pracovn��
working

t�yden
week

`On Sunday morning a new working week starts'

(tmt) â
on

íåäåëþ
Sunday

óòðîì
morning

îí

he
íà÷èíàåò
starts

ðàáî÷èé
new

íåäåëÿ
week

*`On Sunday morning he starts a new week'

Having analyzed the output of the statistical systems with regard to the pro-

noun usage, we have not found any regularity where the pronoun is or is not

present � so that is more or less the matter of a chance and frequency, see Exam-

ple 4.39 (goo) vs. (mos). So we do not really have a suggestion how to address

pronoun drops for this type of systems. As for the RBMT, more sophisticated

rules should be written in order to avoid inserting pronouns in the sentences

where they are not needed.

29 The most frequent extra words in TectoMT output are pronouns.
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4.2.11 Constructions with the verb `to have'

The verb `to have' is also an ambiguous verb as well as `to be' and it challenges

the MT systems to the same degree. In some languages, the verb `to have' can

be substituted with the verb `to be' when expressing possession. (`somebody has

something' vs. `to somebody is something'). Languages thus can be classi�ed

into `to be' languages and `to have' languages. Russian belongs to the `to be'

group of languages and stands out of the Slavic and Indo-European `to have'

languages.

Generally, the Czech possessive construction m��t � `to have' is translated into

Russian as Ó êîãî-ë. åñòü � `Smb. has' (see Example 4.41). The other variant �

èìåòü � `to have' � is also acceptable in collocations or light verb constructions

èìåòü ïðàâî � `have the right', sometimes it is also used in very formal written

language (e.g. Îí èìååò âûñøåå îáðàçîâàíèå � `He has a University degree').

(4.41)

(cz) M�am
Have.1Sg

doklady.
documents

`I have documents'

(ru-1) Ó
For-Prep

ìåíÿ
me-GenSg

åñòü
is

äîêóìåíòû.
documents

`I have documents'

(ru-2) ?ß
I

èìåþ
have

äîêóìåíòû.
documents

`I have documents'

Let us have a look on how statistical systems handle this phenomena (Example

4.42). Again, as with the verb `to be', the variety of translation equivalents leads

to more hypotheses from which the decoder has to choose. SMT systems often

tend to translate Czech possessive constructions with `m��t' as `èìeòü' which is

sometimes acceptable in formal contexts. This can be attributed to the fact that

the majority of training data come from the news domain, and news articles are

written in a formal language. As our test data are also from the same domain,

in the majority of cases this translation is (almost) acceptable.

As for the RBMT systems (Example 4.42), TectoMT does not have a rule

to transfer the verb `m��t' into `ó ìåíÿ åñòü', so the translation of a possessive

phrase mostly corresponds to the output of SMT and is relatively acceptable. PC

Translator, on the contrary, has some rule for handling `to have' constructions,

but in many cases it confuses the possessive (have smth./smb.) with a modal
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(have to do smth.) functions of the verb `to have', translating the possessive verb

in its modal meaning:

(4.42)

(src) kte�r��
who

maj��
have-Pl

leg�aln��
legal

postaven��.
status

`who have legal status'

(mos|goo|tmt) êîòîðûå
who

èìåþò
have

çàêîííûé
legal

ñòàòóñ.
status

`who have legal status'

(pct) êîòîðàÿ
who

äîëæíû
must-Pl

çàêîííûé
legal

äîëæíîñòü.
position

*`Who must legal position'

However, there are more variants that were used by the systems to translate

the possessive construction. As the respective n-gram is frequent, the Czech

`m��t' was translated by the appropriate `to be' variant (Example 4.43) by Moses,

though Google made a minor mistake leaving out the subject-possessor, so the

sentence became impersonal:

(4.43)

(src) m�ate
have-2Pl

majetek
property

za
for

60
60

mili�on�u
millions

`You have a property for 60 millions'

(mos) ó
for

âàñ
you

åñòü
is

èìóùåñòâî
property

çà
for

60
60

ìèëëèîíîâ
millions

`You have a property for 60 millions'

(goo) åñòü
is

àêòèâû
property

íà
for

ñóììó
sum

60
60

ìèëëèîíîâ
millions

`There are assets for a sum'

PC Translator, evidently, also has a rule to transfer m��t into ó êîãî-ë. åñòü,

but in most cases it is not applied properly, see Example 4.44. The transformation

(m��t -> `ó íåãî åñòü' ), though it was in the right place, is presumably very

shallow and does not handle the subject-possessor properly. In couple with the

marked word order (VOS), unrecognized words and negative polarity, this made

the phrase constituents change their semantic roles, so the cases were confused

and the verb has a spare actant `íåãî'.
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(4.44)

(src) nem�a
not-have-Pl

pr�ukaz
card

toto�znosti
identity-gen

p�et
5

milion�u
mln

nov�ych
new-gen

voli�c�u
electors-gen

`5 mln of electors does not have an ID card'

(pct) ó
for

íåãî
him

íåò
not

ïðóêàç
*card

òîæäåñòâåííîñòü
*id

5
5

ìëí
mln

âîëèöó
*electors

*`He does not have card id 5 mln electors'

So, we can see that statistical systems are unpredictable, they can handle the

construction properly, but may not; those mistakes are not easy to identify and to

�x automatically. As for RBMT, the rules should be written more carefully taking

into account many other factors � like the auxiliary, modal usage or polarity and

some other word order aspects.

4.2.12 Some other syntactic constructions

In the few points above, we have demonstrated the most frequent, obvious or

regular mistakes that are justi�ed by some syntactic discrepancies between the

source and the target languages. However, many mistakes that we have marked

as syntactic cannot be related to any category as they are very unique to a

speci�c language and are generally related to some lexical issue. Let us show a

few constructions that are often translated wrongly.

The Czech construction from the Example 4.45 is speci�c for Czech but not

for Russian (or English), which makes a word-for-word translation syntactically

incorrect. The Czech connector s t��m, �ze has several functions in the sentence,

and, thus, several translations, which presents a challenge for both SMT and

RBMT.

(4.45)

(src) bouchli
slammed-Pl

dve�rmi
doors

s
with

t��m,
that,

�ze
that

nemaj��
have-not

mo�znost
possibility

prosadit
enforce

sv�e
their

n�azory
views

`They slammed the door as they did not have an opportunity to establish
their views'

(mos) õëîïíóëà
slam-Sg.Fem

äâåðüþ
doors

ñ
with

òåì
that,

,
that

÷òî
for

ó
them

íèõ
not

íåò
possibility

âîçìîæíîñòè
maintain

îòñòàèâàòü
their

ñâîè
views

âçãëÿäû
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*`(She) slammed the door with that, that they do not have a possibility to
maintain their views'

(goo) õëîïíóë
slammed-Sg.Msc

äâåðüþ
doors

ñ
with

íèì,
him,

îíè
they

íå
not

â
able

ñîñòîÿíèè
defend

çàùèùàòü
their

ñâîè
views

âçãëÿäû

*`(He) slammed the door with him, they were not able to defend their
views'

(pct) áàðàáàíèòü
beat

äâ¹ðìè
doors

ñ
with

òåì,
that,

÷òî
that

íå
not

èìåþò
have

âîçìîæíîñòè
possibility

ïðîäâèíóòüñÿ
move-ahead

ñâîé
his

âçãëÿä
view

*`To beat the doors with that do not have possibility to move ahead his
view'

(tmt) îíè
they

áóõíóòü
swelled

äâåðüìè
doors

ñ
with

òåì,
that,

÷òî
that

îíè
they

íå
not

èìåþò
have

âîçìîæíîñòü
possibility

ïðîñàäèò
*unrecognized

åãî
his

ìíåíèÿ
views

*`They swelled doors with that they do not have a possibility to *unk his
views `

The construction u ... tomu bylo stejn�e � `for ... this was the same', also

caused errors in the output of all the four systems. This construction does not

have a direct translation equivalent, it generally corresponds to a phrase such as

òî æå ñàìîå ïðîèñõîäèëî ñ � `the same happened to'.

(4.46)

(src) u
for

hisp�anc�u
hispanic

tomu
that-Dat

bylo
was

stejn�e
same

`It was the same for the latin people'

(mos) ó
for

ëàòèíîàìåðèêàíöåâ
latin-american

íå
not

áûëî
was

*`Latin Americans did not have'

(goo) äëÿ
for

âûõîäöåâ
immigrants

èç
from

Ëàòèíñêîé
Latin

Àìåðèêè
America

ýòî
it

áûëî
was

òî
that

æå
very

ñàìîå.
same.

?`For Latin Americans it was the same'
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(pct) ó
for

hèñïàíöó
unknown-word

òîìó
that-Dat

áûëî
was

îäèíàêîâàÿ
same

`for *unk that was the same'

(tmt) Ó
for

ãèñïàíöó
unknown

òîé
that

îíî
it

áûëî
was

òàêæå
same

*`For hispanic that it was same'

Transgressives

Transgressive is a non-�nite form of a verb that expresses an action done simul-

taneously with/or right after the action of the main verb. We have encountered

several mistakes concerning transgressives in SMT systems, e.g. when a trans-

gressive was used instead of an appropriate part of speech:

(4.47)

(src) z�akony
laws

vy�zaduj��c��
demanding-participle

p�redlo�zen��
presentation-noun

`Laws demanding demonstration'

(mos) çàêîíû,
laws,

òðåáóþùèå
demanding-participle

*ïðîäåìîíñòðèðîâàâ
*presenting-transgressive.Past

*`Laws demanding demonstrating'

Possible explanation can be the fact that sentences with transgressives show

di�erences in Czech and Russian which is then re�ected in the training data and,

consequently, in the phrase tables.

In Czech, transgressives are considered to be archaic, whereas in some other

Balto-Slavic languages, like Russian, Polish or Lithuanian, they are used rather

frequently especially in the o�cial style and in news.

Formation of transgressives in Czech is more morphologically complex, as the

form agrees with the actor of a main clause in number and in gender. Polish and

Russian gerunds are not that complex, they have only one form for all numbers

and genders, so there are three forms for a Czech transgressive and only one in

Russian for either past or present tense. The system of Czech transgressives is

more complicated than that in Russian also due to the fact that there are two

paradigms of transgressive declension (a/ouc/ouce vs. e/-��c/-��ce).30

As we have shown in (Klyueva, 2013), transgressives are used 40 times more

in Russian than in Czech. The most frequent equivalent constructions to Russian

30 This complexity might be the reason why they are disappearing from the language � native

speakers just stopped using them.
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gerunds in Czech are dependent clauses (Example 4.48) or coordination clauses

(Example 4.49):

(4.48)

(cz) u�cinil
(he) made

nejsm�elej�s��
boldest

krok
step

,
,
kdy�z
when

odvolal
(he) removed-Verb-Past-3Sg

`took his boldest step , when he removed ...'

(ru) ñäåëàë
made

ñìåëûé
bold

øàã
step

,
,
îòñòðàíèâ
removing-Gerund-Past

`took his boldest step , removing'

(4.49)

(cz) Mozart
Mozart

se
re�

vzd�alil
gone

a
and

ponechal
left-verb-�n

Nicholase
Nicholas

o
about

samot�e.
loneliness

`Mozart went away and left Nicholas alone'

(ru) Ìîöàðò
Mozart

óäàëèëñÿ,
gone,

îñòàâèâ
leaving-transgressive

Íèêîëàñà
Nicholas

íàåäèíå.
alone.

`Mozart went away, leaving Nicholas alone'

The fact that gerunds are translated in various ways results in some un-

certainty in the phrase table which, in turn, can sometimes lead to a wrong

translation hypothesis.

We have not noticed the gerund mistranslations in the output of the RBMT

just because the source language � Czech � almost never uses them apart from

the lexicalized transgressives (ex. tak�r��kaj��c � `so speaking').

We can expect that for the opposite direction � from Russian into Czech �

the translation of transgressives will be a more challenging task.

Above, we have shown only a few of many syntactic constructions that are dif-

ferent in the languages and, consequently, may become a source of mistakes.

We believe that it is virtually impossible to name all the discrepancies and in-

troduce the rules to cover them all (when speaking about rule-based MT). SMT

systems will cope with syntactic discrepancies unpredictably: the syntactic struc-

ture might be correct, but in a slightly di�erent context it can be totally wrong.
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In the following subsections we will describe errors related to lexical semantics:

disambiguation, wrong lexical choice, choice of a completely bad word sense and

multiword expressions (idioms, light verbs, phraseological units).

4.2.13 Disambiguation

When a word in a sentence is used in a wrong sense, we treat it as a disam-

biguation error. Languages, even related, demonstrate discrepancies in the lex-

ical structure of words. We can consider several types of polysemic di�erences

between the two languages:

• The �rst one is when the source (Czech) lexeme is polysemous and the target

(Russian) lexical equivalent does not cover some sense that the Czech one

has and those senses are expressed by di�erent lexemes (see Example 4.50,

word st�at).

• There are more sense components in the target (Russian) lexeme than in

the source Czech. E.g., the word diplomat can indicate only a human of a

speci�c occupation or quality in Czech, whereas the corresponding Russian

word äèïëîìàò has one more non-human sense � aktovka � `briefcase'. The

ambiguity on the target side will, most probably, not cause such problems

for the MT as the ambiguity of the source.

• Finally, some words may not even have translation equivalents in the other

language. E.g. the Czech word sourozenci � `siblings' � cannot be translated

into Russian by a single word (áðàòüÿ è ñåñòðû � `brothers and sisters'

should be used instead).

The researchers often point out (and it is quite logical) that SMT systems win

over RBMT when coping with ambiguous words, and the statistics from Table

4.1 proves this fact. The choice of a proper sense depends on the context of

the word, and as statistical systems are based on phrases, the context is often

`taken into account'. For the RBMT systems, a special disambiguation and lexical

selection modules have to be created, which requires additional lexicographical

resources and parallel data. Also, it can be introduced in the form of statistical

post-editing, as, ex. presented in (Galu�s�c�akov�a et al., 2013).

In paper (Oliveira et al., 2005) the authors used an approach quite close to the

one of the Ruslan system, but modern techniques (such as statistical modeling

on parallel data) were exploited. The main idea consists in classifying ambiguous

words into sense categories like `human', `place', `emotion' and then choosing the

proper sense according to the context window.
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The RBMT systems that we research both lack disambiguation or lexical

selection modules. The TectoMT transfer was designed to select the most frequent

variant from a dictionary. Obviously, this often fails because Czech and Russian

are distant enough and have a lot of di�erences in semantic structure. The same

may be true for PC Translator, though we cannot be sure about the architecture

of this commercial system. On the basis of the analyzed data we have only

concluded that PC Translator made far too many mistakes in the lexical semantic

issues in comparison with the other systems, even with TectoMT.

Let us show an example where all the systems chose a wrong variant system-

atically. The word st�at � `state' is ambiguous in Czech as well as in English: in

addition to other meanings, it can refer to a state as a country and a state as a

province (esp. in texts about USA). In Russian, two distinct words are used for

these two notions: ñòðàíà � `a country' and øòàò � `a state' (e.g., in America).

The source Czech word has the meaning of a state as a part of the USA, but all

the systems chose the most frequent variant (country):

(4.50)

(src) v
in

dal�s��ch
other

p�eti
�ve

st�atech
states

`In the other �ve states'

(mos) åùå
more

â
in

ïÿòè
�ve

disam::ñòðàíàõ
countries

*`in �ve more countries'

(goo) â
in

ïÿòè
�ve

äðóãèõ
other

disam::ãîñóäàðñòâ
countries

*`in �ve other countries'

(pct) çàæå÷üñÿ
�re

åùå
more

ïåòèöèÿ
petition

disam::ñòðàíàõ
countries

*`�re more petition countries `

(tmt) â
in

äðóãèõ
other

ïÿòü
�ve

disam::ãîñóäàðñòâàõ
countries

*`in other �ve countries'

We have examined several sentences where this word occurred and sometimes

either Google or Moses translated it properly in speci�c contexts. Also, Google

(but not Moses) quite often translates this word in a sense condition because it

translates from Czech into Russian via English language. In Czech, the word
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st�at � `state' � has the two meanings as in the above example (province and

country), but `state' as `condition' is evidently a middle-step error of Czech-to-

English translation:

(4.51)

(src) nevy�zadoval
demand-not-Past1Sg

�z�adn�y
no

st�at
state

`No state demanded...'

(goo) íå
not

òðåáóåò
demand

ñîñòîÿíèå
condition

*`the condition does not demand'

In some cases, a homonymy of morphological forms of di�erent lemmas can

occur, see Example 4.52. A Czech word let can be translated either as a ðåéñ

� `�ight', or it can also be the suppletive genitive form of the word years in the

context 10 years :

(4.52)

(src) 10
10

let
years

pot�e
after

`10 years after'

(pct) 10
10

ðåéñ
�ight

çàòåì
afterwards

*`ten �ight after'

This error evidently comes from the morphological analysis, during which the

word let was not recognized properly � as the Genitive plural form of the lemma

rok � `years'. In TectoMT, the construction with age receives a special treatment,

so it was translated correctly. Statistical systems also cope with this phenomena

because the corresponding n-gram is seen quite often in the phrase table.

All in all, we can say that SMTs are generally better when guessing the word

sense, be it for related or non-related (for Czech and English, see Table 5 in

(Bojar, 2011)) languages. The only signi�cant di�erence in the table of Czech-

Russian errors in comparison with that for Czech-English is that PC Translator

scored signi�cantly worse with respect to all lexical-semantic issues than other

systems. Just for comparison, for the Czech-English pair, PC Translator had less

errors in disambiguation than TectoMT. Again, we can attribute this to the fact
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that PC Translator was developed mainly for Czech-English for many years,31 so

it copes better with word sense issues for this language pair.

4.2.14 Lexical choice

There is quite a fuzzy border between disambiguation and lexical choice errors,

and we can say that it is another side of one coin. Both notions indicate that

a wrong word was used. Errors tagged as disam:: specify completely di�erent

sense of a word. Words marked with lex:: bear mostly a proper sense, but some

very close synonymous word is chosen instead.

Wrong lexical choice is a problem that is really hard to detect automatically

because the di�erence between the two nearly synonymous words often lies in

nuances, style, connotation, polarity or usage in concrete contexts. Di�erent lan-

guages cluster close synonyms usually in a very di�erent, unique way which makes

the translation challenging, not only for the machines, but for human translators

as well. Very often in machine translation near-synonymous words are used and,

in contrast to other errors that make sentence unreadable/ungrammatical, they

do not a�ect the whole perception/sense.

Following are the examples of the instances marked as lexical errors:32

(4.53)

(src) voli�ci
voters

p�redkl�adali
demonstrated

pr�ukazy
id's

`The voters showed their ID cards'

(mos) èçáèðàòåëè
voters

âûäâèãàëè
proposed

óäîñòîâåðåíèÿ
id's

`Voters put forward their ID cards'

The statistical system �nds the most probable n-gram, and the phrase èçáèðàòåëè

âûäâèãàëè � `voters proposed' (as a candidate), evidently, occurred many times

in the training data, more than voters demonstrated.33

Following is an example of an error made by the RBMT system. In Czech,

a word osoba may refer to `personality' or it can be more of a general sense �

31 The Czech-Russian pair is not at all a popular direction, which re�ects the translation

quality.
32 The glossing into English will be extremely di�cult as it concerns the slightest shades of

meaning that can be completely di�erent in Czech, Russian and English, but we tried to

�nd the closest synonyms.
33 This may seem as a disambiguation error from the point of view of English, but for Russian

the two senses are closer synonyms.
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`people', and the latter sense was used in the sentence 4.54 (src). In Russian,

however, a special notion for a sense personality � `ëè÷íîñòü' is used and in

the Czech-Russian dictionary of PC Translator this very variant was the most

frequent one, which led to a mistake.

(4.54)

(src) 21
21

milion�u
million

osob
people-gen

`21 million people'

(pct) 21
21

ìëí.
mln.

*ëè÷íîñòåé
personalities

`21 mln. personalities'

Generally, statistical systems scored better with respect to the lexical choice

(as well as disambiguation) because the context is taken into consideration. On

the contrary, RBMT systems are not very accurate in the lexical choice; more

sophisticated techniques (like adding statistical post-editing, or preprocessing of

the source) should be used which makes RBMT more of a hybrid system.

The last note is that the border between `disambiguation', `lexical choice' and

`no mistake' is very vague and even subjective. Some annotators will consider

a word to be disambiguated wrongly, another can �nd some di�erence and put

a label lex::, others may not even tag a word as an error. In (Bojar, 2011) the

agreement rate between two annotators on these two error types was around 10%

when treated separately, and when disam:: and lex:: errors were united into

one class, it was still around 30%.

4.2.15 Totally bad word sense

We attached a tag tbws:: (totally bad word sense) when a word in an output has

a sense that has nothing to do with a source. This problem can not be motivated

linguistically by some discrepancy between the languages, but we will try to

explain why such cases might possibly occur. Let us have a look at statistical

systems �rst. As for Google, we can justify those errors again by the fact of

pivoting through English: all three languages are ambiguous in their own way

which can lead to a `chain' of disambiguation errors:34

34 According to our disclaimer about Google Translate, we used the text translated in May,

2014. Now, this mistake does not occur anymore and this phrase is translated correctly.

We can only speculate about the reasons, but this will be a mere guess-work, because we

do not know anything about the development process of Google Translate.
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(4.55)

(src) absolvovat
complete-verb.inf

vy�set�ren��
examination

nebo
or

ne
not

`to undergo (medical) examination or not'

(goo) ïîëíîå
complete-adj

îáñëåäîâàíèå
examination

èëè
or

íåò
not

*`full examination or not'

In the above example, the polysemous word absolvovat � `undergo' was wrongly

disambiguated in the context and, evidently, was translated into English as com-

plete rather than undergo. While translating from English into Russian, the part

of speech was confused and a wrong sense was chosen again, which resulted in a

word with a totally di�erent sense.

Using a completely improper word in RBMT systems is evidently a result

of a wrong dictionary entry. We have encountered many words with di�erent

sense in the PC Translator. This may be due not only to the dictionary, but

also to some `core' error in the PC Translator. One of the most frequent words

� a preposition v � `in' is very often translated for some unknown reason as a

verb çàæèãàòüñÿ � `light', which makes the whole sentence look very clumsy,

see Example 4.56. Some other words � mainly named entities were translated by

very strange equivalents (like Indiana as `Hindi-Diana') as well.

(4.56)

(src) mezery
gaps

v
in

modelu
model

`gaps in the model'

(pct) ïðîáåëû
gaps

çàæå÷üñÿ
light-inf

ìîäåëè
model

*`Gaps to light a model'

4.2.16 Multi-word units

In this thesis, we will understand a multiword expression (MWE) as a sequence of

words with non-compositional meaning - where the meaning of a phrase cannot

be derived from the meaning of its parts. Handling MWEs is a challenging

problem in various areas of NLP, in (Sag et al., 2002) MWEs were called `A

Pain in the Neck for NLP'. Many papers exist on how multiword expressions are

identi�ed in the text, aligned with their equivalents in the other language, and
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how they are processed and incorporated into MT systems, e.g. (Anastasiou,

2010), (Bouamor et al., 2012). MWEs have been annotated within the Prague

Dependency Treebank (Bej�cek and Stra�n�ak, 2010).

MWEs di�er from language to language and are highly idiosyncratic. Even

for the related Czech and Russian we can not be sure if the structure of MWE

is similar. Both approaches � rule-based and statistical � experience di�culties

when processing those units. Because meaning of multiword expressions is not

compositional, the RBMT-based systems without appropriate information will

translate the units word for word, which can lead to mistakes. SMT systems

generally cope with multiword expressions better, as they consider the n-grams,

but it is not always the case that the n-gram will be translated correctly.

We will distinguish several types of the multiword expressions based on their

part of speech and function in a sentence.

• Noun multiword expressions

• Auxiliary multiword expressions

• Light verbs

• Idioms

Next, we will show several examples of how the MT systems handle multiword

expressions.

Noun multiword expressions

Multi-word expressions in our test set are mainly named entities or belong to

domain-speci�c terminology. They generally contain a noun and some other part

of speech.

Following is an example where both SMT and RBMT systems made an error

while translating the MWE n�avrh z�akona � `bill' word by word:

(4.57)

(src) 180
180

n�avrh�u
suggestions

z�akona
law-Gen

`180 bills'

(mos) 180
180

ðàáîò
work

çàêîíà
law-Gen

*`180 works of law'
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(goo) 180
180

ïðåäëîæåíèé
suggestions

ïî
for

çàêîíîâ
laws

*`180 suggestions for laws'

(tmt) 180
180

ïðåäëîæåíèÿ
suggestions

çàêîíîâ
law

*`180 Suggestion of laws'

In this example, the two-word expression n�avrh z�akona should be translated

into Russian as a compound word � çàêîíîïðîåêò � `lawproject', and all three

systems made an error in this case. Russian has a tendency (but not to such an

extent as German) to form multiword compounds more often than Czech, so the

cases where two or more Czech words correspond to one word in Russian are not

so infrequent, e.g. òåðàêò � `act of terrorism' vs. teroristick�y �utok � `terrorist

attack'.

Auxiliary multiword expressions

Auxiliary MWEs are mainly multiword prepositions (e.g., â òå÷åíèå � `during')

and they are generally re�ected in a dictionary of RBMTs; SMTs also do not

have a problem with handling them properly because their co-occurrence in data

is quite frequent and parts of an expression are not separated by other words.

However, sometimes a MWE is not present in the dictionary, which can result in

an error, see Example 4.2. A complex Czech preposition v p�redstihu � `in advance'

should have been translated as a one-word preposition çàðàíåå � `in advance'

in Russian. However, the problem here is more sophisticated as this complex

preposition forms a part of a multiword expression itself - volby v p�redstihu �

`elections in advance' and it should be translated as äîñðî÷íûå âûáîðû � `advance

elections' into Russian.

Light verbs

Light verb constructions (LVC) are generally formed by a verb and a noun where

the verb looses its initial meaning and the whole construction takes the seman-

tics of the noun.35 Following are several examples of Czech LVC in contrast to

Russian. They can be equal for both (using the same verb):

(4.58) cz:hr�at �ulohu vs. ru:èãðàòü ðîëü � `to play role'

cz:l�amat hlavu vs. ru:ëîìàòü ãîëîâó � `lit. to break head'

35 Researchers do not have a single standard de�nition of light verbs, sometimes it is quite

hard to distinguish LVCs from idioms.
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Or the languages can use di�erent light verb:

(4.59) br�at z�retel � `lit. take consideration' vs. ïðèíèìàòü âî âíèìàíèå � `lit.

accept into attention' - In English take into consideration

The examples above illustrate that some multiword verbs have identical com-

ponent words in the two languages, and some do not. Generally, multiword

expressions are translated properly in SMT when an LVC presents a bigram,

but when the verb is separated from the noun, this LVC is generally mistrans-

lated, see Example 4.60. The LVC from this example has the same structure in

Czech and Russian, so the error cannot be explained by discrepancies between

the languages.

(4.60)

(src) nem�eli
had-not.Past.Neg

pr�ukopn��ci
pioneers

laseru
laser-gen

v
in

bellov�ych
Bell

laborato�r��ch
Labs

ani
any

tu�sen��

idea
o
about

revoluci
revolution

`Laser pioneers in Bell Labs did not have any idea about revolution'

(mos) íå
not

ïèîíåðû
pioners

òåõíèêå
machines

çà
radiation-Dat

ðàäèàöèþ
idea-gen

ïîíÿòèÿ

about

î
revolution

ðåâîëþöèè

*`Not pioners for techiques for radiation idea about revolution `

(goo) íå
not

áûëî

was
ïèîíåðîâ
pioneers

ëàçåð
laser

íà
for

Bell
Bell

Labs
Labs

íè
any

ìàëåéøåãî
idea

ïðåäñòàâëåíèÿ

*`There was no pioneer laser on Bell Labs any idea'

(pct) ïðóêîïíèöè
unk-word

ëàçåð
laser

çàæå÷üñÿ
set-light

á¹ëëîâýöh
unk-word

ëàáîðàòîðíûé
laboratory

äàæå
even

ïðåä÷óâñòâèå

presentiment

*`unk laser to set �re unk laboratory even presentiment'

(tmt) íå
not

èìåëè

have
ïèîíåðû
pioneers

ëàçåðà
laser-gen

â
in

áåëëîâûõ
bell

ëàáîðàòîðèÿõ
laboratories

íè
not

ïðåä÷óâñòâèå

presentiment

*`Pioners of laser did not have no presentiment in Bell Labs'
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In this example Google and Moses used some fragments from the correct

construction (íå èìåëè ïîíÿòèÿ/ïðåäñòàâëåíèÿ � `not have any idea'), but

none of the systems used the proper light verb. On the contrary, TectoMT

generated an almost correct structure using a good verb, but the predicate noun

was not quite correct (though understandable).

Idioms

Idioms are MWEs that can include words of any part of speech and they generally

bear a meaning that has very little to do with any component of the MWE.

Idiomatic constructions often present a challenge to MT systems. RBMTs tend

to translate them word-for-word unless the idiom is present in the lexicon. As

our data belong to the news domain, we have not found any idioms in the test

set.

Czech and Russian are related languages, and the idiom expression might be

equal in both languages, but that is not always the case.

Just for the sake of the experiment, we translated one idiom that has a dif-

ferent structure in Czech and Russian within Google Translate. The results were

quite interesting. The translation from Czech into Russian copied the English

variant of the Czech idiom (He makes something out of nothing.). As for the

translation from Russian into Czech, it copied the structure of an English idiom

He makes mountains from molehills. This can be another proof that in some

cases Google Translate uses English as a pivot language.

(4.61)

(cs) D�el�a
Makes-he

z
from

kom�ara
mosquito

velblouda.
camel

`He makes mountains out of molehills.'

(ru) Îí
He

äåëàåò
makes

èç
from

ìóõè
�y

ñëîíà.
elephant

`He makes mountains out of molehills.'

(goo:cs-ru) Îí
He

äåëàåò
makes

íå÷òî
something

èç
from

íè÷åãî.
nothing

?`He makes something from nothing'

(goo:ru-cs) To
It

d�el�a
makes

hory
mountains

z
from

molehills.
molehills-English

*`He makes mountains out of molehills'
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4.3 DISCUSSION

All in all we can conclude that multiword expressions present a problem mostly

for RBMT systems that need to have a bilingual lexicon of MWEs. Statistical

systems cope with them as soon as a multiword unit �ts into a respective n-gram

which is relatively frequent in the training data, see the experiment in Section

3.2.4.

4.3 Discussion

In this chapter, we have described the most typical errors that the four MT

systems make, classifying them from the linguistic point of view. The error

taxonomy and annotation schema are among the most used ones for the task

of manual error analysis, but we have made a more �ne-grained classi�cation of

errors.

For each linguistic problem, we have provided a detailed analysis and expla-

nation of why an error occurred and in some cases outlined possible directions

of how an error might be �xed (especially for the rule-based Systems). However,

we did not make an attempt to �x all those errors as this is a task for a team

of specialists for several years and, still, it is virtually impossible to �x all of

them. For example, the company LangSoft has been developing PC Translator

Czech<->English pair for years, and there are still many errors in it, moreover,

it did not even receive the best BLEU score among other systems in the WMT

competition. As for the SMT, a lot of research is carried out in this area in order

to improve the BLEU score, or the system performance for some phenomena.

The quality of translation also highly depends on the source: if the source

sentence is complex or contains certain linguistic constructions, the chance that

it would be translated properly is rather low. The error analysis has revealed

several types of constructions that tend to be mistranslated, and they correspond

to what other researchers have written about rule-based and statistical MT.

Following are some observations that we found to be interesting for each type

of MT:

SMT : Discrepancies between the languages do not have much impact on the

MT as soon as the elements that constitute the speci�c phenomenon do not

stand far from one another. If dependent words stay far from each other in

the source sentence, the respective n-gram will most probably not be found

in the training data and thus the translation can easily be incorrect.

RBMT : Discrepancies between the languages have a much higher impact on the

RBMT systems than on SMT. The performance of an RBMT system de-

pends on the rules that are written to capture di�erences between languages.
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Each rule, in turn, has to be properly implemented into the process of text

analysis and synthesis to generate the expected output. Sometimes the rules

are not sophisticated enough or are not applied correctly. Another reason

for a mistranslation is often an error in the analysis (parsing) or synthesis

modules. We have �xed several errors by including new blocks into Tec-

toMT. Though this system handles the speci�c phenomena correctly after

the �xes, those changes are not re�ected in the BLEU scores.

To sum up, what helps RBMT are years of hard manual work on lexicons,

rules and the language processing modules. What helps SMT is mainly data (like

adding larger translation and language models, domain adaptation etc.).
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Valency in Czech and Russian

In this chapter, we discuss theoretical aspects of valency and focus on the com-

parative analysis of Czech and Russian surface valency using various linguistic

resources. As we mentioned in the previous chapter, we will use the term `va-

lency' in the sense of `surface valency' and take into consideration only surface

realizations of valency frames.

The results of manual evaluation of MT output revealed that valency errors

occurred in the output in all the systems. The amount of this type of errors

(see Table 4.1) is not so big in comparison, for example, with untranslated words

or lexical choice, but we found those errors to be interesting from the linguistic

point of view as they concern several language layers: morphological, syntactic

and semantic. Verb and its complements form a core of a sentence, so the mistakes

in the surface form of the complements can lower the quality of a sentence.

Our initial assumptions that errors in valency would occur only when there is

some discrepancy in Czech and Russian valency structures turned out to be false.

Many words were marked as a valency error even though the Czech and Russian

verbs had the same frame with the same morphological cases, see examples in

Section 4.2.7. Those errors are not always directly connected to the discrepancy in

valency. The source of those errors are di�erent for the rule-based and statistical

MT systems:

• In case of the rule-based systems, errors generally occur when there is some

discrepancy in valency � most often in prepositions and cases � unless this

discrepancy is present in the system in a form of a rule or a dictionary entry.

On the other hand, due to the low performance of analysis or synthesis

modules of the system, the wrong case/preposition can be used even when

the valency patterns for Czech and Russian are identical.

• Phrase-based systems are hard to evaluate in linguistic terms. Generally,

a system will generate correct valency connections as soon as a hypothesis

contains a proper n-gram no matter whether a valency frame is di�erent or
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equal in the source and the target languages. When a verb and its depen-

dent noun are separated by one or more words, it is more likely that the

noun will have an improper case, again independently of valency discrep-

ancies/equality.

Though these errors seem to be less serious for a simple sense gisting than e.g.

disambiguation errors or unrecognized words, they may complicate the analysis

of a sentence structure and can sometimes change the meaning of a phrase. This

is especially true of Slavic languages where words can take almost any position

in the sentence, but if used in an incorrect form, they can make the whole text

hard to understand.

Our main objective here is to identify the main points of di�erence between the

Czech and Russian valency, aiming at building a Czech-Russian valency lexicon

and integrating the data into the MT system. The only resource containing the

data with valency information for the two languages was Ruslan lexicon (Section

2.3.1). This resource is quite outdated and not very reliable, so we decided

to make an experiment on automatic extraction of Czech and Russian surface

valency frames from parallel data. Then, we explored the nature of the verbs

that have di�erent valency structures in Czech and Russian. The idea was that if

some verb in a semantic class has a di�erent surface valency in the two languages,

semantically related verbs are likely to have this discrepancy as well.

Our experiments share similar ideas with a number of other research projects

on valency within machine translation. In the following, we will name those that

work with either Czech or Russian. In (Bojar and �Sindlerov�a, 2010), the authors

collect valency translation equivalents for Czech and English verbs exploiting a

parallel treebank. (Rosa, 2013) built a simple probabilistic valency model for

Czech and English and used this information to correct valency errors in the ma-

chine translation output. As for the theoretical research, (Hladn�a, 2012) presents

a comparative study of Czech and Russian valency based on a small sample of

text.

This chapter is structured as follows. First, we de�ne what we understand

under the term `valency', show the existing valency resources (Section 5.1). Then

we describe the extraction of the surface valency frames from Ruslan dictionary,

examine di�erences in valency and implement the extracted list of verbs + frames

into the TectoMT system (Section 5.2). As Ruslan is a rather limited source of

information, we also make an attempt to automatically derive a lexicon with

surface frames using the valency resource Vallex, a bilingual dictionary and a

parallel corpus (Section 5.3). Finally, in Section 5.4 we explore which verbs tend

to have di�erent valency frames in the two languages. The valuable result of this
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research is a parallel Czech-Russian valency dictionary extracted from Ruslan

dictionary.

5.1 Notion of valency

5.1.1 Theoretical aspects of Valency

Valency is understood di�erently by various researchers, and this phenomenon

is also known under di�erent names. In the English tradition, the notion sub-

categorisation frame is very close to valency and typically denotes the surface

(morphosyntactic) valency, whereas Predicate-argument structure refers to more

deep, semantic valency.1

We have already made a disclaimer about the term `valency' in the previous

chapter. The way how we use it here can be quite misleading for many theoretical

researchers, because, generally, `valency' is de�ned as a capability of a verb/word

to bind a speci�c amount and types of arguments. Valency can be also seen

in a broader sense � it can be either deep (concerning such notions as thematic

roles or deep cases) and it can be also viewed as surface valency that operates on

syntactic and morphological level. In this study, we focus on this second aspect

of valency, namely on surface realizations of verb arguments. For brevity, we will

call this information `valency', as it was done in other computationally-oriented

works.

We focus mainly on the di�erences and as soon as the `left-hand side' actants

(Subjects) almost never show discrepancies in Czech and Russian (they are almost

always in the Nominative case), the emphasis will be put on the `right-hand side'

valency. Also, we will narrow our research on the noun phrase realizations only.

Valency

For a particular word � mostly a verb � valency presents the number of dependent

words in a sentence that a verb must have (obligatory) or that a verb may have

(facultative).

The term `valency' was adopted to the linguistic terminology from chemistry

by Lucien Tesni�ere (Tesni�ere, 1959) in association with an atom (a verb) which

can attract molecules (complements).

Since Tesni�ere introduced his theory, many other linguistic schools based their

theories on Tesni�er's.

In Prague, a valency theory was developed within the already mentioned FGD

framework (see Section 3.1 for a detailed description of the language layers).

1 It is not virtually possible to describe all the valency theories, and in this work we will

present only those most relevant to our research.
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Within FGD, valency can be spotted on the tectogrammatical layer in a form

of valency frames. The valency frame of a verb is represented by a sequence of

verbal2 complements written in a form of functors. A functor has a number

of morphemic realizations (e.g. case, preposition+case, relative clause etc.). A

variety of examples will be presented further in the text.

The arguments of a verb might be obligatory or facultative. One of the con-

tributions of Jarmila Panevov�a to the linguistic theory of valency was introducing

criteria for distinguishing between obligatory and facultative complements based

on a dialog test (Panevov�a, 1974). A wh-question about each complement is pre-

sented to the speaker and if the answer `'I don't know� in a coherent dialogue

is possible, the complement is facultative (optional), and if it is not � then it is

obligatory.

As for the Russian linguistic school, the Meaning-Text theory (MTT)

(Mel'�cuk, 1988) accounts for the valency in the semantic and the syntactic sense.

Developed in roughly the same years, MTT and FGD theories share many com-

mon features: division into language layers, creation of a treebank based on the

theory and application of this theory in the MT system ETAP. More on the sim-

ilarities and di�erences between the two theories can be found in (�Zabokrtsk�y,

2005). An extensive lexico-semantic resource based on the MTT theory � Ex-

planatory Combinatorial Dictionary � was developed, which will be described in

the next section on valency resources.

Prepositional vs. non-prepositional complements

In our work, we pay particular attention to the dichotomy of prepositional vs.

non-prepositional complements. It should be noted that the status of prepositions

in the phrase is a very disputable issue. Some researchers, like (Trask, 1944), claim

that the preposition governs its object. Actually, it does determine the case of

the following noun. According to other theories (Kury lowicz, 1960), a preposition

does not govern a noun/pronoun, it is considered to be a kind of a morpheme

itself, which is subordinated to a noun.

This theoretical dichotomy is also projected in the treebanks. For example,

in the Prague Dependency Treebank a preposition is a parent whereas a noun

is a child � but only on the analytical (shallow syntactic) layer. However, on

the tectogrammatical (more semantic) layer, the preposition becomes only an

attribute to the respective noun, and that means that its function in a sentence

is really more close to morphological. In the most recent studies (Universal

Dependencies format),3 a preposition is represented as a child of the noun.

2 Though a noun can also have a valency, in this work we concentrate on verbal valency only.
3 http://universaldependencies.github.io/docs/
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As we study mainly the surface valency, we will often use phrases like `a prepo-

sition entails the case of a noun', but we are aware that on the deeper language

layers the preposition does not play a big role. This decision is also caused by

the nature of machine translation architecture. In both rule-based and statistical

systems, it does matter if a verb has a prepositional or non-prepositional comple-

ment, because in the �rst case (prepositional valency) there is one or more tokens

to be processed by the system. Also, this makes a di�erence for the statistical ex-

periments � when we search a corpus for prepositional complements, we search for

at least three tokens (a verb, a preposition and a noun in a certain case), whereas

we search only for two tokens (a verb plus a noun) in case of non-prepositional

complement.

5.1.2 Valency Resources

Next, we will name the most reputable resources or those resources relevant to

our work.4

FrameNet

FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) presents a freely available lexicon of words orga-

nized into a semantic hierarchy. Words in FrameNet are assigned with a semantic

frame re�ecting roles of the main actants of the word. Each lexical unit in a sen-

tence is assigned a semantic role � or frame element; frame elements, in turn,

form a semantic frame of a lexical unit. Following is an example5 of a frame

element of a verb to fry :

(5.1) [Matilde]Cook fried [the cat�sh]Food [in a heavy iron skillet]HeatingInstrument

(Bene�sov�a et al., 2008) mapped semantic information from FrameNet into

Vallex, but we will not use this resource in our work.

PropBank, PropBank-Lexicon

PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002) � an abbreviation from Propositional

Bank � is a corpus of texts in which verbs are annotated with predicate frames

containing main arguments. In comparison to FrameNet, the PropBank is focused

on verbal valency only. It sticks more to the syntactic layer, and the semantic

4 The dictionary from Ruslan (Oliva, 1989) that we base our work on is described in Section

5.2.
5 Borrowed from https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/docs/r1.5/book.pdf.
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roles are not that deep and granulated in comparison with the FrameNet, see the

following example:6

(5.2) [John]ARG0 broke [the window]ARG1

The arguments are assigned with the speci�c numbers. Also, the modi�ers

are tagged with more semantic speci�cations like Manner, Time or Locative.

VerbNet

VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2007) is a lexicon of verbs based on the Levin's classi-

�cation (Levin, 1993) and each argument of a verb is assigned with a thematic

role (theta-role), ex. Agent, Bene�ciary, Cause, Experiencer, Patient. The verbs

are grouped into the Verb classes that share typical frame patterns, semantic

restrictions on the thematic roles (e.g., concrete, abstract, location).

Verbalex

Verbalex (Hlav�a�ckov�a, 2005) is a lexicon of Czech verbs which is very similar to

Vallex, but the verbs in Verbalex are organized into synsets � sets of synonyms

sharing the same subcategorizational pattern � or surface valency frame. Ver-

balex is organized more like an hierarchy of verb classes whereas Vallex semantic

classi�cation is just an additional feature.

Vallex

Vallex7 is a manually created Valency Lexicon of Czech Verbs based on the va-

lency theory of Functional Generative Description. It provides the information

on valency frames of the most frequent verbs (in version Vallex 2.5 there are over

2,700 lexemes). The original valency entry of Vallex contains complex linguistic

information:

• a lemma � the basic form of a verb;

• a frame:

� a functor - a rough analog of a `deep role' (Actor, Patient, Addressee

etc.);

� a surface realization of the functor;

6 From the annotation manual http://verbs.colorado.edu/~mpalmer/projects/ace/

PBguidelines.pdf.
7 http://ufal.m�.cuni.cz/vallex/2.5/
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• a semantic class of the verb;

• examples of using the verb in a real context;

• information on re�exivity, aspect, idioms and some other.

Let us take as an example the verb dotknout se � `touch', following is the

Vallex entry for this lexeme:

Figure 5.1: Example of a Vallex entry

The entry for a lexeme dotknout se consists of 4 lexical units. Let us examine

the �rst lexical unit (the �rst sense of a lexeme). This verb takes three com-

plements: Actor, Patient and Means. Actor is expressed in the Nominative case

(1), Patient is expressed as a direct object in the Genitive case (2), Means is an

indirect object in the Instrumental case (7).

As we have mentioned, we are primarily interested in a surface valency, so we

exploit information on morphemic forms of complements.
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PDT-Vallex

In our work, we will use data from Vallex and partially PDT-Vallex (Ure�sov�a,

2012) (more in Section 5.3), a dictionary that contains annotated valency frames

in the Prague Dependency Treebank. The lexicon itself is di�erent from Vallex

as it contains less linguistic information (e.g. there is no information about word

class, re�exivity, reciprocity, etc.), but there are far more verbs in it � more than

7,000 verbs with over 11,000 valency frames.

As in the case of Vallex, we will use only morphemic forms of the complements.

Explanatory combinatorial dictionary

The information on valency for Russian verbs is included into the Explana-

tory combinatorial dictionary (further, TKS - Tolkovo-Kombinatornyj Slovar')

(Mel�cuk and Zholkovsky, 1984) � the dictionary based on the MTT theory. Each

entry (called vocable) in the dictionary contains a number of lexical units that

de�ne sense(s), morphological, syntactic and semantic characteristics of a word.

The information on valency we are interested in is represented in the form of

a government pattern.8 Unlike in Vallex, the information on deep semantic

roles of complements is not included, only a shallow syntactic function � X �

subject and Y � object. Figure 5.2 depicts a government pattern of the verb

âîñõèùaòüñÿ � `to admire'.

A modern successor of the TKS dictionary, the Active dictionary of Russian

language (Apresjan, 2011), which also includes the information on the govern-

ment pattern of a verb, is still under development. We could have used both

of the resources in our comparative analysis and tried to combine them into a

bilingual valency resource, but, unfortunately, neither TKS, nor the Active dic-

tionary are freely available online, only in a form of a book. It would have been

an interesting idea to combine TKS and Vallex lexicons, but they are quite di�er-

ent resources. Vallex contains information on functors whereas the TKS includes

only the syntactic functions of complements - subject and object.

8 In Russian, ìîäåëü óïðàâëåíèÿ.
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Figure 5.2: Government pattern of a verb âîñõèùaòüñÿ � `admire' in the

TKS dictionary

5.2 Valency information extracted from the

Ruslan lexicon

In the �rst stage of comparison of Czech and Russian valency we exploit the MT

dictionary Ruslan, preliminarily described in Section 2.3.1.9 Within the Ruslan

MT system, verbs in the lexicon were assigned their valency frames in Czech and

the corresponding frames in Russian with the speci�cation of a semantic class of

all verb complements. The following Example 5.3 demonstrates an entry from

Ruslan dictionary for the verb vysta�cit � `to be enough', the explanatory notes

are given further:

(5.3) VYSTAC3==R(5,PRP,?(N(D),S(I,G)),39,CHVATIT6):

• VYSTAC3 presents a a stem of the verb vysta�cit � `be enough',

9 This section contains selections from the paper (Klyueva and Kubo�n, 2010), where the

author of the thesis made all the experiments and most of the writing. Some of the

passages here may contain the same formulations as the cited paper.
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• R denotes a root of a tree,

• 5 is a symbol for a verb and PRP is a conjugation pattern of the Czech

verb,

• N(D),S(I,G)) is a valency frame that we will further describe in detail,

• 39 is a Russian declination pattern,

• CHVATIT6 is the Russian translation of a lexeme, coded in Latin

As the original format of the Ruslan entry was written for Q-systems and is

not easily comprehensible, we transformed the Ruslan entries into a more user-

friendly format. First, we lowercased the entries and transfered Ruslan encoding

of letters with diacritics (coded in numbers) into common letters and transformed

the Cyrillic letters for a Russian translation. Then we selected the verbs and

substituted the verb stem and the morphological information coded in special

symbols with an appropriate verb ending. We did not use the semantic feature10

of a complement as we believe this semantic information would not be necessary

in our comparison. The valency frame also contains a passive valency slot, which

we will ignore as well because the passivization pattern is quite similar in Czech

and in Russian.

Here is an example of the transformed entry from the Example 5.3:

(5.4) vysta�cit (n(d) s(i,g)) õâàòèòü � to be enough

Following is a short explanation of the frames:

• n(d) means that Czech Nominative case corresponds to Russian Dative.

• s(i,g) means that the preposition s (with) governs Instrumental case in

Czech whereas in Russian a non-prepositional case � Genitive(g) is used.

Here we will work with several valency resources that mark morphemic cases

in a di�erent way � with letters in Ruslan dictionary or numbers in Vallex. In

order to make the examples more comprehensible, we rewrite each example into a

form with a contracted name of the case,11 Example 5.2 will be therefore depicted

as:

(5.5) Nom + vysta�cit + s + Ins -> Dat õâàòèòü + Gen- to be enough

10 Examples containing semantic features in Ruslan dictionary were given in Section 2.3.1.
11 Technically, the data that we use will have the original format.
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5.2.1 The comparison of valency frames

Out of the 2080 verbal dictionary entries from Ruslan we have analyzed 1856

unique verbs.12 We examined how Czech valency frames correspond to Rus-

sian ones. We have sorted verbs on the basis whether the verb requires the

prepositional case or the non-prepositional one. For brevity, we will call the

non-prepositional case the simple case.

This dichotomy is not motivated by some meaningful di�erence between sim-

ple and prepositional valency frames (see a discussion in the introductory Sec-

tion), it was just more convenient due to the structure of an entry. Then, for

each of the types we calculated the percentage of the verbs for which the surface

forms in Czech and Russian match.

Due to simplicity, further in the text we will call the non-prepositional comple-

ments of a verb simple complements and those complements with prepositional

cases - prepositional complements.

In most cases, we do not take into account the left-hand valency (generally, a

Subject), because it is almost always the same in Czech and Russian (Nominative

case in both languages).

Simple complements

Next, we will describe the verbs that require a frame complement without a

preposition both in Czech and Russian, ex.:

(5.6) Nom vyz�yvat + Acc -> Nom âûçâàòü + Acc � to call

The most typical sequence of frame patterns is n(n) a(a) (as in the example

above), which represents simple transitive verbs. 1317 (70 % of all verbs) have this

structure. The fact that Czech and Russian have practically the same number of

cases13 makes the comparison easier and it apparently also in�uences the number

of identical frames. As we have already mentioned, because for the majority of

verbs the Actor is in the Nominative case in both languages, we will ignore the

n(n) forms in our examples.

There are not so many verbs that govern simple (non-prepositional) cases

and those cases are di�erent in Czech and Russian (see the overall Table 5.3) in

comparison with prepositional cases. Some examples:

12 The reason for this di�erence is the fact that the original dictionary contains a number of

verbal pairs with identical valency frames, usually two variants of a Czech lemma in the

present and past tense.
13 Vocative case is not used in modern Russian unlike in Czech, and it is not relevant for our

study of verb complements.
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(5.7)

(1) pov�simnout si + Gen -> çàìåòèòü + Acc � to notice

(2) vyh�ybat se + Dat -> èçáåãàòü + Gen � to avoid

Table 5.1 presents the statistics of simple frame patterns giving a picture of

how simple cases in Czech and Russian mutually correspond. Locative case is

not included as it is governed by a preposition in both languages.

Czech

Nominative Genitive Dative Accusative Instrumental

R
u
ss
ia
n

Nominative 3070 8 10 6 3

Genitive 0 25 0 4 0

Dative 0 3 178 7 0

Accusative 3 19 12 1388 7

Instrumental 5 0 0 3 1355

Di�erent surface frames: 90 (1.47%)

Total number of surface frames: 6160 (100%)

Number of verbs with di�erent frames: 68 (3.66%)

Total number of analyzed verbs: 1856 (100%)

Table 5.1: Co-occurrence of the same cases in Czech and Russian based on

Ruslan dictionary

As we can see from the table, Czech and Russian non-prepositional valency

slots have usually identical cases, the list of verbs exhibiting this di�erence is not

so big (68 verbs out of all the lexicon).

Prepositional complements

Next, we will describe verbs that govern complements with prepositional phrases.

We consider the surface frames to be equal in the case when prepositions are

translated straightforwardly or typically from Czech into Russian according to the

dictionary default translation14. For example, the surface form with prepositions

14 We have taken default translations from a list of formemes from the Tec-

toMT block https://github.com/ufal/treex/blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/T2T/

CS2RU/RuleBasedFormemes.pm. We have linked those formemes to the Ruslan preposi-

tional complements, but we have not transformed them into a human-readable format as

this is a technical issue to calculate the di�erences. Some of the similar prepositions:
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na + Acc -> íà + Acc) has the same identical prepositional constituent, it

means that in Czech and Russian the same preposition (cz) na � `on' and (ru) íà

� `on' is used and that the following noun is in the same case � Accusative. As

Czech and Russian are very related, the function words , like original prepositions,

often are the same or similar. However, there are cases when translation of the

default forms does not match the surface forms, e.g. the Czech preposition do �

`to' corresponds to Russian â � `to'.

Following is an example of a verb with identical prepositional complements:

(5.8) p�usobit na + Acc -> âîçäåéñòâîâàòü íà + Acc to in�uence

To select verbs that have di�erent prepositional frames we just excluded verbs

with similar surface frames. According to the results, 104 (5.6 %) of verbs have

di�erent surface frames containing prepositions. Following is an example of a

verb narazit � `come across'.

(5.9) narazit na + Acc -> ñòîëêíóòüñÿ ñ + Ins � to rush into

We sorted the list of `preposition plus case' pairs from the Ruslan dictionary.

Table 5.2 represents the top of the list with the frequencies of how often this

frame occurred in Ruslan dictionary,15 di�erent prepositional cases are in bold.

5.2.2 Lexicon and a list of di�erences

The main result of this transformation is a small bilingual lexicon and a list of

verbs that have di�erent valency structure in Czech and Russian. Both resources

can be exploited in the rule-based machine translation systems in order to cover

such mistakes as in Examples 4.18 or 4.19.

Table 5.3 shows statistics of those verbs with regard to our classi�cation of

simple and prepositional case frames.

According to the Ruslan data, the number of di�erent verbal valency frames

between Czech and Russian is relatively low. However, we admit that the cov-

erage of the dictionary is rather limited. In further experiments, we will provide

a surface valency analysis for the two languages exploiting more large-scale lan-

guage resources.

na(a,na(a)), s(i,s(i)), k(d,k(d)), z(g,iz(g)), od(g,ot(g)), v(l,v(l)), o(l,o(l)), do(g,do(g)),

na(a, k(d)), o(a,na(a)), z(g,z(g)), na(l,na(l))
15 As in some other examples, we did not transliterate the Russian prepositions so that the

similarity is more apparent.
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Czech frame Russian frame freq

na+Acc na+Acc 82

do+Gen v+Acc 80

z+Gen iz+Gen 76

k+Dat k+Dat 58

s+Ins s+Ins 57

od+Gen ot+Gen 29

v+Loc v+Loc 26

o+Loc o+Loc 22

do+Gen do+Gen 19

k+Dat dlja+Gen 16

na+Acc o+Loc 15

na+Acc k+Dat 14

p�red+Ins ot+Gen 12

o+Acc na+Acc 10

na+Loc na+Loc 9

z+Gen z+Gen 8

za+Acc za+Acc 7

od+Gen od+Gen 7

z+Gen s+Gen 6

od+Gen u+Gen 6

k+Dat na+Acc 6

nad+Ins nad+Ins 5

Table 5.2: Prepositional case correspondence � Ruslan dictionary

5.2.3 Exploiting valency information from Ruslan

dictionary in machine translation

We have also exploited the entries from the Ruslan lexicon within the TectoMT

(Section 3.1) system to see if there is some improvement in the translation. In

order to integrate the dictionary into the system, we have transformed the entries

into the special format verb+formeme16:

(5.10) narazit n:na+4 => ñòîëêíóòüñÿ n:ñ+7 � to run into smb

16 The notion `formeme' was introduced in the Section 3.1.2.
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Type of di�erence Number of verbs Percentage

Simple case 68 3.6%

Prepositional case 104 5.6%

Totally verbs with di�erences 172 9.2%

Total number of verbs 1856 100%

Table 5.3: Types of mismatches in surface valency frames

The list was incorporated into a system in the form of a block � FixVa-

lency.pm.17 We evaluated the performance on the same test set that was used

for linguistic evaluation - WMT 2013 test set (3000 sentences). We measured

the BLEU score and manually checked the di�erences in the two outputs - before

and after the new block was introduced. After implementing this block, some

sentences with troublemaking verbs (verbs with di�erent surface valency) were

translated with a proper surface form. In examples below, (1TMT) is a test

translation before applying the rules and (2TMT) after applying the rules.

In the following example, a Czech verb vyu�z��vat � `use' governs a complement

in the Dative case, and in the baseline (1TMT) system, the complement received

the same formeme as a default. However, in Russian the Accusative case should

be used instead. This discrepancy was covered by the Ruslan entry (vyu�z��vat +

Dat -> èñïîëüçîâàòü + Acc)18 in the improved system (2TMT).

(5.11)

(SRC) vyu�z��vali
used-3Pl

obrovsk�ych
huge-Gen

americk�ych
american-Gen

zak�azek
contracts-Gen

` they made use of huge American contracts'

(1TMT) îíè
*they

èñïîëüçîâàëè
used

îãðîìíûõ
huge-Gen

àìåðèêàíñêèõ
american-Gen

çàêàçîâ
contracts-Gen

` they made use of huge American contracts'

(2TMT) îíè
they

èñïîëüçîâàëè
used

îãðîìíûå
huge-Acc

àìåðèêàíñêèå
american-Acc

çàêàçû
contracts-Acc

17 https://github.com/ufal/treex/blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/T2T/CS2RU/

FixValency.pm.
18 vyu�z��vat n:2 => èñïîëüçîâàòü n:4 in the block FixValency.pm
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` they made use of huge American contracts'

However, there were cases when this rule worsened the translation. In Ex-

ample 5.12, the prepositional complement was translated properly by (1TMT)

because a rule for the preposition transfer from another module19 was applied

(n:pro+4 -> n:äëÿ+2 � n:for+Acc -> n:for+Gen). In the version with the

lexicon, this rule was overridden by the rule from a new FixValency.pm module (

"p�ripravit n:pro+4" => "ãîòîâèòü n:ïðî+4"). The latter verb-formeme Russian

equivalent is a mistake in the Ruslan lexicon.20

(5.12)

(SRC) v
in

kuchyni
kitchen

se
re�

pro
for

hosty
guests-Acc

p�ripravuje
prepare

�caj.
tea

`In the kitchen the tea for the guests is preparing'

(1TMT) Â
in

êóõíå
kitchen

äëÿ
for

ãîñòåé
guests

ãîòîâèòñÿ
prepare-re�

÷àé.
tea

`In the kitchen the tea for the guests-Gen is preparing'

(2TMT) *Â
*in

êóõíå
kitchen

ïðî
for

ãîñòè
guests

ãîòîâèòñÿ
prepare-re�

÷àé.
tea

`In the kitchen the tea about the guests-Acc is preparing'

In some sentences, both translations were incorrect due to various reasons. In

Example 5.13, the light verb phrase nab�yv�a �u�cinnosti(Gen) vs. âñòóïèò â ñèëó

(â + Acc) � `takes e�ect' is di�erent in Czech and Russian; it should have been

translated with another verb and another noun. The rule has no e�ect in this

case, as the translation is wrong all the same.

(5.13)

(SRC) z�akon
law

nab�yv�a
gains

�u�cinnosti
e�ect

6
6

prosince
December

`The law takes e�ect on 6 December'

(1TMT) çàêîí
law

ïðèîáðåòàòü
*gains

ýôôåêòèâíîñòè
*e�ect-Gen

6
6

äåêàáðÿ
December

`The law gains e�ect on 6 December'

19 https://github.com/ufal/treex/blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/T2T/CS2RU/

RuleBasedFormemes.pm

20 As the dictionary was compiled by non-native Russian speakers, there are a few errors in

the lexicon and this one illustrates how people automatically assign a surface frame from

their native Czech language to the verb in Russian.
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(2TMT) çàêîí
law

*ïðèîáðåòàòü
*gains

*ýôôåêòèâíîñòü
*e�ect-Acc

6
6

äåêàáðÿ
December

`The law takes e�ect on December 6'

The above examples show that using the valency resource helps in some cases

and harms in some others. Also, there was no signi�cant in�uence on the BLEU

score: 9.40% without valency �x and 9.37% with the module FixValency.pm.

Manual evaluation

For such a small experiment, the BLEU score can not necessarily indicate if this

valency module helped or not � we evaluated the experiment only on one reference

example. So we evaluated manually the cases where a valency frame was changed

according to the lexicon.

We have marked a list of changes between the (1TMT) and (2TMT) outputs

indicating whether the introduction of a new rule:

• lead to some improvement like in Example 5.11

• worsened the translation like in Example 5.12

• did not have any e�ect as both variants were incorrect � Example 5.13

E�ect number of di�erences Percentage

improved 28 58.3 %

worsened 3 6.2%

no e�ect 17 35.4%

Total 48 100%

Table 5.4: Manual evaluation of changes after adding FixValency.pm

From the table we can see that in the majority of cases the verbal valency

is improved, or it has no e�ect on the translation which is wrong this way or

that. However, such a little �x did not bring any su�cient gain or loss when

considering the automatic evaluation metric BLEU.

5.2.4 Discussion on Ruslan dictionary

In this section we worked with and extracted surface valency information from

the linguistic resource that was created more than 20 years ago. This information
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contributed to identi�cation of discrepancies in the surface valency in Czech and

Russian. Also, the extracted lexicon was used in the rule-based MT system where

the manual evaluation showed that valency errors were corrected in more than

50% of cases.

We should also note that this information might be as well contained in a

textbook of Russian language addressed to Czech native speakers. We doubt

that this list can be found in educational resources in a format su�cient for

language processing.

5.3 Automatic valency extraction based on

Vallex

In this section, we exploit several existing data resources and tools (a parallel cor-

pus, the valency lexicon Vallex, morphological taggers and a bilingual dictionary)

for the task of automatic extraction of surface valency frames.21

Some experiments on automatic valency extraction related to our languages

can be found for example in (Bojar and �Sindlerov�a, 2010), (Zeman and Sarkar,

2000), (Pala and �Seve�cek, 1997). The authors rely upon di�erent methods, for-

mats and language resources, and their resulting lexicons represent either surface

or deep valency information and vary in sizes.

Our experiment is restricted only to nominal constituents in both simple and

prepositional cases. We are aiming at extracting surface valency frames similar

to those from Ruslan.

Building a large scale valency lexicon � like Ruslan or later Vallex � is a

costly and time-consuming e�ort which requires years of linguistic work. The

automatization of this process is challenging, especially for some types of natural

languages, especially, the morphologically rich languages with free word order like

Czech and Russian. In free word order languages it is impossible to rely on the

order of individual complements of a verb and thus their identi�cation constitutes

a complex problem.

5.3.1 Setup of the Experiment

We aim at using the simplest possible means in our experiment. It is desirable to

use syntactic parsers to identify dependencies in sentences and syntactic types of

the nominal groups (Subject, Object etc.). As we had some problems obtaining

a parser for the Russian language, we will not use any parser in this experiment.

21 Some passages in the section come from the related paper (Klyueva and Kubo�n, 2014),

where the author of the thesis conducted and described all the experiments.
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Our experiment consists of the following stages:

• adapting valency frames

• extracting information on a Czech verb + surface frame

• corpus lookup � searching for the Czech verb+frame

• dictionary search for a Russian equivalent of the Czech verb and the com-

plement

• Russian frame extraction from the Russian side of a parallel corpus

Next, we will describe each step in detail.22

Processing Vallex Frames

We are exploiting only surface realization of verb complements, typically having

either the form of a case, or a combination of a preposition and a case. For the

moment we are leaving out the subject complements, assuming that the subject is

mostly realized in Nominative in both Czech and Russian, thus it can be included

into the Russian valency frame automatically.

The frames are transformed into a formeme-like23 format: a verb plus a case of

an argument without a functor. Following is an example of a Vallex frame slot in

the original format representing the functor Patient with various types of surface

realizations � direct case realized by either Genitive or Accusative; in�nitive or

subordinate clause.

<slot functor='PAT' type='obl'>

<form type="direct_case" case="2" />

<form type="direct_case" case="4" />

<form type="infinitive" />

<form type="subord_conj" subord_conj_lemma="aby" />

<form type="subord_conj" subord_conj_lemma="at'" />

<form type="subord_conj" subord_conj_lemma="�ze" />

</slot>

The transformed entry:24 vy�zadovat+2, vy�zadovat+4 (to demand + Genitive,

to demand + Accusative), the information on subordinate and in�nitive clauses

was ignored.

22 The script implementing the algorithm can be found here: https://github.com/

natalink/CzeRuValency/blob/master/valency.pl.
23 See Section 3.1.2 for the de�nition of the notion `formeme'.
24 Here we present cases as numbers because of the format of data involved in the experiment.
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For prepositional valency, the format is verb+preposition+case of an ar-

gument. Original Vallex format:

<slot functor='PAT' type='obl'>

<form type="prepos_case" prepos_lemma="na" case="6" />

<form type="prepos_case" prepos_lemma="od" case="2" />

</slot>

Transformed: z�aviset na+6, z�aviset od+2 (to depend on + Locative, depend

from + Genitive).

Dictionary Lookup

For each Czech lemma from Vallex we search for the Russian translation equiva-

lent in the Czech-Russian commercial dictionary25 where the translations can be

multiple. The Russian equivalents are then searched for in the parallel corpus in

the next stage.

Parallel Corpus Lookup

The search is performed in the Czech-Russian part of the corpus UMC (see Sec-

tion 2.2.1 for corpus description), containing 242,242 pairs of sentences aligned

one-to-one. The texts are morphologically tagged, the tags contain a lemma,

part-of-speech tag and other morphological characteristics as described in Sec-

tion 2.2.3. The labels are assigned to each word in each sentence in the format

form|lemma|tag.

In the �rst step of our algorithm, the corpus is searched sentence by sentence,

until we �nd a verb with a surface valency frame matching the one from Vallex.

Vallex then provides its valency pattern � Czech lemma and the surface realization

of the nominal dependents - a noun or a pronoun within the same clause.

The bilingual dictionary then provides translations of the lemmas which are

looked up in the corresponding Russian sentence. In case of success (the verb

corresponds to one of the lexical equivalents found in the translation dictionary),

the respective case of a valency candidate (noun/pronoun)26 is extracted and

stored in the hypothesis set. Following is a chunk from the tagged sentence we

used and an illustration of how we process it. The Czech tagger outputs the

following information:

25 http://www.langsoft.cz/

26 We account always only for one complement per cycle.
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(5.14) m��r|m��r|NNIS1-----A---- vy�zaduje| vy�zadovat |VB-S---3P-AA---

komplexn��|komplexn��|AAIS4----1A-- p�r��stup|p�r��stup|NNIS 4 -----A--

` ... peace requires a complex approach ...'

The bilingual dictionary then provides the translation of the Czech verb

vy�zadovat � `demand' into the corresponding Russian lemma òðåáîâàòü.

This lemma is then identi�ed in the tagged Russian sentence:

(5.15) ìèð|ìèð|Ncmsnn òðåáóeò| òðåáîâàòü |Vmip3s-a-e

âñåñòîðîííåãî|âñåñòîðîííèé|Afpns-g-f ïîäõîäà|ïîäõîä|Ncms g n

According to Vallex, the verb vy�zadovat has two complements apart from the

Actor in Nominative case. The dependent noun should be either in the Genitive

or in the Accusative case, so we search27 for a noun or a pronoun in the Genitive

or the Accusative case. The Genitive case is not found, so the only possible

candidate to �ll the valency slot of this verb is the noun p�r��stup � `approach'.

With the Czech complement identi�ed, we get its lemma and search for its

Russian equivalent from the dictionary. The translation of the Czech noun p�r��stup

is highly ambiguous, so we have to search for one of the following Russian equiv-

alents: ïîäõîä, ïîäñòóï, ïðàâî âxîäà, äîïóñê, ïðèñòóï, îáðàùåíèå, äîñòóï.

The only candidate present in the tagged Russian sentence is the noun ïîäõîä.

Its morphological tag Ncms g n tells us that the corresponding case in Russian

is Genitive (the g tag on the 5th position).

The algorithm applied to this clause therefore provides a frame hypothesis:

(5.16) (cz)vy�zadovat+Acc => (ru)òðåáîâàòü+Gen

The above hypothesis means that the Accusative case in the Czech valency frame

(probably) corresponds to the Genitive case in Russian. Verbs requiring preposi-

tional surface valency are processed in a similar manner, the only necessary thing

is to identify both the preposition and the case in the Czech text and to take into

account that a prepositional case in Czech may correspond to a non-prepositional

in Russian and vice versa.

Russian surface frames and statistics

Finally, we collect all hypotheses (like in Example 5.16) established in the preced-

ing phases for a particular Russian verb and choose the most frequent Russian

valency frame from this set.

27 Here we will suppress some details such as optimization of search range (5 words around

the verb) and a restriction within a clause.
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The main statistics concerning the total number of patterns identi�ed in the

corpus and the number of the extracted patterns are presented in Table 5.5. The

fact that we have been able to �nd equivalent frames for almost one third of verbs

and their constituents on the basis of only slightly more than 240,000 sentences

seems to be promising. Many patterns were simply not present in the data.

verb + surface form from Vallex 16561

"verb + surface form" matched in the corpus 14046

extracted patterns for Cz and Ru 4286

Table 5.5: Statistics of the experiment

The last line in Table 5.5 shows only the identi�ed patterns, it does not

re�ect whether these patterns are correct or not. The errors we have discovered

are discussed below.

The second interesting observation was made while we compared the obtained

results with those from the manually created Ruslan dictionary. We splitted the

set of frames into two parts � those with simple (non-prepositional) case and

those with prepositional ones, like we did with Ruslan.

Simple case

The results for the simple case correspondences are presented in Table 5.6.

According to this table, out of the total of 1727 surface cases, 343 are di�erent.

This represents 19.86% of the total. This number is 6 times higher than the

respective �gure from Ruslan (Table 5.1). A frequent co-occurrence cz:Acc vs.

ru:Gen (196 times) re�ects the most error-prone frame of our algorithm which we

will discuss later in more detail.

Prepositional frames

The results for prepositional valency are presented in Table 5.7, Russian

prepositions are transliterated. Due to a large number of very rare (and thus

unreliable) correspondences we included only those which occurred more than

10 times into the table. The top of the table is quite similar to the one from

manually created Ruslan, see Table 5.3 for comparison.

The pairs with very low frequency are very unreliable, so it would be very

doubtful to perform the comparison on all of them. We calculated di�erent

prepositional frames only on the most frequent pairs from the table just for the

sake of completeness. As in the case with Ruslan, we consider a preposition in

Czech an equivalent of the Russian one if it is a typical translation of each other

(see Section 5.2.1 for examples) and the cases of the complements are the same.
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Czech

Genitive Dative Accusative Instrumental

R
u
ss
ia
n Genitive 21 20 196(!) 15

Dative 1 159 12 2

Accusative 8 23 1026 22

Instrumental 4 6 34 178

Di�erent surface frames 343 (19.8%)

Total number of surface frames 1727 (100%)

Table 5.6: Co-occurrence of the same simple case in Czech and Russian

Out of the total of 841 prepositional pairs from Table 5.7 there were 154

di�erent unique pairs. This represents 18.3% of the total. However, the `compar-

ison' from Tables 5.6 and 5.7 should be taken with caution because it is made on

automatically extracted and highly erroneous data.

5.3.2 Error Analysis

Manual Error Analysis

As expected, the frequency of errors in our automatically extracted lexicon was

quite high. In order to detect errors, to discover a reason why they occurred, we

have performed a manual evaluation of a small sample of valency frames. Out

of the set of 4,286 extracted frames (Table 5.5) we have manually evaluated 200

verb+frame pairs. Among those, 24 frames, i.e., 12% of the sample, were marked

as incorrect. Some errors were caused by tagging inaccuracy, others resulted from

an erroneous match of Czech and Russian nouns, and the rest can be attributed

to other factors, as, e.g., bilingual dictionary issues.

After simple marking the erroneous entries, we have tried to predict which

pairs of frames in Czech and Russian are most likely to cause an error.

• Tagger inaccuracy The most frequent error (196 times) has the following

pattern:

Czech: Verb+Acc => Russian: Verb+Gen.

This error pattern has its roots in the tagger inaccuracy due to the morpho-

logical ambiguity. In Russian, a masculine animate noun has the same form
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Czech Russian freq

na+Acc na+Acc 159

k+Dat k+Dat 82

s+Ins s+Ins 78

z+Gen iz+Gen 58

v+Loc v+Loc 56

za+Acc za+Acc 52

do+Gen v+Acc 50

od+Gen ot+Gen 42

o+Loc o+Loc 35

na+Loc na+Loc 33

na+Acc v+Acc 32

na+Acc na+Loc 22

z+Gen s+Gen 20

v+Acc v+Acc 18

na+Acc k+Dat 18

k+Dat na+Acc 16

na+Acc v+Loc 14

p�red+Ins ot+Gen 12

proti+Dat protiv+Gen 12

za+Acc na+Acc 11

na+Acc o+Loc 11

k+Dat v+Acc 10

Table 5.7: Prepositional case correspondence

in the Genitive and the Accusative cases28, and the tagger often confuses

them. So even if the algorithm matches all the dependencies correctly, the

extracted case of the Russian noun is incorrect. Let us present an example:

(5.17) ERR: naj��mat+Acc => íàíèìàòü+Gen (to hire smb.)

The Russian morphological case should be also Accusative. Probably, be-

cause the complement of this verb is always animate and is often wrongly

28 Îí ïðèøåë áåç äðóãà.Gen � `He came without his friend' vs. ß âèæó äðóãà.Acc � `I

see a friend' This ambiguity also holds in Czech, but it is not relevant here because the

respective case from the frame comes from the manually written Vallex.
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tagged as Genitive in the Russian corpus, it was the most frequent hypoth-

esis, so it was selected.

• Experiment setup As we have already mentioned, our approach is rather

shallow and does not take into account syntactic functions or functors.

Some `suspicious' cases which contain a prepositional valency frame in one

language and a simple one in the other. Let us illustrate this on the following

entry:

(5.18) odebrat+Acc (take smth.) => îòîáðàòü+ó+Gen (take from smb.)

In this example, the Czech morphemic case Accusative is the surface re-

alization of the functor Patient (PAT), whereas the Russian surface form

ó+Gen is the realization of the functor Experiencer (EXP). On both sides

there should be a complement with either PAT or EXP case/functor for

both Czech and Russian. However, due to our very shallow approach and

the lack of syntactic or semantic parsers, those two roles were confused.

Let us look at this case more closely and examine the sentence from our

corpus containing this example:29

(5.19)

(cz) Simeonovovi
Simeonov.Dat-EXP

odebrali
took.3Pl

dort
cake.Acc-PAT

`They took a cake from Simeonov'

(ru) òîðò
cake.Acc-PAT

îòîáðàëè
take.3Pl

ó
from

Ñèìåîíîâà
Simeonov.Gen

`They took a cake from Simeonov'

Although our algorithm identi�ed both dependencies � object and indirect

object, the latter has got mixed up because of the reversed word order in

Russian. The same situation was observed in many sentences � when the

algorithm chose the most frequent variant, it turned out that it was an

incorrect one for that particular verb. It should be noted that the correct

valency frame for the indirect object was generated as well, but it was not

the most frequent hypothesis:

(5.20) odebrat+Dat => îòîáðàòü+ó+Gen (take from smb.)

This mistake is beyond the abilities of our simple algorithm, a possible

solution of this problem is to use some deeper parsing strategy which would

be able to identify the type of the noun phrases involved.

29 In order to simplify the text we leave only the relevant morphological tags.
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Comparison with Ruslan frames

It would be a natural thing to compare the generated pairs [verb+frame] with

the `golden' data from Ruslan. We cannot call it evaluation against manually

created frames, because of the nature of the dictionary. Many verbs from Ruslan

are not present in the parallel corpus and vice versa, so the evaluation is of a very

approximate nature.

We have selected the verbs from Ruslan that also occurred in the automati-

cally generated lexicon (695 verbs). For each [verb+frame] pair from Ruslan and

the lexicon we calculated the number when the frame matches � in 309 cases

(44%).

Following are the examples of comparing verb+frame pairs from Ruslan and

the lexicon:

Czech Ruslan Lexicon match

pat�rit do+Gen ïðèíàäëåæàòü ê+Dat ïðèíàäëåæàòü ê+Dat +

u�skodit+Dat íàâðåäèòü+Dat ïîâðåäèòü+Dat almost

skl�adat do+Gen ñêëàäûâàòü èç+Gen ñêëàäûâàòü äî+Gen �

Table 5.8: Examples of comparing frames from the lexicon to Ruslan frames

This result can not tell us much about the quality because we compare incom-

parable, but at least we know that our algorithm generated a large percentage of

correct frames.

Discussion

To conclude, the percentage of correctly identi�ed frames suggests that even such

a naive and simplistic approach may lead to a relatively fast method of creating

a large scale valency lexicon for another language (Russian) from the resources of

a related language. The automatically extracted lexicon will not be used in any

experiments as the results are not reliable enough.

5.4 Surface frame discrepancies and verb classes

in Vallex

This section includes theoretical observations on discrepancies in surface valency

frames. According to the Ruslan dictionary, about 9% of verbs in Czech and
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Russian exhibit surface valency discrepancies. The question arises which verbs

tend to have di�erent valency frames in the two languages.

One of the obvious suggestions is that the discrepancies can be connected

to semantic classes � for instance, if valency frames of a Czech verb and its

translation counterpart in Russian are di�erent, there is a high probability that

verbs close in meaning will also show the same discrepancy. This hypothesis goes

in hand with (Levin, 1993) in which it was stated that verbs from the same verb

classes exhibit similar syntactic behavior.

We have mentioned that Vallex entries contain information on the semantic

class of a verb. Vallex distinguishes 22 verb classes, such as verbs of communica-

tion, exchange, motion, perception, transport etc. Naturally, words that belong

to the same semantic �eld or share the same component of meaning tend to have

similar valency frames. Unlike the previous two experiments, here we will also

make use of functors (semantic roles in the FGD nomenclature) since the surface

discrepancies are often connected to certain functors.

Also, after examining the whole list of di�erences, it became evident that when

there is some discrepancy in Czech and Russian surface valency, the surface frame

of a Czech verb quite often matches the one in the German language. As the

main scope of this work is the comparison between Czech and Russian, we will

mention corresponding German frames only as additional observations. This can

be a consequence of a language contact (in�uence of German on Czech surface

valency is mentioned, e.g., in (Berger, 2008)). Further, we will indicate when

Czech and German frame slots match while Czech and Russian do not.

5.4.1 Frame comparison

We made a comparison of Czech and Russian frames with respect to verb classes

in the following way: given a Czech verb and its semantic class, we check if

its surface valency frame (for nominal complements only) �ts the frame30 of a

Russian meaning-equivalent verb. We only examined such pairs that have a

single �typical� translation equivalent in Russian whose valency includes the same

semantic roles (functors).

In the following, we consider the Russian surface frame to be di�erent from

the Czech one if there is a frame slot for which the Czech and Russian surface

realizations are di�erent. If a surface form is represented by a preposition re-

quiring a certain case, we consider the default translation of prepositions (see

the discussion in the Section 5.2) as the equivalent realization. For example, the

30 As in the two previous sections, we will refer to the `surface frame of nominal complements'

just as frame for shortness.
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Czech frame element PAT(p�red+Ins) � `in front of' corresponds to the Russian

PAT(ïåðåä+Ins) � `in front of' and is equal with respect to surface valency. An-

other sense of the same Czech prepositional phrase PAT(p�red+Ins) � `from' has

a di�erent surface form in Russian: PAT(oò+Gen) � `from'.

Due to time reasons, it was impossible to evaluate all verb frames (in total

2,903 lexical units have a verb class assigned), so we have only examined selected

verb classes: motion, communication, change, exchange, and mental action.

Example 5.21 shows a translation pair of a Czech and a Russian verb with an

identical valency frame:

(5.21)

(cz) obhajovat ACT(Nom) PAT(Acc) � `to defend'

(ru) çàùèùàòü ACT(Nom) PAT(Acc) � `to defend' � matches

The verb pair in Example 5.22 shows two di�erences:

(5.22)

(cz) blahop�r�at ACT(Nom) PAT(Dat) CAUS(k+3) � `to congratulate'31

(ru) ïîçäðàâëÿòü ACT(Nom) PAT(Acc) CAUS(c+7) � `to congratulate' �

does not match

Here, di�erent cases and di�erent prepositions are used to express the semantic

roles of Patient and Cause, respectively.

During the analysis of the individual classes, it became evident that di�erences

in valency frames can be either regular or occasional within the given class. Next,

we will present a description of surface frame di�erences in the selected semantic

classes. The overall statistics will be then give in Table 5.9.

5.4.2 Verbs of Change

Verbs of the Change class often have the Di�erence complement (DIFF) that

characterizes the rate of change, and we observed that it often has di�erent surface

realizations in Czech and Russian. For example, the typical Czech realization of

the DIFF slot, o+Acc � `by', generally corresponds to na+Acc � `on/to' in Russian

(other variants are possible), see Examples 5.23 and 5.24.

(5.23)

31 The German frame: gratulieren PAT(zu+Dat) matches the Czech one.
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(cz) ceny klesly o 20% `prices fell by 20% (DIFF)'32

(ru) öåíû óïàëè íà 20% `prices fell on 20% (DIFF)'

(5.24)

(cz-o) Administrace zkr�atila dovolenou o 2 dny33

`administration shortened the holiday by 2 days (DIFF)'

(cz-na) Administrace zkr�atila dovolenou na 2 dny

`administration cut o� the holiday to 2 days (EFF)'

(ru) Àäìèíèñòðàöèÿ ñîêðàòèëà îòïóñê íà 2 äíÿ

`administration cut o� the holiday on/to 2 days (DIFF/EFF)'

In Example 5.24, we can spot the ambiguity of Russian surface form íà+Acc

for verbs of change. The sentence 5.24(ru) can be interpreted both as (cz-o) and

(cz-na): that the administration shortened holidays by two days or to two days.

The surface form o+Acc as an expression of a di�erence is typical in Czech

while Russian uses the preposition o � `about' mainly with mental predicates

(e.g. çàáûòü o+Loc � `forget about') or communication verbs (e.g. ðàññêàçàòü

î+Loc � `tell about'). It does not occur with the Accusative case in Russian at

all.

Verbs from this class are especially problematic in rule-based MT systems

as the preposition is translated into Russian as o � `about' by default. For the

TectoMT system, some of the cases were covered by verbs from the converted

Ruslan lexicon (Section 5.2.3), but there are more of them not covered by the

lexicon. Here we can suggest some improvements that may be made in future in

case we have a shallow semantic parser. If the verb is identi�ed as belonging to

this class and the complement realization of DIFF is o+Acc, the surface form of

the complement in Russian can be set to íà+Acc.

5.4.3 Verbs of Motion

We have not found many dissimilarities in Czech and Russian frames within the

class of Motion verbs. The most apparent one is that verbs with the semantic

component `�ee from something' in Czech have the surface realization of PAT

as p�red+Ins � `before, from', but are translated into Russian with the respective

verb plus the prepositional phrase îò+Gen � `from'. Just to name some of these

32 The German surface frame: sinken DIFF(um+Acc) matches the Czech one.
33 The German surface frame: k�urzen DIFF(um+Acc) matches the Czech one.
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verbs: prchat � `be on the run', uj���zd�et � `speed o�', unikat � `escape'.

(5.25)

(cz) prchat p�red polici�� � `run before the police'34

(ru) óáåãàòü oò ïîëèöèè � `run from the police'

Roughly speaking, Russian prefers the preposition oò � `from' whereas Czech

uses p�red � `before' in this context. Verbs of other semantic classes with a similar

component of meaning, as, e.g. the Location class, share this rule as well (e.g.,

Czech schovat p�red+Ins � `hide before' vs. Russian ñïðÿòàòü îò+Gen � `hide

from').

Other frame di�erences in this verb class seem to be rather coincidental as

illustrated in the following example:

(5.26)

(cz) tre�t PAT(Acc) � `hit something'35

(ru) ïîïàñòü PAT(â+Acc) � `hit into something'

5.4.4 Verbs of Exchange

One of the regular and rather evident mismatches in Czech and Russian verbs

of exchange with respect to surface frames was discussed in (Lopatkov�a and

Panevov�a, 2004). Several Czech verbs of exchange with the meaning of removing

something from someone, e.g., sebrat � `take away', kr�ast � `steal', br�at � `take'

etc. exhibit a regular di�erence in surface frames in contrast to the equivalent

Russian verbs. The Addresse (ADDR) functor denotes here a person or an object

from whom something is taken. In Czech, it is realized using a simple case

(Dative) on the surface,36 whereas Russian uses a preposition with the Genitive

case (ó+Gen � `from'):

(5.27)

34 Only prepositions in the Czech and German frames match, but not the morphological case:

�iehen PAT(vor + Dat). Just to note, there is no Instrumental case in German.
35 The Czech frame of the verb tre�t+PAT(Acc) � `hit' corresponds to the German one tre�en

PAT(Acc).
36 The same holds in German, e.g., nehmen ADDR(Dat) � `take from smb'.
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(cz) Bere
takes

d��t�eti
baby.Dat

hra�cku
toy

`(He) takes away a toy from a baby'

(ru) Îí
He

áåðåò
takes

ó
from

ðåáåíêà
baby.Gen

èãðóøêó
toy

`He takes away a toy from a baby'

The Czech sentence in Example 5.27 is ambiguous since the Dative noun can

either be interpreted as the Addressee or as the Benefactor (BEN), as in take a

toy for a baby. BEN is the only possible interpretation of Dative with the verb

áðàòü in Russian, which can lead to translation errors if the Czech surface frame

is left unchanged in Russian.

The same is true for a metaphorical usage of verbs of Exchange, e.g. the verb

zab��rat ADDR(Dat) � `take(time)+Dat':

(5.28)

(cz) studium
study

mi
me.Dat

zab��r�a
takes

hodn�e
lot

�casu
time

`Study takes me a lot of time.'

(ru) ó÷åáà
study

îòíèìàåò
takes

ó
from

ìåíÿ
me.Gen

ìíîãî
lot

âðåìåíè
time

`Study takes me a lot of time.'

5.4.5 Verbs of Communication

There are many di�erences regarding surface frames between Czech verbs of this

class and their Russian counterparts. Here we could not observe a single leading

di�erence as in the previous classes. The mismatches concern several functors and

several surface forms. They may be considered coincidental, but we can identify

several functors for which surface forms can be di�erent in Czech and Russian:

1. The Addressee (ADDR) with the surface form na+Acc � `on' in Czech is

presented di�erently in Russian, using a di�erent preposition.

(5.29)

(cz) mluvil
spoke

na
on

bratra
brother.Acc

'He spoke to his brother'
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(ru) oí
He

ãîâîðèë
spoke

ñ
with

áðàòîì
brother.Ins

'He spoke to his brother'

While the Russian preposition can also be used in Czech, albeit with a very

slight change of meaning � Mluvil s bratrem. � `He spoke with his brother.',

it is not possible to transfer the Czech preposition na+Acc directly into

Russian.

A similar case is the Czech verb zavolat na + Acc � `to call on some-

one'. Russian allows only the surface realization of the Addresse as a plain

Accusative: ïîçâàòü+Acc � `to call someone', while in Czech, both the

Accusative and na+Acc are possible, with a minor di�erence in meaning.

2. The Patient (PAT) with the surface form na+Loc � `on, upon' or na+Acc

� `on' in Czech may have another surface realization in Russian.

Generally the morphemic form is o+Loc � `about' for verbs of asking, such

as pt�at se � `ask', t�azat se � `ask' with na+Acc:

(5.30)

(cz) pt�at se
ask

na
on

zdrav��
health.Acc

`to ask about health'

(ru) ñïðàøèâàòü
ask

î
about

çäîðîâüå
health

`to ask about health.Loc'

The same surface frame is used in Russian in counterparts of other Czech

verbs of speaking with the frame slot na+Loc, e.g., Czech domlouvat se na

+ Loc � `agree on' vs. Russian äîãîâîðèòüñÿ o + Loc � `agree on/about'.

In Czech, the surface realization o+Loc � `about' is also possible.

3. Addressee (ADDR) in the Dative case for the following Czech verbs corre-

sponds to Accusative in Russian:

(5.31)

(cz) poblahop�r�at ADDR(Dat) `congratulate'37

(ru) ïîçäðàâèòü ADDR(Acc) `congratulate'

(5.32)

(cz) d�ekovat ADDR(Dat) `thank'38

37 Compare with German gratulieren ADDR(Dat)
38 German frame slot: danken ADDR(Dat)
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(ru) áëàãîäàðèòü ADDR(Acc) `thank'

4. Patient (PAT) with the surface form o+Acc � `about': Similar to the

Change class (Example 5.23), some complements of the Czech commu-

nication verbs with this surface form have another surface realization in

Russian due to the fact that the corresponding Russian preposition o does

not combine with Accusative at all:

(5.33)

(cz) hl�as�� se
asks

o
about

slovo
word.Acc

`She asks for the word'

(ru) îíà
She

ïðîñèò
asks

ñëîâà
word.Gen

`She asks for the word'

5. There are several coincidental di�erences occurring only once or twice that

do not �t any scheme, e.g.:

(5.34)

(cz) dozn�avat se PAT(k+Dat) `confess to smth'39

(ru) ïðèçíàâàòüñÿ PAT(â+Loc) `to confess in smth'

5.4.6 Class of Mental Action

The equivalent verbs of this class often show di�erences in surface frames, but

these are rather coincidental; we were not able to identify any regular patterns.

Discrepancy occurs as a rule between Czech verbs requiring the Patient (PAT)

in the surface form na+Acc � `on'. This is similar to the verbs of the Communica-

tion class (see Example 5.30), where the Patient is regularly translated as o+Loc

� `about'. However, there is no common translation equivalent in the Mental

Action class, and na+Acc corresponds to several surface forms in Russian:

(5.35)

(cz) pamatovat PAT(na+Acc) `remember'

(ru) ïîìíèòü PAT(ïðî+Acc) `remember'

(5.36)

39 The German frame is equivalent to the Czech one: sich bekennen PAT(zu+Dat).
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(cz) myslet PAT(na+Acc) `think about'40

(ru) äóìàòü PAT(o+Loc/ïðî+Acc) `think about'

(5.37)

(cz) zvykat si PAT(na+Acc) `get used to'41

(ru) ïðèâûêàòü PAT(k+Dat) `get used to'

The situation of the following verb pair is very similar to the one from Exam-

ples 5.31 and 5.32, though the functor here is PAT, not ADDR:

(5.38)

(cz) rozum�et PAT(Dat) `understand'

(ru) ïîíèìàòü PAT(Acc) `understand'

There are many further di�erences that seem rather coincidental, as in the

following example:

(5.39)

(cz) pohrdat PAT(Ins) `despise'

(ru) ïðåçèðàòü PAT(Acc) `despise'

5.4.7 Overall results on verb class di�erences

In this experiment, we have compared Czech and Russian surface frames of verbs

from 5 semantic classes (1,473 lexical entries in total) and examined the connec-

tion between surface valency discrepancies and verb classes. Some of the identi-

�ed discrepancies between surface verb frames in the two languages are regular

(semantically related words exhibit the same discrepancy in valency), others are

coincidental. We made the following observations:

• Most mismatches occur in prepositional phrases.

• Within a verb class, we can often �nd surface frame patterns of Czech verbs

which regularly correspond to certain Russian patterns.

40 The German equivalent denken PAT(an + Acc) corresponds to the Czech surface frame.
41 The German equivalent sich gew�ohnen PAT(an + Acc) corresponds to the Czech frame.
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• Quite a few Czech surface frames di�erent from Russian follow the same

pattern as German. This may be attributed to language contact between

Czech and German, though we did not study this issue in detail.42

Table 5.9 presents the distribution of verbs with di�erent frames according to

their semantic classes.

Verb class same frame di�erent frame # of verbs

Change 309 (95%) 14 (5%) 323

Exchange 166 (92%) 13 (8%) 179

Motion 305 (99%) 3 (1%) 308

Communication 312 (88%) 42 (12%) 354

Mental Action 270 (87%) 39 (13%) 309

Total 1362 (92%) 111 (8%) 1473

Table 5.9: Frame di�erences according to the verb classes

From this table we can see that verbs of physical activity (change, motion,

exchange) are less likely to show mismatches in surface frames than verbs of

mental activity (communication, mental action).

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have �rst discussed the practical aspects of valency in transla-

tion and focused on the discrepancies in surface valency of Czech verbs and their

Russian translation counterparts.

The main contribution of this research is the lexicon of Czech and Russian

verbs with their surface frames43 that was extracted and converted from the

dictionary of the Ruslan MT system. We have then identi�ed the discrepancies

in Czech and Russian surface frames (Section 5.2.1).

We have incorporated this lexicon into the TectoMT Czech-Russian rule-based

MT system (Section 5.2.3). While the addition of the lexicon caused a slight

decrease of the BLEU automatic evaluation score, a manual evaluation of the

changes brought by the lexicon showed that in almost 60% of sentences with

errors in surface valency, the wrong form was corrected .

42 It is mostly the vocabulary, not grammar, that is generally borrowed from another language,

but here we can see that surface frames can be calques from another language.
43 https://github.com/natalink/CzeRuValency/blob/master/python/lexicon
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The next step of our research on valency was an attempt to automatically

construct a lexicon of surface frames from a parallel corpus exploiting a simple

algorithm (Section 5.3). The manual evaluation of a small sample revealed that

the results are mostly correct (80% of generated frames were correct). To increase

the precision of our approach, more detailed information would be needed, such

as syntactic analysis of the sentences or �ne-grained word alignment.

Finally, we presented a detailed linguistic observation on which semantic

classes of verbs tend to show discrepancies in the surface form of their argu-

ments (Section 5.4). We have explored �ve selected semantic classes of Czech

verbs and their Russian translation counterparts, and we con�rmed our initial

hypothesis that in certain classes, Czech-Russian pair of verbs with a similar

meaning tend to have the same `discrepancy pattern' in surface valency. In addi-

tion, the total number of verb pairs where discordant surface frames were found

(8%) is approximately the same as the number of such calculated on the Ruslan

lexicon.
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Conclusion

The results achieved in our research are theoretical and practical. One of the

main outputs of our research is data that we collected/created for the purpose

of MT between Czech and Russia, which can be exploited in other experiments.

The research contributes to comparative linguistics by analyzing error types in

Czech-Russian machine translation output and linking these errors to speci�c

di�erences between Czech and Russian.

Data

The following list presents the data that we gathered for our machine translation

experiments:

• Czech-Russian parallel corpus We automatically downloaded a par-

allel corpus UMC that was subsequently tagged. It served mainly as a

part of training data for SMT. The corpus was used for extracting the

Czech-Russian dictionary and surface valency frames. Also, some linguistic

phenomena like usage of pronouns, transgressives were explored using this

parallel corpus.

• The Czech-Russian dictionary was automatically extracted from the

parallel corpus. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other freely avail-

able Czech-Russian dictionary. The dictionary was used for implementing

the experimental Czech-to-Russian machine translation within the RBMT

systems TectoMT and �Ces��lko.

• A list of surface valency frames was extracted from the dictionary

Ruslan. This list was therefore used in the comparative analysis of Czech

and Russian surface valency frames.

MT systems

The main objective of this work was to build experimental MT systems � rule-

based and statistical, and then to judge the performance of both types of the
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systems from a linguistic perspective. We worked with the rule-based MT system

TectoMT and the statistical system Moses for Czech-Russian. Also, we compared

their performance with two commercial systems � RBMT PC Translator and

Google Translate for Czech-to-Russian. As for the BLEU score, SMT systems

(Google and Moses) scored almost 3 times better than RBMT (TectoMT and PC

Translator).

The manual evaluation of errors in the output of the four systems suggested

that BLEU correlates with the manual evaluation as there were many more words

marked as errors in the RBMT output than in those of SMT.

One of the initial hypotheses � that MT between related languages under the

similar settings could bring better results than when constructing an MT between

unrelated languages � turned out to be false. The morphological complexity of

the two languages is detrimental and their relatedness does not help.

Di�erences between Czech and Russian

Our work contributes to comparative studies of the two languages by exploring

the MT output and relating the errors to speci�c language discrepancies. We

proposed a classi�cation of errors relevant for the language pair under consider-

ation. It was concluded that discrepancies between the two languages have more

impact on RBMT systems than on SMT ones.

We focused especially on the problem of surface valency of verbs in Czech

and Russian. Using several valency resources, we calculated that the number

of mismatches in surface valency between the two languages is about 10%. We

examined the verbs that show this di�erence and found out that there are more

discrepancies in the class of verbs of mental activity than in the class of physical

activity. Another observation was that quite often a Czech surface valency frame

di�erent from the respective one in Russian was similar to the one in German.

RBMT and SMT strategies of language acquisition

We want to conclude this thesis with another vision of RBMT and SMT systems

that was cultivated while working on the output of the two types of systems. The

metaphor we want to present is based on a parallel between machine translation

and language acquisition.

Rule-based MT systems resemble learners who started to learn a language

exploiting traditional methods of language acquisition: learning words (a dictio-

nary) and a set of rules to combine the words (rules in RBMT). This learning

strategy brings reasonable results only after investing a considerable amount of

e�orts and time, which is true both for RBMT and for a typical second-language

learner. The learners and the RBMT system produce errors of the same nature
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as they transfer the features from the native/source language into the target and

the only way to �x the problem is to learn the rule or add a new word into the

dictionary.

SMT systems can thus be compared to either children learning their language

from their surroundings or learners who live in the target language environment.

They do not need any linguistic rules at all. The only strategy that works for

both SMT and the learners is obtaining as much data as possible; the acquisition

of data is done in a `black box' that is not subjected to any control. We can

only speculate whether a human brain can store language data in a phrase-based

manner (like n-grams), but the statistical `approach' to language learning seems

to be more e�cient than the rule-based. It allows us to acquire a language in a

short amount of time without implicit knowledge of abstract rules.

Statistical and rule-based approaches often bene�t from borrowing some fea-

tures from each other (Hybrid systems), and this may be true for the language

learners as well.

Our future work may be pursued in the direction of �nding common features

between language acquisition and machine translation.
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Appendix � DVD content

The enclosed DVD contains the following �les:

• Czech-Russian-factored Parallel Czech-Russian Corpus UMC with mor-

phological annotation: http://hdl.handle.net/11858/00-097C-0000-0001-4909-7;

• cz-ru-dictionary Czech-Russian dictionary, 17,122 entries, cleaned;

• lexicon-ruslan Czech-Russian surface frames extracted from Ruslan;

• lexicon-autogen automatically extracted Czech-Russian surface frames.
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